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ABSTRACT
The main objective of this thesis was to develop a method to place individual buildingblocks onto pre-ordinate positions on a templating nanopattern so that the buildingblocks replicated the templating structures. The templating substrate was fabricated
by a series of diﬀerent processes conducted in the following sequence: electron-beam
lithography, etching, chromium/gold evaporation and resist lift-oﬀ. The gold nanopatterns
were functionalised with oligonucleotides (DNA) using thiol-gold chemistry and the
building-blocks (DNA modified gold nanoparticles) were assembled onto the templating
nanostructure by DNA-DNA interaction.
The templating nanopattern consisted of gold features on a silicon substrate. A
method to passivate the surrounding silicon surface was developed and the gold
nanoparticles (AuNPs) hybridisation conditions were optimised. An assessment of the
DNA-directed self-assembly of AuNPs was conducted. The hybridisation eﬃciency onto
each adsorption site was 80% while the non-specific adsorption was 0.7%. Approximately
50% of all the six-dot lines had five AuNPs immobilised, while roughly 20% had six
particles. The occurrence of defects could be repressed by modifying the geometry of the
templating nanostructures.
An additional objective was to develop a method to assemble AuNP structures into
more complex structures that potentially could be used as building-blocks for additional
self-assembly. For the nanostructures to be used as building-blocks they would have
to be covalently interconnected (e.g. by cross-linking) prior to being released from the
templating substrate, to ensure that their configuration remained intact upon release.
Following the release, the templating substrate could be reused for additional AuNP
self-assembly cycles.
The release of the AuNPs and the reusability of DNA functionalised substrates was
investigated on non-patterned substrates. It was found that AuNPs could be immobilised
and released ten times without a statistically significant decrease in the number of particles
immobilised per µm2 .
A covalent cross-linking concept was developed and investigated for AuNPs immobilised onto non-patterned substrates. A clear diﬀerence in the release behaviour
between AuNPs immobilised on substrates subjected to and not subjected to the crosslinking conditions was observed, which suggested that the cross-linking strategy was
successful.
vii

When released AuNPs were recollected on capture substrates, no diﬀerence in the
configuration of the released AuNPs was established between nanopatterns subject to and
not subjected to the cross-linking conditions. It was found that the AuNPs were not stable
at the temperatures required to drive the AuNPs release from the templating substrate
and thus the temperature induced release of assembled nanostructures was not a viable
option.
Alternative systems, in which temperature is not used to drive the release of crosslinked nanostructures, could potentially circumvent the thermal instability of the particles.
For example by using fuel-DNA to drive the desorption of cross-linked nanostructures,
according to the work of Hazarika et al., 1 or by using nanoprinting techniques to directly
transfer the nanoparticle assemblies onto a capture substrate. 2–4
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“The principles of physics, as far as I can see, do not speak against the possibility of
manoeuvring things atom by atom. It is not an attempt to violate any laws; it is something, in
principle, that can be done; but, in practice, it has not been done because we are too big.”
Richard P. Feynman
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CHAPTER

1

Introduction

Interest for structures in the nanometre range has increased greatly in the past decades
due to significant advancements in the semiconductor device industry, leading to the
requirement of ever smaller features. Today, the methods of attaining micron scale
features are based on so-called top-down approaches. Top-down approaches refer to
a wide range of diﬀerent methods based on the same principle: small features are carved
into a larg unit chemically or physically. 5,6 A commonly used top-down approach is
photolithography. The smallest resolution feature possible with photolithography is
limited by the wavelength of light and is in the sub 100 nm range. This limitation may be
overcome through the use of nanopatterning techniques. One example is electron beam
lithography (EBL); features smaller than 10 nm have been attained with EBL.
More novel techniquse for the fabrication of structures in the sub-micron region
are bottom-up methods. These approaches make use of the self-assembly properties
of molecules and nanoparticles and aim to construct functional electronic, optical and
mechanical nanodevices, from Ångström (Å) and nanometre (nm) sized building-blocks.
The ability to self-assemble into distinct structures are conveyed onto the inorganic
building-blocks by the attachment of biomolecules equipped with self-recognition
properties.

1
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1.1 Nanotechnology
Nanotechnology is a recent and rapidly growing field. The concept was first proposed
by physicist Richard Feynman when he in 1959 at the annual meeting of the American
Physical Society gave the now legendary talk entitled There’s plenty of Room at the Bottom. 7
He envisioned devices and structures comprising of individual atoms and molecules.
He suggested a method where an ordinary machine could be used to build a small
machine, which in turn could be used to build a smaller machine and so on down to
the molecular level. Although he in principle described the concept of nanotechnology,
it was not he who coined the term but Professor Norio Taniguchi of the Tokyo Science
University, in a paper presented at the meeting of the Japan Society of Precision Technology
in 1974; Taniguchi stated that “nanotechnology mainly consists of the processing of
separation, consolidation and deformation of materials by one atom or one molecule”. 8,9
In 1981 Eric Drexler presented a new concept for nanofabrication, proposing the idea
of building molecular machines from the bottom up using “molecular assemblers” to
manipulate individual atoms. 10 Drexler derived the idea of bottom-up assembly of small
entities to larger machineries from biochemical systems. One example is the function
of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) in our cells that programs the construction of proteins,
which are assembled from individual peptides into a large peptide chain in the ribosome,
a molecular machine which itself is made up of proteins and ribonucleic acid (RNA)
molecules. 11 Another great breakthrough in the field of nanotechnology occurred when
Binning and co-workers of IBM developed scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) in 1982,
which enabled the topographical imaging of individual atoms on a surface. 12 In 1985
Tom Newman successfully wrote the first page of Charles Dickens’ novel A tale of two
cities with EBL, reducing the size of the page by a factor of 25,000, with each character
in the script being about 50 nm wide. 13 In 1990 another group from IBM (Eigier and
Schweizer) managed to move and position single xenon atoms into the letters IBM. 14
In 1996 the groups of both Alivisatos and Mirkin presented the concept of rationally
assembling individual building-blocks through DNA interaction. 15,16
In the past 30 years the rate of improvement of semiconductor devices has followed
Moore’s law, doubling the performance every third year. The rate of improvement
has been possible because of the evolution of lithographic techniques. 17 However,
2
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photolithographic systems are reaching thermodynamic limits of what is possible and
can thus no longer support the current rate of progress. Many creative interdisciplinary
alternatives have emerged in the last decade to circumvent these limitations, where
metal and semiconductor components have been introduced into biochemical systems.
The interest for devices and structures in the nanometre range is not limited to the
semiconductor industry and has in the last decade expanded into a number of fields
where nano specific properties are being explored: in the development of novel materials,
in cancer treatment, for optical computation, in photovoltaics and for diﬀerent types of
sensors, to name a few. The promising future of nanoscale systems has turned the field
into a multi billion dollar industry in a short period of time. Lux Research Inc. estimates
that the revenue for nano-enabled products will reach a staggering US$ 2.5 trillion in
2015. 18 Although market predictions are obscure and not always trustworthy, they do
give an indication of how great a role nanotechnology is expected to play in the future. 19

1.1.1

History and Development of Nanoelectronic Devices

The development of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) was first initiated when
Charles Smith discovered the unique properties of silicon in 1954. 20 MEMS are generally
fabricated by selectively sculpting micromechanical structures into a substrate by etching
through a resist mask that most commonly has been generated with photolithography. 21
MEMS have played an important role in many diﬀerent areas, ranging from health care
to environmental monitoring. The development of microelectronics has been mainly
identified with the metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) large-scale-integration circuits. As
the feature sizes in integrated circuits are ever decreasing, the limits of what is feasible with
conventional photolithography employed for MEMS fabrication are being pushed. Three
fundamental limits are impeding the continuous progress of conventional lithography: (1)
thermal; (2) quantum; (3) power dissipation limits. 22 Because of this, new and innovative
techniques to enable miniaturisation into nanoelectromechanical systems are continuously
investigated (discussed in detail in upcoming sections).
The nanoelectronic device field consist of two major areas: (I) solid-state quantumeﬀective nanoelectronics and (II) molecular electronics. 23 Devices in both groups make use
3
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of the quantum eﬀects that begin to dominate the dynamics of electrons at the nanometre
scale.
For group I there are three basic categories: (i) quantum dots, (ii) resonant tunnelling
devices and (iii) single-electron transistors. All these structures have one essential
feature in common: a small “island” composed of semiconductor or metal where the
electrons are confined. The island is comparable to the channel in conventional field-eﬀect
transistor (FET), which enables the flow of electrons between the source and the drain. A
breakthrough occurred in 1998 when Tans et al. presented a transistors made of a single
nanotube. 24 A recent report demonstrates the fabrication and function of tunnel junctions
and field-eﬀect transistors with features as small as 2 nm. 25
Area II was first suggested by Aviram and Ratner in 1974 when they presented
a rectifier based on a single molecule. 26 For these devices, molecules are chemically
synthesised through batch processes and then self-assembled into circuits. Molecular
electronic circuits would enable power eﬃciencies one billion times higher than yielded
in conventional MOS circuits. 27 The problem is that chemically fabricated and selfassembled systems inevitably contain defects. Heath et al., however, showed that
fabrication of nanoelectronic devices by chemical assembly is feasible. 28 Single molecule
transistors have been reported, 29 as well as molecular switches, based on the structural
formation of molecules upon reduction which allows and prevents electron flow. 30,31

1.1.2

Plasmonic Optical Nanodevices

As mentioned above, the feature sizes in FETs are rapidly decreasing and as a consequence
the speed of signal transfer is increasing. Although transistors are becoming ever faster,
the problem of carrying digital information via interconnects from one end to the other of
a microprocessor, several cm away, has arisen. The number of transistors included in a
standard circuit have continuously increased, while the copper wires interconnects used
to carry digital information have not been able to scale in accordance. This has imposed
a substantial limitation on the speed of digital circuits. Optical interconnects have a
1,000 times greater capacity to carry digital data compared to electronic interconnects.
Unfortunately, optical interconnects are ∼1,000 times larger and the two technologies
are hard to combine on one circuit. The ideal solution would be a circuit with nanoscale
4
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features that allows for both optical signals and electric current. One promising candidate
for this task are surface plasmons: electromagnetic waves that propagate along the surface
of a conductor. In plasmonic circuits optical signal and electric current can be carried
through the same thin metal circuitry. 32
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) are the coherent oscillations of the conduction
electrons of metal nanoparticles. 33 The properties of SPP allow for the confinement of
light to very small dimensions and the possibility to localise and guide the light through
sub-wavelength metallic structures. 32 The plasmon can be excited by particle impact
and photons, as long as the conservation of energy and momentum is satisfied. 34 The
plasmon excitation frequency is dependent on the metal as well as the size and shape of the
nanoparticles. Thus, by manipulating these particle properties a wide range of particles
with diﬀerent SPP excitation frequencies can be synthesised. 35 The signal transfer occurs
through plasmonic coupling, where excited particles induce the excitation of the SPP of
adjacent particles that in turn induce the excitation of neighbouring particles and so on.
The mechanism of plasmonic signal transfer is not fully understood; however, it has been
observed that at centre-to-centre distances greater than 200 nm no coupling occurred
between 70 nm particles. 36 Hence, for interparticle signal transfer the distance between
adjacent particles has to be carefully controlled. The coupling of particles results in a
shift in the resonance peak that can be demonstrated either through a red shift in the
absorption spectra, or with dark field microscopy; a colour shift occurs upon coupling as
longer wavelengths are scattered more strongly (Figure 1.1A). 37,38 The shift in resonance
frequency is believed to be due to a weakening of the repulsive forces of the particle
surface charges as the polaritons of adjacent particles resonate. 37
A waveguide is a structure that guides electromagnetic waves. Optical nanostructured
waveguides are made of chains of nanoparticles that allow energy to propagate. The
waveguide structure does not have to be uniform; a structure comprising of a line where
the particles in the centre are 80 nm and the particles at the edges are 50 nm has been
reported to confine the energy to the middle of the waveguide (Figure 1.1B). 39 Waveguides
of diﬀerent structures, such as 90◦ angles or T formations, 40 as well as V groove shapes, 41
are also possible. Many other applications making use of plasmonic interactions are
currently being investigated: for optical imaging; in photodetectors; in photovoltaics; as

5
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Figure 1.1. Examples of plasmonic interactions: (A) plasmon coupling demonstrated with dark
field microscopy, where a colour change from blue to blue green and green to red for Ag and Au
NPs respectively is demonstrated, and by a shift in scattering spectra (©2005 Nature Publishing
Group); 38 (B) electron field intensity distribution of a plasmon wave guide showing top (upper)
and side (lower) view and scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of the wave guide
consistent of nanoscale gold dots (©2005 American Institute of Physics). 39

antennas in non-linear optics; as catalysts in the chemical industry; in the engineering
of radioactive decay; as thermal emitters; as building-blocks in metamaterials (artificial
materials) and as signal enhancer in nanolithography methods to attain smaller feature
sizes using conventional photolithography than would otherwise be possible. 32,35,42

1.1.3

Nanodevice Sensors

A sensor is a device that can detect and sometimes quantify a physical alteration in its
surroundings, such as shifts in temperature and pressure, or the presence and variation
in the amount of a specific substance. 43 Upon an alternation, sensors produce an output
signal which is either electrochemical, thermal or optical, which in turn can be converted
into a digital signal for further processing.
Nanoscale systems have a large surface-to-volume ratio and electron confinement,
due to the size at which they operate, which yields tuneable electron transport properties.
These properties renders nanoscale systems strongly influenced by minor changes, making
nanosensors more sensitive to shifts in their surroundings when compared to their larger
counterparts. Many diﬀerent types of sensors exist. 44–47 One type of sensor that has
received much attention in the last decade, mainly in biological and environmental
sensing, are biosensors. 43 In literature the definition of what a biosensor is is somewhat
obscure, but always include the use of a biological component such as enzymes, DNA and
antibodies. 48 Biosensors can either measure electrochemical shifts, or shifts in optical
signals, upon contact with a specific substance. Optical biosensors monitories a shift in
6
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absorbance, reflectance, emission, polarisation and raman spectra. 48 Examples of nanobiosensors are shown in Figure 1.2. 49,50
In order to increase the sensitivity of sensors many diﬀerent strategies have been
used. For example, the incorporation of carbon-nanotubes in electrochemical biosensors
have been shown to increase sensitivity to important biomolecules. 51 Many biosensors
make use of the fluorescence generated by fluorophores when they are excited by light.
They monitor the decrease or increase in fluorescence by e.g. inducing or inhibiting the
quenching of the fluorescence upon binding of an analyte. 49,52,53 One example of this
type of biosensor is displayed in Figure 1.2A. A DNA hairpin carrying a fluorophore is
immobilised on a surface. Because of the small distance between the fluorophore and the
gold surface the fluorescence is quenched. When the target (in this case a DNA strand) is
introduced in the system it binds to the sensor, generating a structural change in the DNA
hairpin, which leads to an increases in the mentioned distance. This disrupts the surface
induced quenching, making the fluorescence detectable again. 49
A

B

Δλ1

Δλ2

Figure 1.2. Examples of strategies for nano-biosensors: (A) a fluorophore carrying DNA hairpin
immobilised onto a gold surface (by thiol/gold chemistry/ undergoes structural change upon
target hybridisation, which increases the distance between the fluorophore and the gold surface
disrupting the quenching (©2003 American Chemical Society); 49 (B) the enzyme Cytochrome P450
is immobilised onto a SAM modified silver nanosensor, binding covaltently into the SAM molecules;
aromatic camphore molecules are then adsorbed into the binding cite of the Cytochrome P450, the
diﬀerent steps are recorded through a shift in the UV-visable extinction spectra (©2006 American
Chemical Society). 50

In other strategies, surfaces have been coated with antibodies or DNA strands that
have specific interactions with the analyte. When the analyte binds to the surface a small
but detectable shift in the surface plasmon occurs. This shift can, after normalisation, be
used to quantise the amount of analyte. The surface can either comprise of a continuous
metal thin film 54,55 or a metamaterial such as an assembly of gold nanorods. 56 In
7
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Figure 1.2B, a biosensor based on shifts in the localised surface plasmon resonance (LSPR)
that occurs when analyte is bind to it surface, is displayed. 50 The enzyme Cytochrome
P450 was immobilised onto a SAM modified silver nanobiosensor. The aromatic chemical,
champhor, was then adsorbed into the binding sites of the immobilised proteins. The
diﬀerent steps could be observed as a shift (λ1 and λ2 ) in the UV-vis extinction spectra.

1.2 Gold Nanoparticles
The interest in gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) has steadily increased in the past decades due
to their interesting optical properties (discussed in more detail below). 40,57 Although
they are currently receiving much attention in the research world they are not a recent
discovery but have been known for thousands of years. AuNPs are believed to first have
appeared around the 5th − 4th century B.C. in ancient Egypt and China, where they were
used for aesthetic purposes. They were, and are still, used in Ruby glass and for colouring
ceramics. The most famous exampled of the aesthetic use of AuNPs is the beautiful
Lycurgus cup, depicted in Figure 1.3. Lycurgus cup appears green in reflected and red in
transmitted light, due to the optical properties of the AuNPs in the glass. 33

Figure 1.3. Lycurgus cup, that appear green in reflected light and red in transmitted light, because
of the optical properties of the colloidal gold in the glass. The AuNPs have a SPP maximum at
around 530 nm (green). In reflected light the photons are scattered and the cup appear green. In
transmitted light the green light is absorbed by the AuNPs, making the cup appear red. 33
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In the Middle Ages drinkable soluble gold was reputed to possess remarkable curative
powers over many aﬄictions, such as heart and venereal problems, dysentery, epilepsy
and tumours, and were also used in the diagnosis of syphilis. 58 Recently, the medical
benefits of AuNPs have once again aroused interest. Extensive investigations for their use
in cancer therapy is being undertaken. 59 In one example AuNPs have been functionalised
with pH-sensitive surface molecules that shift charge at diﬀerent pH. 60 A reduction in pH,
which occurs in endosomal areas of cancer cells, would result in agglomeration of AuNPs
as a consequence of the shift in particle charge. When the cells are illuminated with UV
radiation (from the outside) the AuNPs agglomerates induce photochemical destruction
of the cells by absorbing the irradiated light and dissipating the energy as heat.
Scientific investigation of colloidal gold started in the late 19th century, initiated by
Michael Faraday. In 1857 Faraday delivered the Bakerian lecture at the Royal Society
entitled “Experimental Relations of Gold (and other Metals) to Light”. 61 He prepared
colloid solutions (a term that was not coined until 1861 by Graham 62 ) through a two-phase
preparation method; a gold salt such as sodium chloroaurate (Na[AuCl−4 ]) is reduced with
a solution of phosphorus in carbon disulphide (CS2 ), which yields a deep red solutions
that Faraday concluded to comprise of “very finely divided gold dispersed in liquid”. 63
Faraday did not know how small the fractions of gold in the solution were but believed that
they were smaller than the wavelength of light. Later investigations using electron beam
microscopy, conducted a century after Faraday’s extensive empirical studies, revealed that
particles synthesised by Faraday’s method yields a colloidal solution with a wide range of
particle sizes, with diameters ranging from 30 to 300 Å. 64
The unique optical properties of metal nanoparticles derive from the quantum
confinement of electrons. Around 1908 Gustav Mie solved Maxwell’s equations for the
scattering of electromagnetic waves by spherical objects of an arbitrary size immersed
in a homogeneous medium subjected to a plane monochromatic wave and attained an
approximation for the optical absorption of nanoparticles, that later showed very good
agreement with experimental results. 65,66
Plasmons are the resonant modes that arise from the interaction between light and
“free” electrons. 67 The optical response of nanoparticles is strikingly diﬀerent to the
behaviour of the bulk material. In bulk conductive and semiconductive material the
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Electric field
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-

- - - -electron cloud

Figure 1.4. Schematic representation of the oscillation of the conduction electrons at the metal
nanoparticle surface, denoted the plasmon resonance.

“free” electrons are delocalised and not bound to an individual atom; in a simplified
model system (referred to as “free-electron gas”) it is assumed that the interactions
between individual electrons and between the electron and the crystal lattice can be
neglected. 68 The free-electrons in a bulk material are not confined in any direction. In a
two-dimensional electron gas, however, the free-electrons can move freely in the x-y plane
but the movement in z-direction (thickness of a metal film) is restricted when the length
is smaller than the De Broglie wavelength of light. In a one-dimensional free-electron gas
the electrons can move freely along one axis while they are confined in two dimensions
(nanorods). In a zero-dimension system the free-electron gas is confined in all dimensions
and only discrete energy levels are allowed (quantum-dots). 67 There are two diﬀerent
types of quantum dots (QD) that show drastically diﬀerent optical behaviour: semiconductor nanoparticles and metal nanoparticles (NP). In ODs the absorption derives
from electron transitions between quantised energy states, while the optical response of
the metal NPs is correlated to the oscillation of the free-electron gas. 68 The oscillation of
the electric field of the light absorbed by a metal nanoparticle produces a force on the freeelectrons, which induces a dipole moment in the particle (Figure 1.4). 69 For particles with
a diameter below the wavelength of light, the conduction electrons inside the particles
move in a phase upon plane-wave excitation when radiatied with light of wavelength,
λ. This lead to build up of polarisation charges at the particle surface that allow for a
resonance to occur at a specific frequency, the particle dipole plasmon frequency. 70 Metal
nanoparticles and semiconductor nanoparticles (often referred to as quantum-dots) show
strikingly diﬀerent optical response to changes in particle size; the plasmon frequency
for metal nanoparticles does not shift much with a change in size while the absorption
10
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maximum for semiconductor nanoparticles shift when the diameter is changed by only
fractions of a nanometre. 68 AuNPs with diameters between 3 and 40 nm have essentially
the same absorption maximum, around 530 nm, absorbing green light, which is why gold
colloidal solutions (and Lycurgus cup) appears red in transmitted light and green in
reflected light. 33

1.3 AuNP Functionalisation
One important aspect of colloidal chemistry is how to stabilise the metal nanoparticles
in the dispersing media, as they are unstable and prone to agglomerate. When at close
proximity to one another, nanoparticles are attracted to each other by van der Waals
forces, which cause the colloids to aggregate and precipitate. By attaching molecules
to the nanoparticle surface the attractive van der Waals forces can be counteracted,
either electrostatically or sterically, and the nanoparticles stabilised. The forces acting on
electrostatically stabilised nanoparticles in solution are shown in Figure 1.5. 71

E
Electrostatic repulsion
r

van der Waals
attraction

Figure 1.5. The nanoparticles dispersed in a solution are attracted to each other by van der Waals
forces. This attractive force is overcome by the repulsive electrostatic forces of adsorbed ions and
associated counter ions (©2004 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim). 71

A wide range of routes for the chemical synthesis of gold nanoparticles exists. The
most common is the reduction of gold(III); tetrachlorauric acid is reduced with sodium
citrate in water, first introduced by Turkevich an co-workers in 1951. 72 This method
11
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mainly yields 20 nm particles. In 1973 Frens proposed a method in which the ratio
between the reducing and stabilising agent was varied in order to control the size of the
yielded AuNPs. 73 In these routes the synthesised AuNPs are surrounded by an electric
double layer, consisting of citrate and chloride anions and cations attracted to the chloride
ions, which results in a Coulombic repulsion between the particles. 71 In 1993 Giersig
and Mulvaney presented the first report of the stabilisation of AuNPs using alkene thiols
of diﬀerent chain lengths. 74 In 1994 Brust et al. published a two-phase liquid-liquid
synthesis of thiol derivatised AuNPs, inspired by Faradays two-phase method. 75 Later
that year the same group reported the simultaneous reduction of tetrachloroarurate ions
and attachment of a bifunctional organic thiol, yielding nanoparticles with chemical
characteristics of the functionality of the alkene thiol ligand. 76

1.4 Fabrication Methods of Nanoscale Structures
Two intrinsically diﬀerent methods for fabricating nano-range structures exist: top-down
and bottom-up fabrication, schematically represented in Figure 1.6. In the conventional
top-down fabrication method, a nanostructure is carved into a bulk piece of material. The
general process of the top-down strategy is as follows: a resist is coated onto a substrate, a
lithography tool is used to generate the pattern in the resist and the pattern transferred
into the substrate. In the more novel bottom-up fabrication method, nano building-blocks
are self-assembled into larger ordered structures. The building-blocks can either be fully
self-organising or modified with a self-recognising molecule that induces self-assembly. 6

1.4.1

Top-Down Fabrication

Lithography is the technique of generating a pattern in a thin polymer film, called the
resist, sensitive to radiation of either photons, electrons, ions or X-rays, depending on the
resist. A chemical treatment, referred to as development, follows the irradiation step, where
the resist is selectively removed. For a positive resist the irradiated areas become more
easily dissolvable in a developing solution and is thus removed, while the exposed areas
become more robust and the unexposed areas are removed for a negative resist. Two main
strategies of lithography exist: parallel and serial patterning (illustrated in Figure 1.7). An
12
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TOP-DOWN FABRICATION

BOTTOM-UP FABRICATION
Building blocks

Radiation
Mask
Resist
Sacrificial
layer
Substrate

Pattern transfer
tran

Self-assembly

Figure 1.6. Two methods of fabricating micro and nanostructures: top-down fabrication, where
distinct structures are generated into a bulk piece of material; bottom-up fabrication, where small
building-blocks are assembled into larger entities.

entire area is patterned in one go in parallel patterning methods, as the resist is exposed to
the radiation through a mask. In serial patterning lithography the individual features are
generated separately. Parallel patterning strategies have a high throughput, making it an
inexpensive alternative, however, due to mask related issues as well as intrinsic limitations
of the radiation source (such as diﬀraction limits) lower resolutions are yielded. For the
serial patterning methods very high resolutions are possible, although conversely, the
writing process is slow and the cost of fabrication high. 77,78

Parallel patterning

Serial patterning
tterning

Figure 1.7. The two main strategies of lithography; in parallel strategies, a pattern is generated
in one go by irradiating a resist through a mask, while the distinct features of a pattern are
independently generated using a probe in serial strategies.
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For the pattern to be transferred into the underlying substrate four main strategies
exists: (1) etching; (2) re-growth; (3) doping; (4) lift-oﬀ.
(1) The substrate is firstly coated with a sacrificial layer and a resist layer, into which
the pattern is generated by lithography. The exposed areas of the sacrificial layer are
etched and the resist removed in a processes generally referred to as lift-oﬀ, generating
recessed features.
(2) The areas unprotected by the resist are regrown and the resist is removed,
generating elevated structures.
(3) The substrate areas exposed through the resist are chemically modified through
doping by diﬀusion or implantation and the resist removed, generating a flat structure.
(4) Metal is deposited into the holes of the resist generated by lithography and the
resist is removed, yielding elevated features. 79

Photolithography
The most widely used lithography process in the semiconductor industry is the parallel
patterning technique optical lithography, also called photolithography. In the first step
a substrate is coated with a resist. The resist is exposed to radiation through a mask,
commonly produced using scanning beam lithography techniques. 78 After exposure the
resist is developed in a process which resembles the development of photographic films,
where in the case of a positive resist the exposed areas are dissolved. Subsequently a hard
baking step follows, which serves the purpose of improving the adhesion of the resist to
the substrate, concluding the lithography process. 80
The defects found in photolithography generated patterns are the combination of
defects introduced throughout the course of the process, in the mask fabrication process
and during mask alignment and exposure. Moreover, the swelling and shrinking of the
resist in the development and post-baking steps respectively, introduce slight distortions
of the pattern. The resolution limit of conventional photolithography is restricted by the
diﬀraction limit of the light used. The light source used is referred to as the exposure tool;
commonly a mercury exposure tool is used. 81 The spectrum of high pressure mercury arc
lights consist of discrete wavelength peaks with diﬀerent bandwidths: 435.8 nm (g-line);
404.7 nm (h-line); 365.0 nm (i-line). 82 Diﬀerent parts of the illumination spectrum are
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filtered out , depending on the exposure tool, i.e. whether a g-line, h-line or i-line exposure
tool is used. Typically, exposure tools using mercury light yields a resolution limit around
500 nm. 81 The achievable resolution is determined by the numerical aperture (NA) of
the optical system and the exposure tool and the wavelength (λ)of the radiation. The
minimal resolvable dimensions (dprod ) and the corresponding depth of focus (DOF) can
be estimated from the modified Rayleigh equations displayed in (1.1).
dprod =

k1 λ
,
NA

DOF =

k2 λ
NA2

(1.1)

Here k1 and k2 are constants that depend on the resist system, process technology and
image-formation technique used. By using shorter wavelengths and optical systems with
larger NA the achievable resolution is increased. 83 Over the years, several strategies have
been investigated to improve the attainable feature resolution, mainly involving exposure
tools with ever smaller wavelengths. Today UV lithography, employing 193- and 248 nm
exposure tools, are routinely used in the semiconductor industry. With UV lithography
features in the 100 nm range can be generated. 84 To achieve even higher resolution
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation is used as light source. Feature sizes below 30 nm
have been generated with EUV lithography at the Intel test lab. 85 These techniques are
generally referred to as “the next generation optical lithography strategies” and require
state-of-the-art instruments that are not easily accessible, resulting in a tremendous
fabrication cost.
When a non-planar substrate is to be patterned, X-ray lithography is a much more
viable option. 86,87 The short wavelengths used in X-ray lithography have low diﬀraction
and scattering eﬀects and allow for a large depth of field with nanometre resolution.
Patterns can be transferred to a non-planar resist covered substrate by synchrotron
irradiating, through a chemically etched focused ion beam generated mask, to fabricate
nanometre feature sizes over large areas. The drawback of this method is also the high
fabrication cost.

Scanning Beam Lithography Techniques
Scanning beam lithography (SBL) processes are serial patterning processes in which
most of the steps are the same as for conventional lithography techniques. The exception
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is the method by which the resist is exposed to radiation. In SBL techniques a probe
is scanned over the substrate (as illustrated in Figure 1.7 on page 13) directly writing
distinct patterns into the resist. Three main classes of SBL techniques exist: (1) scanned
laser beam (∼ 250 nm resolution); (2) focused electron beam, also known as EBL (sub
20 nm resolution 13 ); (3) focused ion beam (FIB) (sub 50 nm resolution 88 ).
A commonly used resist is poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), which can be used
both as positive 81 and negative resists, 89 although it is more commonly used as a positive
resist. PMMA is formed from the monomer in a radical-induced polymerisation reaction,
where the monomers are cross-linked. Upon high energy radiation the bonds in the
polymer are broken, illustrated in reaction scheme in Figure 1.8. 81
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Figure 1.8. The structure of the cross-linked PMMA and the chain scission that occur upon
exposure to high energy radiation. 81

When used as a negative resist the PMMA is irradiated with higher doses than are
generally used, cross-linking between PMMA molecules into larger molecules is induced.
Cross-linked PMMA is much more solvent resistant than normal PMMA and thus the
unexposed areas can be washed oﬀ by immersion into solvents in which PMMA is soluble,
e.g. aceton. 89
As the wavelength of the radiation used is much smaller compared to conventional
lithography, far higher resolution is achieved. One drawback of these techniques, however,
is the long writing time required for pattern generation. If features of high resolution
are desired, the pattern is generated with a beam of smaller diameter. To achieve enough
exposure to modify the resist, the exposure time is increased. Consequently, higher
resolutions require longer exposure times. Another factor aﬀecting the resolution realised
is the type of resist. In general resists that do not require a high electron dose yield low
resolution structures, while the opposite is true for resists that require a high dose. PMMA
resist yields very high resolutions, but also requires a high energy dose. 78 By developing
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the resist in a cold developing solution the resolution and the clarity of features can be
further improved; features sub 10 nm have been generated in this way. 90 When a resist
is developed at low temperatures (4 − 8 ◦ C) it is believed that only the centre part of
the exposed area is removed by the developing solution, which increases the resolution.
Furthermore, a higher electron dose can be used, which not only decreases the writing
time but also ensures that the bottom of the trenches are clean after exposure. Features as
small as 5 nm have been achieved with EBL. 91,92

Non-Conventional Lithography Techniques
Near-field scanning optical microscopy techniques. A wide range of alternative
options for fabricating nanoscale features have emerged, as the price of nanoscale
fabrication using next-generation optical lithography techniques described above has
increased staggeringly. One approach is to use photolithography using visible light but
decrease the distance between the optics and the sample to, or below, the wavelength
of the light used, attaining resolutions far better than the diﬀraction limit of the light
source allow for. This is the principle of near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM).
When using this technique, molecular materials are used as resist. 93 For example, a
UV laser coupled to a NSOM as light source has been used to oxidise self-assembled
monolayers (SAM) of thiols on gold and silver, generating features in the sub 50 nm
range. 94,95
Dip-Pen Lithography. A scanning probe lithography (SPL) technique that does not
require any resist is dip-pen nanolithography (DPN), which uses an atomic force
microscope (AFM) tip to generate the patterns. The tip is, as the name implies, dipped
into a solution of molecules. The molecule covered tip is brought in close proximity to
the substrate surface (e.g. gold) whereupon a water meniscus is formed between the two.
The molecules flow from the tip to the surface of the substrate by capillary action and
adsorb onto the substrate surface. The size of the meniscus aﬀects the transport rate of
the molecules to the surface and can be governed by controlling the relative humidity.
In this way a distinct pattern can be directly written onto a substrate. 96 A wide range of
DPN methods have been developed and the technique has been shown to be compatible
with many “inks”, e.g. organic molecules, organic and biological polymers, colloidal
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particles, metal ions as well as many substrates, ranging from metals and insulators to
functional monolayers. 97 To increase the speed of pattern generation many probes are
used simultaneously to write a pattern (parallel DPN). Feature sizes of 60 nm have been
achieved with an eight probe DPN system. 98 More than eight probes can be used at one
time, however, at the expense of the resolution achieved. Even still, as many as 4.5 million
sub 1100 nm features have been generated in less than 30 min using parallel DPL. 99

Nanografting. Nanografting is another novel lithography tool. It combines AFM with
surface chemistry of thiol adsorption on gold; an alkenothiol SAM is imaged under low
force AFM in a liquid medium that contains another thiol. When applying higher force
between the tip and the surface the chemi-adsorbed thiols are removed and replaced by
the other thiol present in the medium. In this way, high resolution designed nanostructures
can be directly written into the SAM that coats the substrate surface. 100 Both negative and
positive features can be generated with this technique. 101

Nanoimprinting. Nanoimprinting make us of the same principle as used for printing
books; the transfer of patterns generated on one substrate to another substrate or device,
generally by using a mould. Two main categories exist and are described below.
(1) A hard mould is pressed into a resist that is heated above its glass transition
temperature and thus allowed to flow, once the hard mould has been pressed and quenched
the system is cooled and the mould removed. 102 If any polymer remains in the feature
areas it is removed with wet or dry etching.
(2) Step-and-flash imprint lithography (S-FIL). An organic low viscosity, silicon rich
and UV photo curable solution is dispensed on a substrate surface. A transparent mould is
pressed into the solution and the system is exposed to UV radiation. 102 Upon irradiation
the solution cures, whereupon the mould is removed. This method suits multilevel devices,
as only low pressure is applied, which protects underlying layers from being damaged.
Feature sizes sub 100 nm have been realised with this technique. 103 The greatest problem
in nanoimprinting is to align the mould with the substrates, this becomes a problem when
one feature needs to be placed in exact alignment with another feature. Notwithstanding
these problems, 5 nm line widths and 14 nm linepitch in resist have been realised. 104
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Soft Lithography.

Soft lithography is similar to nanoimprinting, but uses a soft mould,

or stamp, rather than a hard mould. 105 Three-dimensional and curve structures can
be generated using this technique. The general principle of soft-lithography is the
“printing” of patterns onto substrates with an elastomeric stamp. The stamp is commonly
made from polydimethylsilocane (PDMS) or silicon rubber and is fabricated by pouring
the PDMS or silicon rubber over a master template, fabricated by photo- or electron
beam lithography, whereupon it is cured (cross-linked) and peeled oﬀ. Three major soft
lithography techniques exist: (1) microcontact printing (µCP); (2) replica moulding (REM);
(3) solvent-assisted micro-moulding (SAMIM). 106
(1) The stamp is covered (inked) with a molecule, typically an alkenothiol. The ink
is then transferred to a substrate by pressing the stamp down onto the substrate surface
whereupon the ink adheres. The SAM pattern acts as a resist in subsequent wet etching
steps and the pattern is transferred to the underlying substrate surface as the areas
unprotected by a SAM layer are etched.
(2) The mould is pressed into a liquid pre-polymer that is solidified, either thermally
(e.g. epoxy) or by exposure to UV radiation (e.g. polyurethane), replicating the original
master template.
(3) The stamp is wetted with a liquid that is a good solvent for the polymer film on a
substrate. The stamp is brought in contact with the polymer film upon which a thin layer
of the polymer is dissolved. The polymer/solvent fluid thereby conform into the shape of
the mould. As the solvent evaporates, the polymer solidifies. 107,108 Features in the sub
100 nm range have been generated using these techniques. 109 Sub 15 nm features have
been realised using nanoprint in conjugation with soft-lithography. 110

1.4.2

Bottom-Up Fabrication

Bottom-up fabrication techniques are based on the concept found in supramolecular
chemistry; molecules are assembled into organised structures from the atomic (1 − 100 Å)
scale to the so-called mesoscopic scale (1 − 100 nm). The building-blocks can be organic
molecules, biomolecules, or inorganic semiconductor and metal nanoparticles. The
self-assembly process can be arbitrary, as in the case of supramolecular self-assembled
architectures, or programmed, where the building-blocks assemble into predefined shapes.
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The bonds holding the building-blocks together are weak, non-covalent interactions
such as hydrogen bonding, polar attractions, π − π stacking, van der Waals forces
and hydrophobic-hydrophilic interactions. Scientist developing strategies for the nano
building-block self-assembly aspire to synthesise new robust functional materials by
mimicking nature, hoping to find new interesting synthetic material properties that
emanate from nanoscale ordering. Bottom-up strategies can be an alternative to, or used
in conjunction with, conventional top-down fabrication methods. 6,111,112

Molecular Self-Assembly
Many diﬀerent building-blocks can be used for molecular self-assembly. One example, well
known in nature, is the architectures of amphiphilic molecules, such as the phospholipids
that make up the walls of living cells.
Amphiliphilic structures are surfactants that consist of one hydrophobic and one
hydrophilic part, making them surface active and able to self-assemble into larger
structures. For example, in micelle formation in polar solvents, the hydrophobic tails
of the surfactants agglomerate in the centre of the micelle while the hydrophobic parts
are exposed to the solvent, which minimises the thermodynamic energy of the system.
The shape of the macromolecular architecture depends partially on the ratio between the
components of the head-group and the tail and partially on their interaction with the
solvent system. Synthetic amphiphiles have been shown to self-assemble into architectures
such as monolayers, micelles, vesicles and rod and sheet-like structures, in water. 113
Another group of molecules commonly used as molecular building-blocks are
peptides: short polymers comprising of chains of amino-acids. They are easy to synthesise,
small in size, relatively stable and biologically modifiable. The architecture of peptide
assemblies can be controlled by governing the solvent, the pH and the temperature of the
medium where the self-assembly occurs. Further control over the conformation as well as
functionality of peptide supramolecular assembly can be gained by altering the peptide
side-chains. 114
Block copolymers are widely used building-blocks for bottom-up assembly and
consist of two chemically distinct blocks connected by a covalent bond. The same principle
as for amphiphilic molecules applys for the self-assembly of block copolymers; the two
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polymers are dissolved in a solvent that can solubilise one of the two polymers. The
architecture of the assemblies depend on a number of factors, e.g. the volume fraction of
the two polymers and the thermodynamics of the interaction between the two blocks and
the solvent. 115
A few examples of macromolecular self-assembly architectures reported in literature
are shown in Figure 1.9. 116–118

Figure 1.9. Examples of self-assembled supramolecular architectures: (A) scheme of the selfassembly structure of filamentous actin on cationic lipid membranes reported by Wong et al.
the cationic lipid bilayer is sandwiched between two layers of crystalline actin, the inset show
the three-layer membrane that is formed, which folds in ribbon-like tubules (©2000 AAAS); 116
(B) sketch over the amphiphilic hyperbranched multi-arm copolymer that self-assemble into
macroscopic tubes (shown in the optical microscope image), reported by Yan et al. (©2004 AAAS); 119
(C) scheme and tunnelling electron microscope (TEM) micrographs of scarf-shaped co-micelle
assembled by controlled polymerisation of block copolymers PI76 − b−PFS76 and PI342 − b−PFS57
reported by Gädt et al. (©2009 Macmillan Publishers Limited); 117 (D) scheme of the conically shaped
peptide amphiphilics that self-assemble into cylindrical micelles, reported by Hartgerink et al.,
and micrographs of positive and negative strain TEM of the ribbon-like parallel arrays formed
(©2001 AAAS). 118

One problem when working with supramolecular self-assembly is that no absolute
control over the assembly architecture is possible. There are, however, methods for the
programmed self-assembly of nano building-blocks.
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Programmed Self-Assembly
The programmed self-assembly refers to a process where building-blocks are directed
by a molecule with self-recognition properties to assemble into a predefined shape
or configuration. The self-assembly can occur either onto a surface or in solution,
forming two- and three-dimensional nanostructures respectively. 120 The self-assembly of
inorganic building-blocks, such as semiconductor and metal nanoparticles, is of particular
interest for the fabrication of electronic and plasmonic devices. 38,121–123 As the particles
themselves do not spontaneously self-assemble into distinct architectures, the aid of
“guiding” molecules is required. The directed assembly can be achieved by organic
molecules, such as polymers with an active functional group, 124,125 or with biomolecules,
such as peptides 126 , proteins 127 and oligonucleotides. 128 The driving force for the
assembly can be electrochemical attraction, 129,130 non-covalent bonding interactions, 131
or self-recognition of oligonucleotides, antibodies/antigens 132 and streptavidin/biotin. 133
Oligonucleotides have become the generally most used molecule for the programmed
self-assembly of nanoparticles into predefined formations. 134

Deoxyribonucleic Acid. DNA is found in every cell of all living organisms (excluding
viruses) on our planet. In the DNA, the instructions to the cell how to build and sustain
life is encoded. By using the same mechanism that governs life, complex nanoparticle
architectures can be programmed. 135 Single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) is made up of a
linear polymer comprising monomeric units of nucleotides (chemical structure displayed
in Figure 1.10). The nucleotide consists of two parts: a phosphoryl group (−PO2−
3 ) and
a nucleoside (nitrogenous base and a sugar) linked through N-glycosidic linkage. The
phosphate groups join the nucleotides together to form a suger-phosphate backbone with
the bases sticking out to the side. The phosphate is linked to the sugar (2-deoxyribose)
through an ester bond, attaching between the 3’ and the 5’ carbon of the sugars in adjacent
nucleotides. Due to this linking, DNA is a directional polymer with the two terminals,
denoted 3’ and 5’, having distinct properties. 11
Each nucleotide has one out of four possible bases: adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine
(C) and guanine (G). Adenine can only bind to thymine, forming one base pair linked by
two hydrogen bonds, while cytosine and guanine form another base pair, linked by three
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hydrogen bonds. 11 This interaction between the DNA bases is known as Watson-Crick
base pairing and makes the DNA interaction highly sequence specific. Two DNA strands
link together in an antiparallel manner (their 3’ to 5’ direction is reversed from each other)
and fold into a double stranded (dsDNA) helix. The secondary structure of DNA, the
folding into a double helix, was first described by Watson and Crick in 1953, hence the
name. 136 The dissociation of annealed DNA duplexes, also referred to as dehybridisation,
can be achieved by increasing the temperature of the surrounding medium above the
dissociation temperature. The point where half the duplexes have dehybridised is known
as the melting temperature (Tm ). A decrease in the ionic strength of the surrounding
medium also destabilises the duplex, as does a change from neutral, to either acidic or
alkali pH. The DNA duplexes dissociate in heat as the thermal energy overcomes the
bonding energy of the hydrogen bonds. The destabilisation caused by the decrease in ionic
strength is due to the increased electrostatic repulsion between the negative backbones
of the two hybridising DNA strands, as there are not enough ions present to shield the
charges. Acidic and alkali conditions causes the breakage of hydrogen bonds. In the case
of an increase in proton concentration the groups that participate in the hydrogen bonds
open and accept protons from the solution. Upon return to neutral conditions, the DNA
strands rehybridise. 137
DNA is used in more than one way for nanofabrication; it directs self-assembly of
nano building-blocks, it is a molecular building-block, and it can be used as a template
for self-assembly. Examples of DNA as building-block and director for self-assembly are
displayed in Figure 1.11. 138–140
DNA strands have been self-assembled into tetrahedrons, dodecahedrons and buckyballs (Figure 1.11A). 138 Rothemund increased the complexity of DNA macromolecule
architectures when he introduced the use of large DNA scaﬀolds, which he denoted
origami, for nanofabrication. A DNA origami is a long ssDNA (viral or bacterial) folded
together by many short DNA strands, termed staple strands. 141 Since first introduced,
DNA origami have been used to fabricate, three-dimensional structures, as the ones shown
in Figure 1.11. Nanodevices entirely comprised of DNA scaﬀolds have also been fabricated.
A three state DNA nanomechanical device made out of a two-strand frame that can be
structurally modified by the addition of set strands have been demonstrated. 142 The three
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Figure 1.10. A schematic representation of the DNA double helix and its chemical structure,
displaying the two base pairs, guanine and cytosine (interact with three hydrogen bonds) and
adenine and thymine (interact with two hydrogen bonds).

states were interconnected by three motional steps: a two-fold rotation; a translation,
inducing a 2.1 − 2.5 nm contraction of DNA frame; a two fold screw rotation.
DNA Assisted Assembly. DNA can also be used to program the assembly of inorganic
building-blocks. Many strategies exist for the DNA assisted assembly, although all
follow the same principle: the assembly is driven by DNA-DNA interaction between
two complementary ssDNA that hybridise into a dsDNA. By connecting the buildingblocks to ssDNA the assembly of the building-blocks can be manipulated. The concept
of DNA assisted assembly was first described by the groups of Alivisatos and Mirkin in
1996. 15,16 In Figure 1.12 examples of the extraordinary flexibility of DNA programmed
self-assembly are demonstrated. 143–145
Alivisatos and co-workers attached thiol-terminated DNA to inorganic nanocrystals. 15 The nanocrystal confined DNA strands were thereby hybridised to a linker DNA
strand that joined the particles together, forming dimers and trimers. The linker DNA
strands comprised of two or three segments that were complementary to the nanocrystal
confined DNA and allowed for the attachment of two or three nanocrystals respectively.
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Figure 1.11. Examples of DNA assembled nanostructures: (A) three types of DNA strands
assembled into a star (tile) which is further assembled into tetrahedrons, dodecahedron and
buckyballs, shown in cryo-electron microscope micrographs (©2008 NaturePublishingGroup); 138
(B) DNA origami self-assembled into three-dimensional structures: monolith, square nut, railed
bridge, slottet cross and stacked cross (©2009 Macmillan Publishers Limited); 139 (C) the assembly
of six DNA origami sheets into a nanobox with an openable lid (©2009 Macmillan Publishers
Limited). 140

Mirkin and co-workers on the other hand, attached DNA by the 3’-terminal to one set of
gold nanoparticles, and by the 5’- terminal to another set of particles. Upon addition of a
linker strand, comprising of two segments (one complementary to the DNA attached by
the 3’-terminal and the other complementary to the DNA attached by the 5’-terminal) the
particles aggregated and precipitated. 16 The colloidal solution changed colour when the
particles agglomerated, from red to blue, and then lost all colour once the agglomerates
sedimented. The change in colour is believed to be due to dampening of the plasmon
resonance frequency, induced by the reduced distance between particles, which allow
for plasmonic coupling between particles. 146 The programmable particle aggregation is
completely reversible as the DNA duplexes easily dissociated when heated above their
dissociation temperature.
In 1998 Mucic et al. presented a system of increased complexity, in which a binary
nanoparticle satellite structure was presented: 31 nm particle were surrounded by 8 nm
particles linked to the larger particle by DNA. 147 A higher degree of control still was
achieved by Zanchet et al. by carefully controlling the number of DNA strands that
attached per particle, facilitating the formation of distinct AuNP-DNA conjugates into
dimers and trimers. 148 This was realised by governing the ratio between DNA and AuNPs
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during the AuNP-DNA conjugate synthesis, followed by a electrophoresis purification
step, where AuNP-DNA conjugates with diﬀerent number of DNA attached could be
separated. Claridge et al. presented a strategy where the enzymes DNAligase ability to seal
nicks in dsDNA was made use of. 149 Particles were functionalised with thiol-terminated
DNA and joined by linker strand DNA. The nick in the hybridised dsDNA connecting the
two particles was repaired (ligated) through the action of DNAligase. The two particles
were thus linked without the aid of the linker DNA as the single-strands of the two NP
had been ligated into one strand. Two AuNP-DNA dimers (with DNA complementary
to each other) were then further assembled into tetramers. In the same way hexamers
were generated. In a recent report the assembly of AuNP-DNA conjugates into threedimensional nanoparticle pyramids was demonstrated. 150 Another recent report presents
a three-dimensional AuNP-DNA superlattice device based on the control of interparticle
distance by the addition of set strands that induce a shift in the superlattice structure. 151
DNA interactions have, in addition, been used for the crystallisation of AuNP-DNA
conjugates. The assembly of AuNPs into amorphous and crystalline structures was shown
to be dependent on the morphology of the linker strands. 152 In another report it was
shown that the thermal profile of the hybridisation event dictated whether the AuNPDNA conjugates crystallised into structures of close-packed face-centred-cubic (fcc) or
non-close-packed body-centred-cubic (bcc). 153
Composite nanoparticle structures forming semi-conductor QD/AuNP assemblies
have, moreover, been realised using DNA-DNA interactions: dimers (one QD and one
AuNP); trimers (one QD and two AuNPs); tetramers (one centrally located QD with three
AuNPs) and tetramers (one centrally located QD with four AuNPs) have been generated. 154
Recently, Wong et al. demonstrated photonic interactions between DNA assembled dimers,
consistent of one QD and one AuNPs. 123 The distance between the two particles could be
easily controlled by modifying the length of the DNA, which facilitated the investigation
of the eﬀect of distance on interparticle photonic interactions.
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Figure 1.12. Examples of the extraordinary flexibility in the DNA programmed self-assembly of
nano building-blocks: (A) the self-assembly of AuNP-DNA conjugates into triangles, squares and
open linear arrangement, the assembly (shown schematically and visually in TEM micrographs) of
15 nm (red) and 5 nm (purple) gold nanoparticles is shown in I − II , while the ability of rewriting
structures using an eraser strand is demonstrated in IV (©2007 American Chemical Society); 143 (B)
the directed assembly of two AuNPs-DNA conjugates onto a DNA origami tile (shown schematically
and in an AFM micrograph) (©2008 American Chemical Society); 144 (C) the reversibility of the DNA
assembled nanostrutures in solution as well as surface confined, upon addition of a “target” strand
the gold nanoparticles assemble either together or onto a substrate surface, when increasing the
temperature the DNA strands dehybridise leading to the disintegration of the nanostructures
(©2003 American Chemical Society). 145

DNA-directed assembly of building-blocks onto DNA origami has been demonstrated.
The assembly onto origami was made possible by functionalising the building-block with
a DNA-strand complementary to the sticky ends (complementary section) of selected staple
strands, which directed the building-block into predetermined position with nanometrescale precision. 155,156 Two AuNP have in this way been assembled onto individual
origami tiles (Figure 1.12B). 144 The protein streptavidin have also been successfully
assembled onto DNA origami, through biotin-streptavidin interaction. 157 Chemical
cleavage reactions and coupling to the proteins functional sites have, furthermore, been
demonstrated. The authors suggested that the origami could be used as “addressable
solid support”. In another example, AuNPs attached to DNA motifs shaped as crosses
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have been self-assembled into two-dimensional periodic arrays. 158 DNA has also been
used as templates for the assembly of inorganic building-blocks; metal nanoparticles
(> 5 nm) functionalised with positively charged functional groups were electrostatically
self-assembled onto the negatively charged phosphate backbone of DNA, forming metallic
nanowires. 159–161
Other groups have reported the DNA-directed self-assembly of building-blocks onto
DNA functionalised substrate surfaces. Bifunctional DNA-AuNP conjugates, containing
two DNA strands of distinct sequences, have been immobilised onto a DNA functionalised
substrate surface. 162 The bifunctional AuNP-DNA conjugates were functionalised with
two independently addressable DNA strands, one which was used to link the particles to
the substrate confined DNA while the other established cross-linking between the surface
confined AuNPs. Immobilised nanoparticles can be used in bio-assays, in particular to
detect specific DNA strands, as they scatter light; the wavelength of the light scattered
dependent on the size of the particles (Rayleight light-scattering). 145 Particles with a
50 nm diameter scatter green light and thus the spot where they are immobilised appear
green, while 10 nm particles scatter orange light and 40 nm scatter purple (Figure 1.12C).

Where Top-Down and Bottom-Up Meet
To gain even further control over the programmed self-assembly of building-blocks a
bottom-up self-assembly process can be undertaken in conjunction with a top-down
lithograph process, i.e. the building-blocks can be assembled into shapes predefined by a
lithographic process. 163,164 Examples are shown in Figure 1.13. 165–167
The first combined top-down and bottom up self-assembly strategy was reported by
Demers et al. in 2001. 168 Orthogonal nanoparticle structures were generated on a substrate
by combining DPL with DNA-directed self-assembly of building-blocks. Selective areas
of the substrate surface were modified with 1,16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHA)
by DPL, to allow for the self-assembled coupling of alkylamine-modified DNA (seq-a),
forming a MHA pattern. A second MHA pattern with smaller features, slightly oﬀset
from the first, was thereby generated by DPL, onto which DNA strands with a diﬀerent
sequence (seq-b) was coupled. Particles of two diﬀerent sizes, 31 nm and 1 nm, were
functionalised with DNA-strands complementary to seq-a and seq-b respectively. The
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31 nm particles assembled onto the pattern functionalised with DNA seq-a, while the
13 nm particles assembled onto the smaller featured seq-b pattern, slightly oﬀset of
pattern seq-a, generating a periodic two component particle network.

Figure 1.13. Examples of nanostructures generated through a combination of a top-down and
bottom-up processes reported in literature: (A) a nanopattern was generated in a SAM covering a
silicon substrate through constructive nanolithography, subsequent chemical modification yielded
a positively charged nanopattern onto which negatively charged citrate stabilised AuNPs were
self-assembled reproducing Picasso’s World Without Weapons from 1962 (©2004 American Chemical
Society); 165 (B) nanostructures generated by SMCP, where individual ssDNA carrying a biotin
were transferred from a depot with an AFM tip that carried a covalently attached DNA strand
complementary to the biotin bearing DNA, which was transferred to a selected site on a target
substrate functionalised with DNA complementary to the biotin bearing DNA; the force of the
DNA hybridisation event was designed to increase with every step of the process (F1 < F2 < F3 ),
streptavidin capped fluorescent semiconductor nanoparticles were self-assembled onto the biotin
nanopattern in a final step (©2008 American Chemical Society); 166 (C) triangle DNA origami bearing
AuNPs that had been self-assembled into the triangle corners were immobilised into EBL generated
nanopatterns through hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions (©2009 NaturePublishingGroup). 167

Li et al. presented another strategy; electrostatically driven self-assembly of citrate stabilised nanoparticles was conducted onto AFM nanolithography generated
nanopatterns (Figure 1.13A). 169 A conducting AFM-tip was scanned in selected areas,
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upon application of a potential between the AFM tip and the substrate the existing
monolayer degraded exposing an area of silicon, which was oxidised into silicon oxide.
Further surface treatment of the silicon oxide nanopattern (aminopropyltrimethoxysilane
modification) yielded a positively charged nanopattern onto which the negatively charged
nanoparticles self-assembled, forming a regular array of 15 nm gold nanoparticles on
a silicon surface. A similar process was later presented by another group, in which
constructive nanolithography was employed to generate the nanopattern by chemically
modifying the SAM covered substrate surface. 165 An amazing reproduction of Picasso’s
World Without Weapons was fabricated by self-assembly of 2 − 6 nm citrate stabilised gold
nanoparticle onto the nanolithography generated nanopattern.
A system using the single-molecule cut-and-paste (SMCP) method, manipulating
individual molecules into precise positions by an AFM-tip, has been used to generate
nanostructures (Figure 1.13B). 166 Biotin bearing DNA strands were transported, one by
one, from a depot strand to a target substrate with an AFM-tip. DNA was covalently
attached to the tip, which was lowered down towards the depot, whereupon the biotin
bearing DNA was hybridised and moved into a selected position onto a target substrate
functionalised with DNA complementary to the biotin bearing DNA .The force of DNA
interaction was designed to increase with every step of the process, where the set of
hybridisation events in the system were: the depot and biotin carrying DNAs (F1 ), the
biotin bearing DNA and AFM tip confined DNA (F2 ) and the biotin bearing DNA and
the target substrate confined DNA (F3 ). With each step the hybridisation event increased
in binding strength, i.e. F1 < F2 < F3 Streptavidin capped fluorescent semiconductor
nanoparticles were thereby self-assembled onto the biotin nanopattern, generating flower
shaped nanostructures.
The assembly of DNA origami into predefined lithography generated patterns have
also been reported. 170 Furthermore, the assembly of AuNP-origami conjugates into largearea spatially ordered arrays has been demonstrated (Figure 1.13C). 167 AuNPs were selfassembled onto the corners of triangle shaped DNA origami by DNA-DNA interaction.
The AuNP-origami conjugates were thereby assembled into EBL defined nanopatterns by
hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions; the AuNP-origami conjugates immobilised onto
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the oxide nanopattern and not on the surrounding hydrophobic area, modified with
hexamethyldisilazane.

1.5

Thesis Objective

The resolution of conventional top-down fabrication methods have steadily increased
in the past decades, but are currently reaching the limits of what is thermodynamically
possible. Novel lithography tools allow for higher resolution patterning but are slow and
expensive to run. The bottom-up approach oﬀers a promising alternative to the lithography
methods for the fabrication of nanostructures. However, for the fabrication of more
complex structures, such as circuits used in nanoelectronics and plasmonic devices, the
bottom-up approach alone might not suﬃce. By using a top-down fabrication method in
conjunction with bottom-up fabrication strategies high complex nanostructures could be
fabricated. The integration of synthetically produced nanostructures into lithographically
produced structures would allow for the exploitation of unique properties that result from
their refined nanostructure. Furthermore, chemically prepared single-crystalline metal
nanoparticles were shown to exhibit dramatically reduced surface plasmon damping,
compared to lithographically fabricated nanostructures, qualifying them as ideal building
blocks for plasmonic applications. 171,172
The main objective of this thesis was to develop a fabrication method which would
enable the placement of individual nano building-blocks onto predestined adsorption
sites. This was envisaged by self-assemble AuNP-DNA conjugates onto a templating
nanopattern through DNA-DNA interactions. The shape of the AuNP nanostructures were
to be defined by the lithographically defined nanopatterns.
For the successful assembly of AuNPs onto lithographically defined nanopatterns
several challenges had to be overcome:
• Synthesis of Building-Blocks
In this case, AuNP-DNA conjugates were used as building-blocks, due to their
interesting optical properties and inert nature. AuNPs have been studied for over
100 years and thus an extensive documentation of their physical and chemical
properties exist.
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The AuNPs firstly had to be functionalised with DNA. For the proposed self-assembly
method it was important to achieve a high number of DNA strands per particles
so that they would be stable in the high salt concentration required for DNA-DNA
hybridisation, as well as yield a strong driving force for assembly.
• Fabrication of Templating Nanopattern
A geometry and topography of the templating nanostructures which would encode
for the immobilisation of one particle per adsorption site had to be developed,
. Furthermore, the material which to work with had to be decided: whether to
use Au on Si (in which case gold-thiol chemistry could be used) or DNA on Si
(surface-immobilisation of DNA occurs prior to lift-oﬀ). The nanopattern were to be
generated using EBL (described in Section 1.4.1 on page 15).
• Evaluation of DNA Specificity
The AuNPs-DNA conjugates were to be self-assembled onto the DNA functionalised
templating nanopattern directed by DNA-DNA interaction. The substrate surface
had to be functionalised with DNA with high surface density. The specificity of the
DNA-DNA interaction had to be established. Furthermore, the yield of AuNP-DNA
conjugate self-assembly had to be high. It was also of importance that the AuNPs
assembled only onto the templating nanostructures, and not on the surrounding Si
surface. It was thus of importance to find a good method to passivate the Si surface.
• Self-Assembly of Building-Blocks
The immobilisation eﬃciency of AuNPs onto the templating nanostructures had to
be high. Furthermore, the particles had to immobilise onto the intended adsorption
site and not to the side of the adsorption site, if the AuNPs were to reproduce
the templating nanostructure. The eﬀect of diﬀerent hybridisation conditions
would have to be analysed in order to find the optimum conditions. The eﬀect of:
temperature, salt concentration, DNA concentration and two-strand/three-strand
system, had to be explored.
An additional objective was to develop a method in to covalently bind the immobilised
AuNPs together and release them from the templating nanostructure. The covalently
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connected nanostructures could potentially be used as building-blocks for further selfassembly, forming ever more complex nanostructures. Upon releasing the nanostructures
the templating nanopattern would be free for additional AuNP self-assembly cycles. This
was termed the cyclic fabrication of complex nanostructures. The development of such a
process would enable the fabrication of complex building-blocks with unique optical
properties. The shape of the nanostructure could be tailored, as it is lithographically
defined. Furthermore, due to the potential reusability of the templating nanostructure, it
would reduce the cost of fabrication.
The proposed method for the process of cyclic fabrication is schematically represented
in Figure 1.14. The first and second step involves the step discussed above: the crafting of
a templating nanopattern and the self-assembly of nano-building blocks into predefined
shapes. The third step would involve the irreversible cross-linking of immobilised
nanostructures, in order for the nanostructure to remain intact upon release. In a fourth
step the cross-linked structures would be released, which would render the templating
nanostructure free for additional cycles.

For this process to be successful, a number of additional challenges had to be mastered:
• Reversibility of AuNP Immobilisation
One of the key points of the proposed fabrication method would be the reversibility
of the AuNP immobilisation. The DNA-DNA interaction is known to be fully
reversible. The DNA-DNA interaction is dependent on the temperature and salt
concentration of the surrounding medium. It would thus be of importance to
investigate their eﬀect on the DNA-DNA interaction of the AuNPs with the substrate
surface.
• Cross-Linking of Nanostructures
A viable method for the cross-linking of the AuNPs had to be found. The crosslinking had to be eﬀective between adjacent AuNPs but not involve the templating
nanostructure, as this would cause the AuNPs to be irreversibly bound to the
templating surface.
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Figure 1.14. A schematic representation of the proposed process for the templated cyclic
fabrication of nanostructures (not to scale): (1) the desired structure feature is generated into the a
templating substrate by means of lithography; (2) the nano building-blocks are self-assembled onto
the surface confined pattern, whereby the building-blocks are configured into the desired form;
(3) the building-blocks are irreversibly bound together; (4) the nanostructures are detached from
the templating substrate rendering it accessible for additional self-assembly cycles. Each substrate
template can harbour several million templating nanostructures, allowing for the formation of
millions of building-block nanostructures in every cycle. If the entire life time of a template
substrate is considered several billion nanostructures could possibly be assembled using merely
one templating substrate.

• Release of Cross-Linked Nanostructures
A method to release the cross-linked nanostructures intact would have to be found.
Furthermore, a method to collect the released structures for analysis had to be
found.

1.5.1

Thesis Outline

General experimental protocols for the diﬀerent processes described in the thesis are
presented in Chapter 2, along with descriptions of the instruments used for analysis. In
Chapter 3 the synthesis of AuNP-DNA conjugates, and their colloidal stability under
diﬀerent conditions, are discussed. In Chapter 4 the development of the strategy for
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self-assembly of AuNP-DNA conjugates onto templating nanostructures is explored in
great detail; describing the AuNP self-assembly onto non-patterned, micro-patterned and
nanopatterned substrates. In Chapter 5 the cyclic DNA-directed adsorption/desorption
of AuNP using non-patterned substrates is investigated and the cross-linking strategy is
demonstrated for AuNPs immobilised on non-patterned and nanopatterned substrates.
Diﬀerent strategies for the structure cross-linking/release/collection are furthermore
discussed. In Chapter 6 the general conclusion is presented and ideas for possible system
improvements discussed.
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2

Experimental

2.1

General

AuNPs were purchased from Ted Pella (Redding, USA). Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA,
950,000 g/mol) was received from MicroChem Corp. (Newton, USA). Gold (99.99 % Au
pellets) for vacuum deposition was received from AGR Matthey (Melbourne, Australia).
The silane, 2-[methoxy(polyethyleneoxy)propyl]-trimethoxysilanei (PEG- silane) was purchased from Gelest Inc. (Morrisville, PA). Carboxylic terminated six-armed poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG-6) was purchased from Polymer Source Inc. (Quebec, Canada), 1-ethyl-3(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride saltii (EDC) and sulfo-NHSi were
purchased from Pierce and Fluka respectively. NANOpure water (>18.0 MΩcm), purified
using a Barnstead NANOpure Ultrapure water system, was used for all experiments. The
HS-C11 -EG6 -O-CH2 -COOH (HS-PEG-COOH) was purchased from Prochimia (Cat. # TH
011-01) (Sopot, Poland) and used as received.
Hybridisation chambers were received from Corning Incorporated (Corning, USA).
The temperature controlled hybridisation chamber (Thermomixer comfort) was purchased
from Eppendorf and used with the exchangeable thermoblock for hybridisation experiments. Oligonucleotides (see Table 2.1 for sequences) were purchased from Fidelity Systems (Gaithersburg, USA) and were used as received. The tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine
hydrochloride(TCEP) (reducing gel) was purchased from Pierce.

i Stored under inert atmosphere.

ii Stored under inert atmosphere at −40 ◦ C.
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All other reagents, unless specified, were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Pty. Ltd
(Castle Hill, Australia) and used without further purification.
Table 2.1. The DNA sequences used.
Sequence name

Sequence (5’ to 3’)

Purification

Particle DNA (a’)

[HS]3 -T15 -G TAA TCA GGG TCA
TAA-[C6 -NH2 ]

PAGEa

Surface DNA (a)

[HS]3 -T15 - G TTA TGA CCC TGA TTA

PAGEa

Surface DNA (a’) trithiol

[HS]3 -T15 -TTA TGA CCC TGA TTA

PAGEa

Surface DNA (a’)
monothiol

[HS]1 -T15 -TTA TGA CCC TGA TTA

PAGEa

Particle DNA (b’)

[NH2 -C6 ]-AAT ACT GCG ACT AAT -T15 [HS]3

PAGEa

Particle DNA (b”)

AAT ACT GCG ACT AAT -T15 - [HS]3

PAGEa

Particle DNA (b”’)

[HS]3 -T15 -TAA TCA GCG TCA TAA

PAGEa

Particle DNA (m’)

[C6 ]-AAT ACT GCG ACT AAT -T15 - [HS]1

PAGEa

Linker DNA (ab)

ATT AGT CGC AGT ATT TAA TCA GGG
TCA TAA

Desalted

Cy3-linker (a-Cy3)

Cy3-TAA TCA GGG TCA TAA

Desalted

a Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

Chemical structures for the diﬀerent oligo-modifications are illustrated in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. The diﬀerent oligo-modifications.
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2.2: Instrumentation
For the buﬀer solutions: dipotassium hydrogen phosphate (K2 HPO4 ); potassium
dihydrogen orthophosphate (KH2 PO4 ); sodium chloride (NaCl); and ethylenediamine
tetra acidic acid (EDTA) under the brand name Triplex III, were purchased from Merck
KGaA. Ammonium acetate was received from Fluka and the surfactant polyoxyethylene
(20) sorbitan monolaurate (Tween 20) from Bio-Rad Laboratories Pty Ltd. The diﬀerent
buﬀers used are outlined in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2. The abbreviations and content of the buﬀers used.
Buﬀer name

Content

Buﬀer Ib

0.5 M NaCl , 20 mM KH2 PO4 /K2 HPO4

Buﬀer IIb

0.5 M NaCl , 20 mM KH2 PO4 /K2 HPO4 , 5mM EDTA, 0.05%
Tween 20

Buﬀer IIIb

0.1 M ammonium acetate

Buﬀer IVb

0.1 M NaCl, 20 mM KH2 PO4 /K2 HPO4

Buﬀer Vb

40 mM KH2 PO4 /K2 HPO4 , 10 mM EDTA, 0.1% Tween 20

b pH 7.5 unless otherwise stated.

2.2
2.2.1

Instrumentation

General

An Eppendorf 5415R centrifuge was used for centrifugation. For the evaporation of
the Cr/Au films, an Edwards 501 (inside a glovebox) was used for the non-patterned,
micropatterned and the positive nanopatterns. The recessed nanopatterns were sputtered/evaporated in a custom made sputterer-evaporator system from LB Equipment using
a 2-inch sputter gun for the sputtering experiments. Sonication cleaning was preformed
using a Branson B5500R-DTH sonic bath.

2.2.2

Photo-spectroscopy

A Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR photo-spectrometer from Varian, with a wavelength range of
175 nm–3, 300 nm, was used for the absorbance measurements establishing the colloidal
concentrations. The measurements were conducted using a 65 µl volume self-masked
quartz cuvette from Starna (Cat # 16/R/50/Q/10) with a 10 mm light path.
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The measurement of adsorption and desorption onto non-patterned substrates were
conducted using a Cary 100 Bio from Varian, including a thermostatted cell holder with a
rotating magnetic field, enabling temperature control as well as stirring. The experiment
was conducted inside a black walled (self-masked) 700 µl volumed quartz cuvette from
Starna (Cat. # 9/B/Q/5); light path 5 mm. A 3 × 3 mm PTFE-coated magnetic stirring flea
was used inside the cuvette for stirring throughout the duration of the experiments.
For the AuNP-DNA conjugate solution stability measurements the Cary 100 Bio was
used. The experiments were conducted inside disposable polystyrene semi-micro cuvettes
from PLASTIBRAND.

2.2.3

Atomic Force Microscopy

AFM characterisation was preformed using a 5500 AFM from Agilent Technologies
(N9410S). Two diﬀerent brands of AFM tips were mainly used: Nanoworld High Frequency
Non-Contact probes with Aluminium coating (NCHR) for enhanced reflectivity, with
a typical resonance frequency of 320 kHz, a force constant of 42 N/m and a typical
tip radius of < 8 nm; and Budget Sensors tapping mode tips with typical resonance
frequencies around 300 kHz, a force constant of 40 N/m and a tip radius of < 10 nm. All
measurements were conducted in tapping mode (dynamic force AFM) with typical scan
rates of 0.5 − 1.5 lines/s. The AFM was mounted onto a slab of granite that was placed
onto a lightly filled inner tube from a bike to isolate the scanner from external vibrations.
The AFM data visualisation was conducted using the free open source modular
software Gwyddion.

2.2.4

Scanning Electron Microscopy

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) characterisations were conducted using the 7001F
series SEM from JEOL, located at Monash University Centre for Electronic Microscopy
(MCEM). The JEOL 7001F operates with a Scottky-type field emission gun (FEG) with
a maximum electron probe current of > 200 nA. All the SEM images were taken with
30 kV acceleration voltage in a vacuum ≤ 2 × 10−4 Pa, a working distance of 6 mm and the
probe current set to the arbitrary number 8 (medium sized probe). These settings enabled
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relative high resolution imaging, however, the high electron acceleration and the small
working distance did “burn” the imaged areas.

2.2.5

Epifluorescence Microscope

Fluorescent DNA covered substrates were explored using an Olympus BX51 microscope
with a 50x oil immersion objective. The Digital images were acquired using an Olympus
DP-70 digital camera and merged using DP manager software.

2.3 AuNP-DNA Conjugate Synthesis
2.3.1

Kanaras Method

Developed by Antonios Kanaras. 173 Citrate stabilised AuNP (30 or 40 nm diameter)
solution with an optical density (OD) of 1 was placed in a micro centrifuge tube and
centrifuged at 3,600 rpm for 45 min. The supernatant was disposed and the AuNPs were
redispersed in 200 µl of 100 µM NANOpure water. A 10 µl of 100 µM oligonucleotide
solution (particle DNA a) was added to the AuNP solution. The mixture was gently
vortexed (200 rpm) overnight at room temperature (RT), whereupon 100 µl of Buﬀer V was
added drop wise to the mixture and left at RT for 1 h. Another 100 µl was then added drop
wise, together with 2 µl of 0.25 M EDTA and 5 µl bis(p-sulfonatophenyl)phenylphosphine
dihydrate dipotassium salt (BSPP). The mixture, with a salt concentration of 0.05 M NaCl,
was placed in a vacuum concentrator and the volume was slowly decreased to 10% of
the original volume, resulting in a final salt concentration of 0.5 M. The mixture was
incubated at RT for 2 h and was then placed in a refrigerator overnight. An additional
1 ml of Buﬀer I was added to the mixture, which was vortexed for 10 s before being
centrifuged for 45 min at 3,600 rpm. The supernatant was disposed and the procedure
repeated twice. After the final cleaning step, 80 µl of Buﬀer II was added and the mixture
was kept in the refrigerator where it was stable for months.

2.3.2

Zheng Method

Developed by Yuanhui Zheng.iii Citrate stabilised AuNP (30 or 40 nm diameter) solution
was placed in a micro centrifuge tube and centrifuged at 3,800 rpm for 40 min. The
iii Fellow graduate student in Dr Udo Bach research group.
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supernatant was disposed and 10 µl of 100 µM particle DNA solution (one of b’, b”, b”’
and m’) was added to the AuNP solution. The mixture was gently mixed with a vortexer
(200 rpm) at RT for approximately 2 h, upon which 140 µl of NANOpure water, 250 µl
of Buﬀer V, 50 µl of 5 M NaCl and 5 µl of 100 mM BSPP was added drop wise and left at
RT for 1 h. Incubated at RT overnight. The excess DNA was washed oﬀ by adding 1 ml of
NANOpure water and centrifuging the mixture for 40 min at 3,800 rpm. The supernatant
was disposed and the procedure was repeated twice. After the final cleaning step 80 µl of
Buﬀer II was added and the mixture was kept in the refrigerator where it was stable for
months.

2.3.3

Zheng Method - Composite AuNP Conjugates

A 1 ml solution of citrate stabilised AuNPs (40 nm) was concentrated to 50 µl, whereupon
a 2 µl solution of 2.5% Tween 20 (in NANOpure water) was added. Then 10 µl of
100 µM solution (6.022 × 1014 strands) of the thiolated amino-terminated particle DNA
(sequence b’) was added, along with 5 µl of 100 mM BSPP in degassed NANOpure water.
The mixture was incubated at RT for 2 h, upon which another 15 µl of the BSPP solution
was added. Then 25 µl of 2 M NaCl was added and the mixture left for 2 h, followed by
the addition of another 5 µl of the 2 M NaCl solution. After another 2 h additional 5 µl
of the 2 M NaCl solution was added and left for 2 h, upon which 15 µl of the 2 M NaCl
solution was added and the mixture left at RT overnight. The subsequent morning 0.6 µl
of SH-PEG-COOH (6.022 × 1014 molecules) was added for the particles with 1:1 ratio,

while 3 µl (3.011 × 1015 molecules) was added for the particles with the 1:5 (DNA:COOH)
ratio. The mixture was incubated at RT for 24 h. The solutions were washed by adding
1 ml of NANOpure water and centrifuging the mixture for 40 min at 3,800 rpm. The
supernatant was disposed and the procedure was repeated twice. After the final cleaning
step 20 µl of NANOpure water was added and the mixture was kept in the refrigerator.

2.3.4

Concentration Calculations

The absorbance spectra showed the characteristic plasmon absorbance peak at 527 nm for
30 nm and 529 nm for 40 nm particles. The concentration of the AuNP-DNA conjugate
solutions were calculated using Lambert-Beer’s law, assuming that the molar extinction
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coeﬃcient (ε ) would not change drastically upon DNA conjugation. Firstly the molar
extinction coeﬃcient for the unconjugated AuNPs was calculated by determining the
molar concentration of the particles. From the product information received from Ted
Pella the number of particles in 1 ml at 1 OD was 2.0 × 1011 and 9.0 × 1010 for the 30 and
40 nm particles respectively. The concentration of particles could be calculated using the
equations in (2.1).
n=

#AuNPs
,
NA (mol−1 )

C=

n (mol)
V (l)

(2.1)

Where NA is Avogadro’s constant (6.023 × 1023 mol−1 ). From Lambert-Beer’s law 174 (Equation 2.2) ε for the colloidal solutions could be derived.
ε=

A
c (M) × � (cm)

(2.2)

Where (A) is the absorbance and (� ) the length the light path travel in the solution.
For the 30 nm particles ε was found to be 3.0 × 109 M−1 cm−1 , and for the 40 nm

6.7 × 109 M−1 cm−1 . The calculation of the concentration for the 30 nm particles is seen in
Equation (2.3) and for the 40 nm in Equation (2.4).
C=

C=

0.88
3.0 × 109 (M−1 cm−1 ) × 1 (cm)
1.0
6.7 × 109 (M−1 cm−1 ) × 1 (cm)

= 2.9 × 10−10 (M)

(2.3)

= 1.5 × 10−9 (M)

(2.4)

The values used in the calculations are derived from a typical absorption spectra of the
diﬀerent sized AuNP-DNA conjugates, displayed in Figure 3.2 on page 54. Both particle
solutions were diluted by a factor of 10. The concentration of a typical 30 nm and 40 nm
AuNP-DNA conjugate solutions were calculated to be 2.9 and 1.5 nM respectively.
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2.4
2.4.1

DNA-Directed AuNP Self-Assembly onto Substrates

Substrate Fabrication

Non-Patterned and Micropatterned Substrates
In a typical experiment a silicon wafer was cleaned in Piranha solution (3:1 H2 SO4 :H2 O2 )
for 30 min. For the micropatterned substrates, silicon (100) wafers with a micropattern
feature in resist were used as received from MiniFAB (AUST), Pty Ltd (Scoresby, VIC,
Australia). Vacuum depositions of chromium (5 nm thickness) and gold (25 nm thickness)
were carried out using an Edwards 501 evaporator inside a glovebox. Samples were
placed on a rotating tray with a 25 cm source to substrate distance. Deposition rates
and film thicknesses were measured using a calibrated quartz thickness monitor inside
the vacuum chamber and were evaporated from open tungsten boats (RD Mathis, ME8
005 W) at a vacuum of less than 5 × 10−6 mbar. The deposition rate for both Cr and Au
were 0.01 − 0.02 nm/s. For the micropatterned substrates the photoresist was removed
by immersing the substrates into acetone, disposing the acetone and re-immersing the
substrates in fresh acetone and repeating the procedure three times. In a final fabrication
step non-patterned and micropatterned substrates were immersed into Piranha solution
for 30 min, after which the samples were rinsed with excess amounts of NANOpure water
and dried under a stream of nitrogen.

Nanopatterned Substratres
In a typical experiment a 50 nm layer of PMMA was spin coated onto a silicon (100) substrate (1% PMMA 950 in chlorobenzene, 2,000 rpm). EBL was conducted using a VISTECH
VB300 EBL system. The pattern was developed for 100 s in a mixture of cold (−5 ◦ C)
isopropanol:water (7:3) placed in a sonic bath. For the positive nanopatterns vacuum
depositions of chromium (5 nm) and gold (12 nm) were carried out in the same manner
as described above. The recessed nanopattern was immersed into ethanol (EtOH) for
10 − 20 s prior to immersion into an aqueous solution of ammonium bifluoride (NH4 HF2 ),
rinsed with NANOpure water and dried before evaporation. Vacuum deposition was
carried out using a custom made sputter/evaporation system from LB Equipment. The
substrates were placed onto a non-rotating substrate holder perpendicular from the
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sources with a 25 cm substrate to source distance. Deposition rate and film thickness
were monitored using a quartz thickness monitor inside the chamber and the metals
evaporated from open tungsten boats (RD Mathis, S9A .005 W) in a vacuum less than
2 × 10−7 Torr. A 2 nm Cr and a 6 nm Au layer were deposited at a rate of 0.01 nm/s. For
both the positive and negative nanopattern the PMMA was removed by immersion into
1,2-dichloroethane (DCE) and placed 1 − 5 min in an ultrasonic bath. The procedure was
repeated three times.

2.4.2

PEG-Silane Modification

Micropatterned substrates
In a typical experiment 0.4 µl PEG-silane, 199 µl toluene and 0.1 µl 32% hydrochloric
acid (HCl) was mixed in a small beaker. The sample was immersed into the solution and
left at RT for approximately 1 h, whereupon the samples were washed with toluene and
ethanol twice respectively and dried under a stream of nitrogen.

Nanopatterned Substrates
In a typical experiment 1.2 µl PEG-silane, 1.2 mm toluene and 1 µl 32% hydrochloric acid
(HCl) was mixed in a micro centrifuge tube, 1 mm of the mixed solution was taken out
and placed into a clean beaker. The samples were immersed into the solution and left at
RT for 1 h, upon which the substrates were washed with toluene (three times) and ethanol
(twice) and dried under a stream of nitrogen.

2.4.3

MCH Modification

Non-patterned and micropatterned substrates.
In a typical experiment a 10 mM solution of 6-mercapto-1-hexanol (MCH) in NANOpure
water was prepared in a micro centrifuge tube, into which the substrates were immersed
for 1 h at RT and rinsed three times with ethyl acetate followed by rinsing with NANOpure
water and drying under a stream of nitrogen.
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2.4.4

Surface DNA Functionalisation

Non-Patterned and Micropatterned Substrates.
In a typical experiment a 10 µl solution of 10 µM surface DNA, carrying a mono- or
trithiol linker group in 3’ or 5’ position (see Table 2.1 for full sequence and Figure 2.1 for
the diﬀerent modifications) was prepared in Buﬀer I: sequence a was used when using
the two-strand system and sequence a’ was used when using the three-strand system.
A 20 µl solution of reducing gel was washed twice with Buﬀer I, by centrifugation and
disposal of supernatant. The DNA-solution was combined with the gel and left at RT
for 15 min, in order to reduce the disulfite functionalities in the commercially available
trithiol terminated DNA. Alternatively, 5 µl of 100 nM BSPP was added to the DNA
solution, which was left to react at RT for 15 − 60 min. The substrates were placed in
a hybridisation chamber (HC) and a few drops of Buﬀer I were placed into the two
humidification wells of the chamber in order to control the atmosphere. A 10 − 15 µl drop
of the surface DNA solution was placed onto the substrates. The HC was incubated at RT
for 4 − 12 h. Subsequently, the samples were placed in a micro centrifuge tube filled with
Buﬀer I and mixed in a vortexer for 10 s. The buﬀer was replaced with fresh Buﬀer I and
the process repeated twice. When using a three-strand system the substrates were placed
back into the HC chamber and a few drops of Buﬀer I placed in the humidification wells.
A 10 − 15 µl drop of 10 µM linker DNA (sequence ab) was placed onto the substrate and
the HC incubated at RT for 4 − 10 h. The samples were placed in a micro centrifuge tube
filled with Buﬀer I and mixed in a vortexer for 10 s. The buﬀer was replaced with fresh
Buﬀer I and the process repeated twice. The substrates were kept immersed in Buﬀer I.

Nanopatterned Substrates
In a typical experiment a 10 µl solution of surface DNA (sequence a’, monothiol and
trithiol) was prepared in Buﬀer I. A 20 µl solution of reducing gel was washed twice with
Buﬀer I (by centrifugation followed by disposal of the supernatant), the DNA-solution
was added and the suspension left at RT for 1 h. The substrates were placed in a HC and
a 10 µl drop of the surface DNA solution was placed onto the sample. The sample was
then incubated at RT overnight. The substrates were placed in a micro centrifuge tube
filled with Buﬀer I and mixed with a vortexer for 10 s. The Buﬀer was replaced with fresh
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Buﬀer I and the process was repeated twice. A solution of linker DNA (sequence ab) was
prepared in Buﬀer I. Excess liquid was dried oﬀ the sample with a lint-free paper towel
(Kimwipes) by tipping the sample edge to the tissue, making use of capillary force. For the
nanopatterns with elevated features the substrate was placed back into the HC and a 10 µl
drop of the linker solution was placed onto the substrate. A new method which yielded
better results was developed for the recessed nanopatterns: the substrates were placed
into a temperature controlled hybridisation chamber (TC) at 64 ◦ C and a 20 µl drop of the
linker DNA solution placed onto the substrate; incubated at 64 ◦ C for 3 min, whereupon
the temperature was decreased to 25 ◦ C over 10 min. After a 4 − 12 h incubation period
the substrates were placed in a micro centrifuge tube filled with Buﬀer I and mixed with a
vortexer for 10 s. The buﬀer was replaced with fresh buﬀer and this process was repeated
twice.

2.4.5

AuNP Self-Assembly

Non-Patterned and Micropatterned Substrates
In a typical experiment the substrates were taken out of Buﬀer I, the excess liquid dried
gently on a a lint-free paper towel (Kimwipes) by tipping the sample edge to the tissue
making use of capillary force(a film remained on the substrate surface). The substrate
was then placed into the HC and a 10 µl drop of AuNP-DNA conjugates (comprising of
sequence a’ for two-strand system and sequence b’ for the three-strand system) prepared
as described above (either through method described in Section 2.3.1 or Section 2.3.2),
was placed onto the sample. The samples were incubated at RT for 4 h and then placed
in a micro centrifuge tube filled with Buﬀer II and mixed in a vortexer for 10 s, repeated
twice with Buﬀer II and once with Buﬀer III whereupon they were dried under a stream
of nitrogen.
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Nanopatterned Substrates
In a typical experiment the substrates were taken out of Buﬀer I and the excess liquid
dried oﬀ the sample with Kimwipe by tipping the sample edge to the tissue making use of
capillary force. The nanopattern with elevated features was placed in the HC and a 10 µl
drop of the AuNP-DNA (sequence b’) conjugate mixture was placed onto the substrate.
After an incubation period of 2 − 2.5 h the substrates were placed in a micro centrifuge
tube filled with Buﬀer II. For the recessed nanopatterns (unless otherwise stated): the
AuNP-DNA (sequence b’) conjugate mixture was placed in a round-bottom flask and the
substrate immersed. The flask was placed in a 42 − 44 ◦ C water bath. The heat was turned
oﬀ, for the water temperature to slowly reach RT. The sample was incubated for 12 h,
upon which the substrate was placed in a micro centrifuge tube filled with Buﬀer II.
The washing procedure for both nanopattern substrates was as follow: a small beaker
was filled with Buﬀer II (beaker 1) and another beaker with Buﬀer III (beaker 2). The
substrates were firstly immersed in beaker 1, gently swirled and immersed in beaker 2
(to remove salt traces). The edge of the sample was brought into contact with a Kimwipe
using capillary force to dry the sample. The sample was kept at a tilted angle in air until
completely dry.

2.5

Multiple AuNP-DNA Conjugate Desorption Study

A 5 nm Cr and 25 nm Au film was evaporated onto a Piranha cleaned silicon wafer.
Substrates were cut into the same size (9 × 3.5 mm2 ) and cleaned in a Piranha solution for
30 min. Kapton tape was used to mask non-active areas, to ensure that the “active” surface
reaction area was the same for all substrates (3.5 × 5 mm2 ). The samples were prepared
following the procedure for surface DNA functionalisation described above for nonpatterned substrates, using monothiol (sequence a’ monothiol) and trithiol (sequence a’
trithiol) DNA.
The AuNP self-assembly took place inside the self-masked semi-micro Starna cuvette,
using a specially designed lid that allowed the active side of the substrates to face the
AuNP-DNA conjugate solution without blocking the light path (Figure 5.2 p. 111). The
substrates were placed into the cuvette with 160 µl of Buﬀer II and 60 µl of 1.5 nM
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40 nm AuNP-DNA conjugate solution. The adsorption was recorded for 300 min; each
experimental set was conducted with two substrates simultaneously, which generated a
larger signal, and the OD was recorded at 530 nm and 800 nm (control).
The substrate was taken out and immersed into Buﬀer III. The cuvette was filled
with 220 µl of 20 mM KH2 PO4 /K2 HPO4 and placed back into the spectrophotometer.
The temperature was increased at 1 ◦ C/ min from 20 ◦ C to 64 ◦ C while recording the OD
at 530 nm and 800 nm. The samples were taken out of the cuvette and immersed onto
Buﬀer V prior to linker DNA hybridisation. The following day the AuNP self-assembly
and desorption procedure was repeated.
This procedure was repeated nine times. Parallel experiments were conducted in the
same way, for AFM characterisation.

2.5.1

Fluorescence DNA Experiments

Gold coated silicon substrates were prepared following the same protocol as described
above, functionalising with monothiol and trithiol surface DNA. A DNA linker carrying
the cyanine derivatised fluorophor Cy3 (see Figure 2.1); 550 nm excitation and 570 nm
emission, was thereby hybridised onto the surface DNA, following the procedure described
above. The substrates were examined with epifluorescence microscopy.

2.6 Cross-Linking and Desorption
2.6.1

Crosslinking

In a typical cross-linking experiment the cross-linking spacer PEG-6 (Figure 5.11 p. 124)
was firstly “activated” with the EDC and sulfo-NHS; the concentrations of the diﬀerent
reagents were as follows: 0.5 mM PEG-6, 10 mM sulfo-NHS and 30 mM EDC, mixed in
a 20 mM KH2 PO4 /K2 HPO4 , 0.5 M NaCl buﬀer (pH 6) and left to react at RT for 20 min.
The pH was then increased to 7.5 by the addition of 1 M K2 HPO4 (pH ∼9.4) (14% by
total volume) and the nanopattern substrates with assembled AuNPs immersed into the
solution (200 µl in total). The substrate was left to react at RT for 2 h, whereafter the pH
was increased to 8.5 (addition of 1 M K2 HPO4 ; 40% by volume) and left to react at RT for
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15 min. The substrates were taken out at washed in Buﬀer III and immersed into 50 mM
Glycine (pH 8.5) at RT for 2 h, to quench the activated NHS-groups.

2.6.2

Desorption

Ultra pure water (150 µl) was heated to 70 ◦ C in an centrifuge tube. The nanopattern
substrates were immersed (upon heating) for 10 min and taken out.

2.6.3

APTES-Modification

In a typical experiment a small silicon substrate (∼3×3 mm) was Piranha cleaned
and immersed into a solution of: 90 µl ethanol, 6 µl NANOpure water and 4 µl (3aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) for 1 h at RT. The substrates were taken out and
washed with ethanol three times and then placed in a 110 ◦ C furnace for 10 min.

2.6.4

Assembly Collection

In a typical experiment a small (∼3×3 mm) APTES modified silicon substrate was wedged
into the bottom of a 1.6 ml centrifuge tube, into which the assemblies had been desorbed,
and centrifuged at 800 rpm for 20 min. The silicon substrate was taken out and immersed
into Buﬀer III. The edge of the sample was brought into contact with a Kimwipe using
capillary force to dry the sample. The sample was kept at a tilted angle in air until
completely dry.
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AuNP-DNA Conjugates

Diﬀerent AuNP-DNA conjugates synthesis are presented in the first sections of this Chapter.
It is followed by study of the stability AuNP-DNA conjugates comprising DNA strands with
diﬀerent modifications.

The use of DNA to direct the programmed assembly of nanoparticles was first
proposed by Alivisatos and Mirkin. 15,16 By using thiol-gold chemistry: thiol-terminated
DNA was attached onto AuNPs, stabilising the colloidal solution while at the same time
conveying the self-recognition properties of the oligonucleotides onto the AuNPs, enabling
the self-assembly of the nanoparticles into predetermined formations.

3.1 AuNP-DNA Conjugate Synthesis
Commonly, AuNP-DNA conjugate synthesis occurs through a time consuming “aging”
process; the citrate stabilised AuNPs are mixed with thiol-terminated DNA in a solution of
low salt concentration (around 0.1 M) and left to “age” for 40 h, upon which the mixture
is centrifuged and re-dispersed in a buﬀer of higher ionic strength. 175 The reason for
this time consuming synthesis process is the instability of citrate stabilised AuNPs in
solutions of high salt concentration required for subsequent DNA-hybridisation events (as
discussed in Section 1.4.2). To enable the adsorption of thiol-terminated DNA onto the
surface of the AuNPs, the salt concentration has to be gradually increased. The charges
on the phosphate backbone of DNA hinders the DNA strands from adsorbing in close
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proximity to one another, as the salt concentration is slowly increased the charges on the
backbone are shielded, which allow for closer proximity between the strands. As more
DNA strands adsorb onto the AuNP surface the particles are rendered ever more stable. In
Figure 3.1 a schematic illustration of the principle of the AuNP-DNA conjugate synthesis
is presented.
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Figure 3.1. Schematic representation of the AuNP-DNA conjugate synthesis (not to scale): citrate
stabilised AuNPs are washed and thiol-terminated DNA strands added to the solution, due to
the negatively charged phosphate backbone DNA strands electrostatically repel adjacent strands
not allowing for close interstrand proximity, as the salt concentration increase the charges on the
backbone are shielded and the DNA strands allowed to adsorb at closer proximity to each other,
the higher salt concentration the higher the DNA strand density on the AuNP surface.

A number of factors influence the density of DNA strands on the AuNP surface. For
example, higher salt concentration leads to higher DNA density. Furthermore, smaller
particles have higher DNA strand density; as the curvature increases the distance between
the DNA strands increases, which decrease the interstrand repulsion. 176 Most commonly,
DNA strands used for metal nanoparticle stabilisation contain a spacer between the
recognition sequence and the particle surface, to decrease the steric crowding around
the recognition sequence during the hybridisation step. Demers et al. found that a spacer
consistent of 20 thymines yielded higher DNA density compared to a spaces comprising
of 20 adenins, 177 as thymine has a far lower binding aﬃnity for the gold surface than
the other DNA bases. 178 Li et al. stabilised AuNPs with DNA strands derivatised with a
trithiol functional group and demonstrated higher AuNP-DNA conjugate solution stability,
which was concluded to be due to the higher biding aﬃnity of the trithiol to the gold
surface compared to the monothiol. 179
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3.1.1

Kanaras AuNP-DNA Conjugate Synthesis Method

As previously mentioned, the common AuNP-DNA conjugate synthesis described in
literature are rather time consuming. In this work, however, the AuNP-DNA conjugate
synthesis was initially conducted following a protocol developed by Antonios Kanaras at
the University of Liverpool, using tri-thiol terminated ssDNA. 173 Instead of ageing the
citrate stabilised AuNP/thiol-terminated DNA mixture for 40 h, the salt concentration
was slowly increased by evaporating the water using a vacuum concentrator. The volume
of the AuNP solution was reduced by a factor of ten over several hours, rendering a high
NaCl concentration. This method allowed the thiol-terminated DNA strands to gradually
adsorb onto the surface at higher density, which consequently stabilised the particles at
higher salt concentrations. For exact experimental procedure see Section 2.3.1 on page 41.

3.1.2

Zheng AuNP-DNA Conjugate Synthesis Method

An alternative, even quicker, method for the AuNP-DNA conjugate synthesis was
developed by Yuanhui Zheng.iv In this method the ability of the nonionic surfactant
Tween 20 to stabilise the AuNPs was taken advantage of. Tween 20 prevents aggregation
through steric interaction. 180 When mixing citrate stabilised AuNPs with 2.5% Tween 20,
the surfactant molecules replace the citrate and stabilise the particles at elevated salt
concentrations up to 0.5 M NaCl. The trithiol-terminated DNA is thereby added and
left overnight, replacing the Tween 20 due to the higher aﬃnity of the trithiol to the
gold surface. As the salt concentration is high a dense DNA monolayer is formed. Zheng
demonstrated that around 200 DNA strands/AuNP, for 30 nm AuNPs, following this
synthesis method, compared to 20 DNA strands attained when following the Kanaras
procedure.v The Zheng method decreased the synthesis time by a factor of roughly three.
In Section 2.3.2 on page 41 the experimental procedure is described in detail. In 2009 Zu
and Gao reported the same findings for the rapid Tween 20 assisted AuNP-DNA conjugate
synthesis. 181

iv Fellow graduate student in Dr Udo Bach research group.
v Unpublished experimental results demonstrated by Yuanhui Zheng in 2009.
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3.1.3

Colloidal Absorbance Spectra

Absorbance spectra of 30 and 40 nm AuNPs prior to and following DNA conjugation were
almost identical (Figure 3.2). The AuNPs showed a typical resonance peak (absorbance
maximum) around 530 nm; 527 nm for the 30 nm AuNPs and 529 nm for the 40 nm
AuNPs. Upon DNA conjugation a small redshift in the OD maximum was observed. The

Citrate stabilised Au30
Citrate stabilised Au40
Au30-DNA b' (Diluted 10x)
Au40-DNA b' (Diluted 10x)

Figure 3.2. Absorbance spectra of colloidal solutions of 30 and 40 nm AuNPs, displaying the
spectra for citrate stabilised colloidal solutions and AuNP-DNA conjugate solution of respective
particles.

concentrations of the colloidal solutions were calculated using the OD maximum derived
from the absorbance spectra shown in Figure 3.2. The molar extinction coeﬃcients for
the particles were estimated using information attained from the supplier (Ted Pella).
The concentrations of the AuNP-DNA conjugate solutions were calculated to be 2.9 nM
and 1.5 nM for the 30 nm and 40 nm AuNPs respectively. For detailed calculations see
Section 2.3.4 on page 42.

3.2 AuNP-DNA Conjugate Stability
During the course of the experiments it was observed that the AuNPs aggregated under
specific conditions. It was, furthermore, noted that the AuNP-DNA conjugate aggregation
was fully reversible. It was observed that the AuNP-DNA conjugates aggregated after a
certain period of time at 4 ◦ C, although, only at high salt concentrations (≥ 0.5 M) and at
high pH (≥ 9.3 ). The conjugates did not, however, aggregate in solutions of no salt and in
solutions of neutral pH at 4 ◦ C: i.e. in solutions of (1) no salt at pH 9.3; (2) 1 M NaCl at
pH 6.7.
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A

B
0 M NaCl pH 6.7
1 M NaCl pH 6.7
0 M NaCl pH 9.3
1 M NaCl pH 9.3

iii
ii

6

6

i

Figure 3.3. The change in OD (∆OD) at 530 nm for a AuNP-DNA conjugate solution: (A) measured
over time when solution maintained at 4 ◦ C under diﬀerent conditions (0 M NaCl, pH 6.7; 1 M
NaCl, pH 6.7; 0 M NaCl, pH 9.3; 1 M NaCl, pH 9.3); (B) measured over temperature upon
aggregation when increasing the temperature from 4 ◦ C to 40 ◦ C, the insets display the colloidal
solution during re-dispersion when held at RT: (i) aggregated; (ii) partially re-dispersed; (iii) upon
shaking, fully re-dispersed

The AuNP-DNA conjugate solution, comprising of DNA strands of sequence b’ and
thus denoted Au40-b’, was centrifuged and re-dispersed into diﬀerent solutions: 0 M
NaCl at pH 6.7; 1 M NaCl at pH 6.7; 0 M NaCl at pH 9.3; 1 M NaCl at pH 9.3. The
Au40-b’ solutions were placed into a photospectrometer at 4 ◦ C and the OD monitored
at 530 nm and 800 nm (control) over time. The change in OD at 530 nm (∆OD) was
attained by subtracting the initial OD at 530 nm from the OD at 530 nm at the diﬀerent
times. The ∆OD over time for Au40-b’ under diﬀerent conditions are displayed in
Figure 3.3A. A sharp decrease in ∆OD occurring within the first 200 min was observed,
indicating particle agglomeration. The AuNP-DNA conjugate aggregation was observed
for conjugates dispersed in solutions of high salt and pH and only occurred at low
temperatures.
The temperature induced aggregation was, however, completely reversible and the
conjugates would re-disperse upon temperature increase. In Figure 3.3B the ∆OD at
530 nm over temperature is shown, displaying a sharp increase in ∆OD when the solution
was heated above 10 ◦ C, as the AuNPs re-dispersed into the solution, which suggested that
weak inter-particle forces were responsible for the aggregation. The total change in OD
was approximately 0.25 when the particles were re-dispersed, in comparison to the 0.5
decrease in OD observed during particle agglomeration (Figure 3.3 B and A respectively).
The discrepancy in the ∆OD value for aggregation and re-dispersion was likely a result of
the particle re-dispersion being conducted without stirring during the measurement, as to
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not interfere with the weak inter-particle interactions. It is not believed that the AuNPs
aggregated irreversibly; the colour would return to the same nuance of red upon shaking
when the re-dispersion was monitored with bare eye at RT (insets Figure 3.3).
In Figure 3.4 the absorbance spectra of Au40-b’ at diﬀerent temperatures and diﬀerent
times are displayed.
A

At 15ºC

B

C

At 10ºC

At 4ºC

Figure 3.4. The absorbance spectra of AuNP-DNA conjugates, at various times, dispersed in
solutions of pH 9.3 and 1 M NaCl, maintained at diﬀerent temperatures: (A)15 ◦ C, (B) 10 ◦ C and
(C) 4 ◦ C.

At 15 ◦ C the OD value at the absorbance maximum remained constant (within 96%
of OD maximum) for more than 6 h. At 10 ◦ C a decrease in OD at 530 nm, due to AuNPDNA conjugate aggregation, was observed after around 4 h. After 10 h the absorbance
maximum had decreased further, to approximately 78% of what it was initially. At 4 ◦ C
the OD decreased to 40% of the initial value after just over 3 h. An increase in OD at
longer wavelengths was also observed, implying conjugate agglomeration. To further
elucidate the reason for the temperature induced aggregation, the behaviour of diﬀerent
AuNP-DNA conjugates comprising slightly modified DNA strands were investigated.
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3.2.1

Behaviour of Au40-b�� and Au40-b���

Three AuNP-DNA conjugates bearing diﬀerent DNA strands were investigated: Au40-b’,
Au40-b�� and Au40-b��� (schematically illustrated in Figure 3.5). Au40-b’ was the conjugate
employed for the DNA-directed self-assembly, with trithiol attached at the 3’-end and
an hexylamino-group anchored to the 5’-end. The hexylamino-group was placed at the
5’-end to enable participation in the cross-linking of particles upon immobilisation onto
the templating nanopattern and was suspected to influence the observed aggregation.
A DNA strand almost identical to sequence b’ was thus investigated, sequence b”, that
apart from not having a hexylamino-group on the 5’-terminal was identical to sequence b’.
As the 3’- and 5’- ends on an oligonucleotide are chemically diﬀerent from one another,
the behaviour of a AuNP-DNA conjugate comprising of a third strand, sequence b��� , with
the thiol-modification on the 5’-end was also explored. In this case the 3’-end of the DNA
strand faced the surrounding medium. All conjugates were synthesised following the
procedure described in Section 2.3.2 on page 41. Au40-b�� and Au40-b��� were subjected

B

Au40-b’’

AuNP

C

Au40-b’‘’

AuNP

3’

5’

3’

5’

5’

3’

SSS

AuNP

T15 T A A T C A G C G T C A T A A

SSS

Au40-b’

T15 T A A T C A G C G T C A T A A

SSS

A

T15 T A A T C A G C G T C A T A A

NH2

Figure 3.5. Schematic representation of the AuNP-DNA conjugates investigated: (A) the “normal”
conjugate used for the self-assembly process; (B) the same as Au40-b’, without the hexylaminomodification on the 5’- end; (C) the same as Au40-b��� , attaching the trithiol at the 5’-end with the
3’-end sticking out interacting with the surrounding medium.

to the same treatment as Au40-b’; the ∆OD for Au40-b�� and Au40-b��� at 530 nm was
monitored over time at 4 ◦ C under diﬀerent conditions. In Figure 3.6 the ∆OD at 530 nm
at 4 ◦ C over time for the two AuNP-DNA conjugates are displayed.
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Au40-b’’

B

Δ

0 M NaCl pH 6.7
1 M NaCl pH 6.7
0 M NaCl pH 9.3
1 M NaCl pH 9.3

Au40-b’’’
0 M NaCl pH 6
1 M NaCl pH 6
0 M NaCl pH 9
1 M NaCl pH 9

Δ

A

Figure 3.6. The ∆OD of Au40-b�� (A) and Au40-b��� (B) at 530 nm over time when dispersed in
solutions of diﬀerent pH and ionic strengths at 4 ◦ C: 0 M NaCl, pH 6.7; 1 M NaCl, pH 6.7; 0 M
NaCl, pH 9.3; 1 M NaCl, pH 9.3.

Au40-b�� agglomerated to a small extent, however, the aggregation profile appeared
diﬀerent from that of Au40-b’; it did not have the same sharp and sudden drop in ∆OD
but demonstrate a graduate and small decline over time. Au40-b��� , on the other hand,
show virtually no decrease in ∆OD at 530 nm over time. The abrupt aggregation profile
observed for AuNP-b’ thus appeared to be related to the hexylamino-group attached to
the particle DNA. Although conversely, it was surprising that the small amino-group
would had such a profound overall impact on the AuNP-DNA conjugate behaviour. The
amino-group was attached to the DNA by the hexyl, it was thus speculated whether the
observed phenomena was correlated to solely the presence of the amino-group or whether
the presence of the hexyl in some way was involved: would AuNP-DNA conjugates with
DNA strands solely modified with a hexyl-group behave in the same way?

3.2.2

Behaviour of Au40-m’

AuNP-DNA conjugates, with DNA strand modified with only the hexyl group at the 5’-end,
were thus synthesised (following procedure described in Section 2.3.2 on page 41) and
are schematically represented in Figure 3.7A. The modification could not be conducted
on a trithiol modified strand; neither trithiol nor hexyl could be attached to the solid
support onto which the oligonucleotide synthesis takes place, thus a strand cannot have
both a hexyl and a trithiol modification. The additional experiments were conducted with
monothiol derivatised particle DNA. The ∆OD at 530 nm of the additional conjugate,
denoted Au40-m’, was measured over time at 4 ◦ C under the same conditions as previously
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investigated for the other AuNP-DNA conjugates. In Figure 3.7B the ∆OD of Au40-m’ at
4 ◦ C over time under diﬀerent conditions is displayed .

A

B
0 M NaCl pH 6.7
1 M NaCl pH 6.7
0 M NaCl pH 9.3
1 M NaCl pH 9.3

Au40-m’
5’

T15 T A A T C A G C G T C A T A A

Δ

3’

S

AuNP

Figure 3.7. Schematic representation of Au40-m’ (A) and ∆OD at 530 nm over time when dispersed
in solutions of diﬀerent pH and ionic strengths at 4 ◦ C (B): 0 M NaCl, pH 6.7; 1 M NaCl, pH 6.7;
0 M NaCl, pH 9.3; 1 M NaCl, pH 9.3.

The Au40-m’ was observed to behave in a way similar to that of Au40-b’, with a
drastic decrease in ∆OD at 530 nm over time at low temperature, high pH and high
NaCl concentration. From this it was suggested that the perplexing temperature induced
aggregation had a correlation with the presence of the hexyl-group. This, however, was not
believed to be the full explanation, but rather one part of the cause. Single-stranded DNA
is known to undergo conformational changes with increased pH and ionic strength. 182
There are two types of changes: free stacking, which refers to the base stacking that occurs
in the absence of hydrogen bonding and folding that describes the hybridisation between
diﬀerent parts of the strand through hydrogen bonding. The latter does not occur in
alkaline solutions, nor at low ionic strength. Free stacking is known to increase with
increased ionic strength, and the degree of free stacking is furthermore known to be
correlated with the nature of the DNA strand, i.e. what bases that are present, as diﬀerent
bases interact diﬀerently with each other. The bases in a DNA strand dispersed in a alkaline
solution of high ionic strength stack on top of each other, increasing the stability of the
strand and decreasing the overall length, while DNA strands in a neutral solution of high
ionic strength would be expected to undergo folding. In the former case the hexyl-groups
on the 5’-terminal would come into closer proximity to the particle and consequently
with other hexyl-groups, forming a hydrophobic shell around the particle. Due to the
high ionic strength and low temperature of the surrounding medium the charges around
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the particles would be shielded and the particles allowed to come into close proximity to
one another, which would facilitate interactions between the hydrophobic hexyl-groups,
demonstrated schematically in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8. Schematic representation of the suggested mechanism of reversible AuNP agglomeration caused by the conformation of DNA at diﬀerent conditions (not to scale): in neutral pH
at low salt concentration the particle DNA is extended and the inter-particle repulsion maintain
a large inter-particle distance; in neutral pH at high salt concentrations the particle DNA folds
as diﬀerent sequences hybridise to each other, the inter-particle distance is still maintained as
the charges on the particle surface are large enough to overcome the intrinsic particle-particle
attraction; in alkaline pH at high salt concentration the particle DNA does not fold as no hydrogen
bonds can be formed, the length of the strand is reduced by stacking of the base pairs resulting
in the formation of a thin hexyl-group hydrophobic shell around the particles that can interact
through hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions at low temperatures.

The hydrophobic-hydrophobic interaction between hexyl-groups mainly involve
weak van der Waals interactions. The reversible aggregation of AuNPs functionalised
with hydrophobic molecules have been reported in literature. 183,184 In these cases the
agglomeration occurred at high salt concentrations at room temperature. Upon redispersion in solutions of low salt concentrations the agglomerated particles would
disperse. As the hexyl-group attached to the particle DNA is not the predominate species
on the particles the weak hydrophobic forces are strong enough to result in agglomeration
of particles at low temperatures, however, not strong enough to have an impact at room
temperature. The reason why this phenomena is not observed at pH closer to neutral is
believed to be the folding of the DNA strands, which prevent the the hexyl-groups from
forming a shell around the particles and hence inhibit the action of the weak hydrophobic
inter-particle interactions that induces agglomeration. The folding of the DNA strand
is not expected to interfere with hybridisation of complementary DNA strands, as the
hybridisation force between the two strands would be much larger than the interaction of
bases of diﬀerent parts on one single stranded oligonucleotide.
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3.3

Concluding Remarks

The AuNP-DNA conjugate solution was found to be stable under normal hybridisation
conditions (0.5 M NaCl, pH 7.5). However, at alkaline solutions in high salt concentrations
at low temperatures the conjugates reversibly aggregated. This was found to only happen
with AuNPs functionalised with hexylamino and hexyl terminated thiolated DNA. The
aggregation was believed to be caused by a conformational change in the DNA strands,
along with the presence of the hexyl, which at solutions of alkaline pH and high salt
concentration formed a hydrophobic shell around the particle. At low temperatures the
hydrophobic shells could interact with weak forces, inducing the reversible aggregation.
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4

Assembly onto Surfaces

In this Chapter the DNA-directed AuNP self-assembly onto non-patterned, micropatterned
and nanopatterned substrates is investigated. First the study conducted on non-patterned
and micropatterned substrates is discussed. It is followed by the study of AuNP self-assembly
onto nanopatterns. Two architectures are explored: nanopatterns with elevated features and
nanopatterns with recessed features. In the final sections a statistical analysis of the DNA
directed AuNP self-assembly onto the recessed nanopattern is presented.

The main focus of this thesis was to develop a method to control the placement of
individual building-blocks onto lithographically predefined adsorption sites. In the first
step the assembly of the AuNPs onto non-patterned surfaces was conducted, analysed and
optimised.

4.1 Assembly onto Non- and Micropatterned Substrates
To enable AuNP assembly onto the substrate surface Watson-Crick base pairing of DNA
was explored. DNA is commonly referred to as the blue print of life as it encodes the
building of proteins in living cells. 185 Its chemical structure enables self recognition
properties, 186 which allow for an almost innumerable number of combinations, making
it the most versatile linker for building-blocks in the nanoscopic range. 187 When using
DNA to direct the assembly of nano building-blocks onto substrate surfaces the DNA first
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has to be immobilised onto the surface. In the literature diﬀerent strategies for surface
immobilisation of DNA exist, as discussed below.
Koplin et al. presented a protocol to immobilise DNA strands onto silicon substrates. 188 A silicon substrate was modified with APTES, yielding an aminosilylated
surface. The homobifunctional linker disuccinimidylglutarate (DSG: a linker with two
NHS-groups) was then covalently coupled to the amino-groups on the substrate surface by
amide bonds. A polymeric dendrimer (called PAMAM) with 64 COOH groups was coupled
to the NHS-groups, forming a monolayer on the surface with many COOH-groups. The
COOH were activated with DSG again, and amino-modified DNA strands were coupled
to the NHS activated PAMAMs on the surface through EDC/NHS chemistry forming an
amide bond (described in Section 5.2 on page 123).
Another more common strategy to immobilise DNA strand onto substrate surfaces
makes use of the aﬃnity of thiols to gold. 189 Thiol modified organic molecules have
been demonstrated to form stable and uniform SAMs of various length and compositions
on gold surfaces, where the structure and reactivity of the SAMs have been tailored by
controlling the composition and additional functional groups of the organothiols. 190,191
Thus, by coupling a thiol to one of the DNA strands terminals, a uniform and stable
monolayer of DNA can be self-assembled onto a gold surface. 192,193 The same principle
applies for the functionalisation of thiol-terminated DNA onto AuNPs. Modifying the
AuNPs with DNA fill the double function of stabilising the particles at the high ionic
strengths required for the DNA hybridisation, 137 as well as providing a highly versatile
director for self-assembly of nano building-blocks. 120 When the DNA-modified substrates
are immersed into a solution containing DNA-modified AuNPs, the AuNPs will selfassemble onto the substrate surface, driven by the Watson-Crick base pairing between
the substrate surface confined DNA and the particle bound DNA. 194 If the AuNPs are
modified with non-complementary DNA no immobilisation of the AuNPs will occur.
The principle of DNA-directed self-assembly of AuNPs is schematically represented in
Figure 4.1, where the AuNP DNA and the surface DNA are non-complementary in (A)
and complementary in (B). The DNA interaction between the surface bound DNA and the
particle DNA is schematically represented in the inset (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1. A schematic representation of the DNA-directed AuNP immobilisation onto a nonpatterned gold substrate (not to scale): (A) AuNPs and surface DNA non-complementary, yielding
no AuNP immobilisation; (B) AuNPs and surface DNA complementary, yielding immobilisation of
AuNPs onto surface. In the inset the interaction between a surface confined and a particle bound
DNA strands is displayed.

4.1.1

Non-Patterned Substrates - Evaluation of DNA Specificity

When assembling AuNPs-DNA conjugates onto substrates following Koplin’s protocol,
described above, no diﬀerence in AuNP density on the surface between substrates modified
with complimentary and non-complimentary DNA was found. This suggested that the
DNA had not been successfully coupled to the substrate. After numeral unsuccessful
attempts this strategy was abandoned.
The more common thiol/gold chemistry strategy was instead investigated. A simple
model system was used to study the specificity of the DNA-directed AuNP self-assembly,
immobilising the particles onto non-patterned substrates. Gold coated substrates and
AuNPs were functionalised with surface and particle DNA complementary to each other.
The DNA functionalisation took place in a hybridisation chamber (HC), which is a
tightly sealed chamber used to maintain saturated humidity. The DNA was dissolved in
a phosphate/NaCl buﬀer to ensure that neutral pH (∼ 7.5 ) was maintained as well as to
control the ionic strength of the hybridisation medium. A droplet of the DNA solution
was placed onto the substrate placed into the HC, which was incubated at RT for several
hours. The substrates were then washed with buﬀer and placed into the HC. A droplet of
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AuNP solution was placed on the substrates and then left to react for several hours. All
experiments described in this Chapter followed the procedures described in Section 2.4
on pages 44–48, unless otherwise specified.
In order to evaluate the specificity of the DNA-directed assembly three substrates
were prepared: one non-functionalised, one functionalised with DNA complementary to
the AuNP DNA and one functionalised with DNA non-complementary to the particle
DNA. In Figure 4.2 AFM micrographs of the substrates following the AuNP-assembly
process are displayed. The brighter spots visible in the AFM micrographs represent the

A

5 AuNPs/μm2

B

13 AuNPs/μm2

C

0.5 AuNPs/μm2

Figure 4.2. AFM micrographs of non-patterned gold substrate following the AuNP-assembly:
(A) surface non-functionalised, surface functionalised with: (B) complementary and (C) noncomplementary DNA. The arbitrary colour scale applies for all the micrographs.

AuNPs. Due to tip convolution (causing objects in AFM micrographs to appear wider
than they are) and low resolution (highly pixellated images) the absolute number of
particles immobilised in an area diﬃcult to establish with simple image analysis software.
If the total surface coverage would be used to compare the immobilisation eﬃciency, an
incorrect value could be attain, as drift and tip convolution causes one object to “smear”
out and appear to cover more of a surface than it actually is. Since these artefacts vary
between measurements, an incorrect assumption of the immobilisation eﬃciency between
the diﬀerent samples could be made. To avoid this a manual calculation was conducted,
yielding an average count of AuNPs /µm2 .
When the surface was not functionalised with DNA, many particles adsorbed
onto the gold surface: 9 AuNPs /µm compared to 0.5 AuNPs /µm when the surface was
functionalised with non-complementary DNA. The reason why a higher number of
AuNPs were immobilised onto a surface with no DNA, compared to on a surface with
non-complementary DNA is believed to be the aﬃnity of the DNA bases to the gold
surface. Furthermore, the non-complementary DNA acts as a blocking layer, due to the
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electrostatic repulsion force acting between the negatively charged phosphate backbone of
the surface and particle confined DNA strands. When the surface was functionalised with
DNA complementary to the particle DNA a higher number of AuNPs were immobilised
(13 AuNPs /µm). Based on these results it was concluded that the AuNP self-assembly was
DNA driven, and that the DNA-DNA interaction was highly specific.

4.1.2

Eﬀect of Surface DNA Activation and MCH Treatment

In order to improve the immobilisation eﬃciency, diﬀerent strategies were investigated.
Firstly two eﬀects were explored: (1) pretreatment of the surface DNA and (2) the sequence
of surface modifications.
The commercially attained thiol-terminated ssDNA was received with a thiol protective group, in this case disulfide formed by reaction with MCH (see Figure 4.3). 195,196 This
would hinder the adsorption of ssDNA onto the gold surface. The thiolated DNA has to
be “activated” prior to the surface functinalisation step, meaning that the protective MCH
has to be detached. This is achieved by the addition of a reducing agent that cleaves the
disulfide bridge that links the MCH and the thiol-terminated surface DNA (Figure 4.3A).
Although disulfides also self-assemble on gold surfaces it has been shown that thiol SAMs
are more organised and dense. Furthermore, the tilt of the adsorbed thiols is smaller
compared to the tilt of disulfides, hence the thiol modified molecules immobilise more
perpendicular to the surface. 197 . The question was not so much whether a pretreatment
step was necessary, but rather which reducing method would work most eﬃciently: the
addition of BSPP to the surface DNA solution, or the immobilisation of the surface DNA
solution in a disulfide reducing gel? In both cases phosphines acted as reducing agent,
reducing the disulfide bridge. 198
The DNA bases have an aﬃnity to gold, in particular adenine and guanine, 199 which
makes the DNA inclined to lie horizontally across the gold surface, unsusceptible to
further DNA interactions and consequently yielding a low AuNP density. MCH treatment
of the substrate surface is believed to inhibit horizontal DNA adsorption by forming a
monolayer on the gold surface to which the DNA bases have no aﬃnity, 200,201 thus making
them “stand up”. This principle is schematically illustrated in Figure 4.3B. The second
question was thus which sequence of surface modification would yield the highest density
of DNA on the surface?
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Figure 4.3. A schematic representation of: (A) protective MCH group on the thiols of the trithiolterminated ssDNA; and (B) the mode at which DNA strands adsorb onto gold surfaces with and
without the MCH monolayer; the MCH monolayer blocks the DNA bases interaction with the gold
surface, which renders a monolayer of erected DNA strands.

In a first set of experiments (exp-A) the diﬀerent surface DNA pretreatments were
investigated: BSSP treated, reducing gel treated and no pretreatment. For all samples but
one in the exp-A the surface DNA treatment was conducted prior to MCH treatment. The
samples from exp-A are depicted in the AFM micrographs displayed in the upper row in
Figure 4.4.
The highest number of AuNPs /µm2 was found on the substrate where the DNA had
been treated in reducing gel (19 AuNPs /µm2 ), while the lowest number of particles
was found on the substrate immobilised with DNA that had not been pretreated
(8 AuNPs /µm2 ). This suggested that the treatment of surface DNA was of great importance, as had been expected. The sequence of surface modification, compared for the
two substrates functionalised with BSPP pretreated surface DNA, also seem to play a role.
The highest number of particles was observed on the substrate where the MCH treatment
occurred prior to the surface DNA immobilisation: 18 AuNPs /µm2 versus 17 AuNPs /µm2 .
Although the diﬀerence in the number of AuNPs /µm2 was relatively small, the substrate
where the MCH modification was conducted following the surface DNA functionalisation
step had large spots where no AuNPs were immobilised. This suggested that it was better
to first functionalise the surface with MCH and then surface DNA. It thus appeared that
DNA treated in a reducing gel yielded the most dense layer of AuNPs and that it was
better to modify the surface with MCH prior to the surface DNA immobilisation.
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EXPERIMENT A
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Figure 4.4. AFM micrographs of the non-patterned substrates following the AuNP assembly
process: (s-1a) DNA pretreated with BSPP and immobilised prior to MCH; (s-2a) surface DNA
pretreated with BSSP and MCH functionalisation prior to surface DNA; (s-3a) surface DNA
immobilised in a reducing gel and surface DNA was functionalised prior to MCH; (s-4a) surface
DNA not pretreated and immobilised prior to MCH treatment; (s-1b) DNA pretreated with
BSPP and immobilised prior to MCH; (s-2b) surface DNA pretreated with BSSP and MCH
functionalisation prior to surface DNA; (s-3b) surface DNA immobilised in a reducing gel and
MCH modification prior to surface DNA; (s-4b) subjected to the same assembly procedure as s-5,
in a buﬀer containing no EDTA and Tween 20.

A second experiment (exp-B) was conducted in order to verify this hypothesis. The
conditions for sample 1a and 1b were reproduced. Another substrate was subjected to
the treatment that, based on the results from exp-A, was expected to yield even higher
AuNP density, The substrate was firstly functionalised with MCH and then with surface
DNA that had been treated in a reducing gel. In addition, the eﬀect of the additives
in the hybridisation buﬀer, were explored. EDTA was added to the buﬀer in order to
prevent bacterial and enzymatic degradation of DNA. Haque et al. reported on the
decreased viability of gram negative bacteria in the presence of EDTA through cell lysis
(breakdown). 202 It was found that EDTA could co-ordinate Mg2+ on the cell membrane
and by removing the ion, destroy the bacterial cell wall. 203 EDTA has also been reported
to decrease the activity of deoxyribonuclease, the enzyme that catalyses the breakage
of the phosphodiester bonds in the DNA backbone. 204,205 Macanovic et al. found this
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to be due to EDTAs ability to coordinate Mg2+ , necessary for the enzymatic activity of
DNase. 206 The surfactant Tween 20 was added as it had been reported to increase AuNP
stability and prevent the irreversible aggregation of the AuNPs by the formation of a
stabilising surfactant layer around the particle. 180 Furthermore, Vandenberg et al. 207
found that Tween 80 (similar to Tween 20, however with a longer polyoxyethylene chain)
could decrease the non-specific adsorption of proteins to a silane treated substrate. One
more sample, subjected to the “optimum” conditions, was prepared. For this substrate
all DNA hybridisation events were conducted in a buﬀer that did not contain EDTA and
Tween 20. AFM micrographs of the samples in exp-B are shown in the lower row in
Figure 4.4
The number of AuNPs /µm2 for the reproduced samples (surface DNA pretreated
with BSPP and MCH conducted following, and prior to, surface DNA functionalisation) was lower than in exp-A. The number of particles were, however, still lower
on the substrate where the MCH modification occurred following the surface DNA
immobilisation: 9 AuNPs /µm2 versus 10 AuNPs /µm2 . The number of particles on the
substrate onto which reducing gel treated surface DNA had been immobilised was much
higher (16 AuNPs /µm2 ). The substrate subjected to the same conditions but in buﬀers
without EDTA and Tween 20 had a slightly lower number of particles immobilised
(14 AuNPs /µm2 ), which strongly suggested that the additives had no negative impact on
the hybridisation, if anything they had a positive eﬀect.
In both experiments the highest number of AuNPs /m2 was observed on the substrates
which had been functionalised with DNA pretreated in a reducing gel. This suggested
that the reducing gel more eﬃciently reduced the surface DNA strands. It was also
observed that for the substrates where the MCH treatment was conducted following the
surface DNA immobilisation a slightly lower number of AuNPs /m2 were immobilised.
Furthermore, holes in the AuNP monolayer were observed. It was thus concluded that
MCH treatment prior to surface DNA immobilisation was to prefer.
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4.1.3

Micropatterned Substrates

PEG-Silane Modification
The micropatterned substrate consisted of an array of 20×20 µm2 squares of gold on
a silicon substrate. The aim was to maximise the AuNP density on the gold surface
and minimise the non-specific adsorption on the silicon surface. Firstly, diﬀerent AuNP
assembly strategies were tested using non-patterned gold and silicon substrates. A method
known to reduce non-specific adsorption of biomolecules is to functionalise the surface
with polyethylene glycol (PEG). 208,209 Kannan et al. demonstrated that the non-specific
adsorption of AuNP-DNA conjugates was drastically decreased on a PEG functionalised
surface. 210 In order to make the PEG adhere to a silicon surface it has to be modified with
a group that reacts with the silicon oxide surface; α −silanes (Si(OR)3 x ) is a new group of
trialkoxysilanes that have a high reactivity to silicon. 191 A PEG modified with a α −silane
(PEG-silane) can thus be covalently bound to the silicon surface.
Strategy II

Strategy I

PEG first, DNA second

DNA first, PEG second
Complementary DNA

30 AuNPs/μm2

Non-complementary DNA

Complementary DNA

13 AuNPs/μm2

25 AuNPs/μm2

Non-complementary DNA

<<1 AuNPs/μm2

Figure 4.5. AFM micrographs of non-patterned gold, with complementary and noncomplementary DNA, following the AuNP assembly process using diﬀerent strategies: in strategy I
the surfaces were firstly functionalised with surface DNA and thereafter with PEG-silane, whereas
the surface modifications occurred in the reversed order for strategy II.

For the current protocol, the question was whether the surface PEG-silane functionalisation should occur prior to or following the surface DNA immobilisation in
order to yield a uniform monolayer on the silicon without aﬀecting the DNA layer on
the gold negatively. In these experiments the AuNP assembly onto non-patterned Au
substrates was investigated. In Figure 4.5 AFM micrographs are shown of the substrates
following the AuNP assembly using diﬀerent strategies: in strategy I the surface was firstly
functionalised with DNA followed by the PEG-silane modification while the reversed was
conducted for strategy II.
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For both strategies the immobilisation of AuNPs onto the gold surface functionalised
with surface DNA complementary to the particle DNA yielded dense AuNP monolayers.
The layer formed when using strategy I was slightly denser: 30 AuNPs /µm2 versus
roughly 25 AuNPs /µm2 for strategy II. When comparing the non-specific adsorption
on the gold substrates functionalised with non-complementary DNA, strategy I yielded
a lot of non-specific adsorption (13 AuNPs /µm2 ) whereas strategy II hardly yielded
any (�1 AuNPs/µm2 ). This indicated that the adsorbed DNA monolayer was strongly
aﬀected by the PEG-silane functionalisation step. The reason for the high non-specific
adsorption of AuNPs onto the gold surface in strategy I is not known. It could be due to
structural change in the DNA caused by the immersion in ethanol followed by drying.
Svaren et al. found that dsDNA denatured when dried upon an ethanol precipitation step
and did not reverse back to its duplex form upon rehydration. 211 It was believed to be
due to hairpin formation. However, it is not likely to be caused by the drying alone, as
Glynou et al. reported a dry-reagent strip biosensor, where ssDNA was able to hybridise
without implication upon rehydration. 212 Another possibility is that the PEG-silane in
some way deposited onto the DNA film, with the silane end pointing up, making the
surface susceptible to DNA-capped AuNPs. Regardless of the reason for the non-specific
adsorption, it was clear that strategy II was the preferred protocol.
An alternative method for PEG-silane functionalisation was described by Kannan et
al., 210 where the functionalisation took place in toluene rather than in ethanol, with the
addition of hydrochloric acid as a catalyst. The rate of the hydrolysation of the alkoxysilane
(first step of the silanisation reaction described above) is increased at acidic conditions. It
can also occur under alkali pH, however, the rate in that case is significantly smaller. 213
Some variations of the proposed protocol were investigated (Figure 4.6).
Strategy I was the control experiment, following the “old” silanisation protocol, where
the reaction took place in ethanol, and the reaction time was 2 h, followed by 10 min
baking at 110 ◦ C. Strategy II represented the method proposed by Kannan et al., in which
toluene was the solvent used and a small volume of concentrated HCl was added as
catalyst. Furthermore, strategy II involved a step in which the PEG-silane/toluene/HCl
mixture was placed in a sonic bath prior to the immersion of the substrates. The steps were
all the same for strategy III apart from the sonic bath step, which was omitted. Strategy IV
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Strategy I

Strategy II

Strategy III

Strategy IV

30 nm

0 nm

Figure 4.6. AMF micrographs of the silicon substrates following the AuNP assembly process,
exploring four diﬀerent protocol strategies for the PEG-silane functionalisation: for strategy I the
reaction took place in ethanol; strategy II took place in toluene, following the protocol proposed
by Kannan et al.; strategy III was equal to strategy II, with the exclusion of a step where the
reaction mixture was placed in a sonic bath; strategy IV was the same as strategy III, a part from
the addition of a baking step. The arbitrary colour scale applies for all the micrographs.

was similar to strategy III, with the addition of a baking step, common in silanisation
protocols (10 min at 110 ◦ C), to assure cross-linking between the siloxane groups for a
more stable monolayer.
Strategy I and strategy II resulted in quite a lot of non-specific adsorption of AuNPs on
the silicon surface, suggesting that the PEG-silane monolayer was not complete. However,
both strategy III and strategy IV resulted in a very clean silicon surface with no nonspecific adsorption.

AuNP Self-Assembly Process onto Micropatterned Substrates
The procedure found to yield the highest density of AuNPs onto the gold and at the
same time the lowest occurrence of non-specific adsorption on the silicon surface, when
conducted on non-patterned substrates, was thereby transferred to the micropatterned
substrate. The complete process is schematically illustrated in Figure 4.7.
Briefly: a 50 nm layer of the positive photoresist was spin-coated onto a silicon
substrate (1), which was exposed to photo-illumination through a mask (2) and subsequently developed (3). A bimetal layer of chromium (adhesive layer) and gold was thereby
evaporated onto the substrate (4), the photoresist removed, and the substrate cleaned
in a Piranha solution (5), revealing a pattern of 20 × 20 µm2 gold squares on the silicon
substrate. The first step in the self-assembly process was the PEG-silane passivation of the
silicon surface surrounding the micro arrays (6), followed by the modification of the gold
surface with MCH (7), and the surface DNA (8). In the final step the DNA-capped AuNPs
were self-assembled onto the micropattern arrays.
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1
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7

Cr/Au evaporation

MCH
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Surface DNA

Si

2
Photolithography

Lift-off and Piranha
treatment
hν
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DNA-capped AuNP
hybridisation

6
PEG-silane

Development

Figure 4.7. A schematic representation of the micropattern fabrication, and AuNP immobilisation
procedure (not to scale): (1) photoresist spin-coating of a silicon wafer; (2) photo-exposure
through a mask; (3) development of the micropattern; (4) thermal vacuum deposition of a thin
chromium/gold film; (5) PMMA lifted-oﬀ; (6) passivation of the surrounding Si-surface with
PEG-silane; (7) MCH functionalisation of the gold surfaces; (8) self assembly of surface-DNA onto
gold surfaces; and (9) AuNP hybridisation onto micropattern array.

AFM micrographs of the micropatterned substrates following the procedure illustrated in scheme in Figure 4.7 are displayed in Figure 4.8.

A

B

C

Figure 4.8. AFM micrographs of the micropatterned substrate following the AuNP self-assembly
process: (A) micropattern arrays functionalised with complementary DNA; (B) a close- up onto
one array; (C) close-up onto one array of a micropatterned substrate functionalised with noncomplementary DNA.

The area surrounding the gold micropattern arrays was functionalised with PEGsilane to ensure that no non-specific adsorption of AuNPs occurred. A low occurrence of
non-specifically adsorbed AuNPs were found on the substrates (Figure 4.8A). A monolayer
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of AuNPs immobilised onto the arrays, as seen in the close-up (Figure 4.8B). The AFM
micrograph displayed in Figure 4.8C depicts a close-up of a small area of an array
functionalised with non-complementary DNA and displays a bare gold surface, with only
a few non-specifically adsorbed AuNPs. Furthermore, the eﬀect of AuNP concentration
during the AuNP hybridisation step on the immobilised AuNP density was investigated.
Figure 4.9 displays AFM micrographs of the micro arrays following the AuNP assembly
process using an estimated AuNP concentration of: (A) 3 nM and (B) 0.3 nM. The density

A

65 AuNPs/400 nm2

B

38 AuNPs/400 nm2

Figure 4.9. AFM micrographs of the micropatterned substrate following the AuNP self-assembly
process conducted with two diﬀerent AuNP concentrations: (A) 3 nM; (B) 0.3 nM. The arbitrary
colour scale applies for all the micrographs.

of the AuNPs on the surface was significantly decreased when the concentration at which
the AuNP hybridisation step occurred was diluted ten times: (B) versus (A) in Figure 4.9.
In a 400 × 400 nm2 an average of 68 immobilise AuNPs were counted for sample (A) while
38 immobilised AuNPs were counted for (B). This demonstrates the ability to control
the AuNP surface density by modifying the concentration of the AuNP-DNA conjugate
solution.

4.2 Elevated Nanopatterns
For the adaptation of the assembly process into the nanometre range, a nanopattern
was fabricated that comprised of a matrix of six dot lines, schematically represented in
Figure 4.10.The nanopattern was surface confined and can be viewed as a template for
the assembly of AuNPs. The templating nanopattern was designed to enable particles
coupling, so that the cyclic process of templated DNA-directed self-assembly of AuNPs
could be adapted for plasmonic device fabrication. The matrix was comprised of 42 arrays
(seven in y-direction and six in x-direction). The diameter of the array dots was varied in
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the y-direction, decreasing from 34 nm to 10 nm with 4 nm increments. The pitch distance,
measured centre-to-centre between adjacent dots, was varied in the x-direction, increasing
from 32 nm to 52 nm, also with 4 nm increments. Onto each 6 × 4 mm2 silicon substrate
were crafted 5 × 5 matrices and a 80 µm long wedge (visible with an optical microscope)
pointing towards the nanopattern matrix. The purpose of having the nanopattern matrix
was to find the optimal array geometry, which would enable six AuNPs to assemble next
to each other in a straight line.
Wedge pointing to
the nanopattern

The nanopattern matrix with varying diameter size and pitch distance
Pitch (nm)
32

∅(nm)

36

40

44

48

52

40
36
32
28
24

Silicon substrate with
nanopattern matrix

20
16

Figure 4.10. Schematic representation of the templating nanopattern array matrix on the silicon
substrate designed to find the optimal array geometry for the AuNP self-assembly: the matrix was
made out of 42 arrays with decreasing dot diameter vertically and increasing [dot] centre-to-centre
pitch distance horizontally; the nanopattern was made up of 25 equal matrices, with a 80 µm long
wedge pointing towards it for easier detection.

For the assembly onto the nanopattern arrays the same assembly procedure was
adapted as had been developed for the micropatterned substrates. In Figure 4.11 a
schematic representation of the nanopattern fabrication and the AuNP assembly protocol
is displayed. A 50 nm layer PMMA was spin-coated onto a silicon substrate (1), upon
which the nanopattern was generated in the resist by means of EBL (2) and the pattern
developed in a solvent system (mixture of cold (−5 ◦ C) isopropanol:water (7:3)) (3).
A 3 nm adhesive layer of chromium and a 12 nm layer gold was evaporated onto the
substrate (4) and the PMMA removed (5). The surrounding silicon surface was passivated
with PEG-silane to avoid non-specific adsorption (6) and the gold nanopattern arrays
functionalised with trithiol-terminated DNA (surface DNA) (7). To attach the AuNPs to the
DNA functionalised gold arrays linker strands, comprising of two 15 base pair segments:
one complementary to the surface DNA and the other complementary to the particle DNA
(the sticky-end) was hybridised to the surface DNA (8). In the final step the DNA capped
AuNPs were assembled onto the arrays (9), driven by Watson-Cricks base pairing between
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the particle DNA and the sticky-ends of the linker strands. The three-strand system is
schematically illustrated in the inset Figure 4.11. When the AuNP assembly process is
conducted without the linker DNA, no particle immobilisation is expected as there is no
driving force for the particles to immobilise. In Figure 4.12 AFM and SEM micrographs
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Figure 4.11. A schematic representation of the nanopattern fabrication and AuNP immobilisation
procedure (not to scale): (1) PMMA spin-coating of a silicon wafer; (2) pattern exposure by
means of EBL; (3) pattern development; (4) thermal vacuum deposition of a thin chromium/gold
film; (5) PMMA lifted-oﬀ; (6) PEG-silane passivation of the surrounding silicon surface; (7)
thiol-modified DNA functionalisation of the gold nanopattern surface; (8) linker strand (red in
scheme) hybridisation; (9) AuNP hybridisation. The linker strand consist of a simple two sequences
oligonucleotide; one section complementary to the surface DNA (black in scheme) and the other
complementary to the particle DNA (green in scheme), the linker DNA interaction with the surface
and particle DNA is schematically represented in the inset.

of the fabricated nanopattern are displayed. In Figure 4.12A an AFM micrograph of the
nanopattern in PMMA is displayed. The depth of the holes appeared to be around 3 nm,
although the layer was in fact 50 nm. The discrepancy was due to a restriction caused by
the large diameter of the AFM-tip. The tip diameter was too large to reach the bottom of
the holes, but small enough to penetrate 3 nm. In Figure 4.12B AFM micrographs and a
cross-sectional profile of the nanopattern substrate are presented, displaying the results
immediately following the lift-oﬀ procedure, clearly revealing the six distinct gold dots
that constituted the templating nanopattern arrays. The height of the arrays was found
to average close to 15 nm. The distinct dots in the arrays were clearly distinguishable in
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Figure 4.12. AFM and SEM micrographs of the nanopattern matrix: (A) an AFM micrograph of
the nanopattern in PMMA and cross-section profile; (B) AFM micrograph of the gold nanopattern,
inset show a close-up of two arrays, and cross-section profile; (C) SEM micrograph of the gold
nanopattern matrix.

the SEM micrograph illustrated in Figure 4.12C. The left most line of arrays in the matrix
were duplicated due to a programming mistake in the EBL process, which resulted in the
top two lines of arrays, with the smallest dot centre-to-centre pitch distance, to resembled
individual lines rather than lines comprising of six clearly defined dots.

4.2.1

DNA Specificity - AuNP Self-Assembly onto Nanopatterns

When the complete AuNPs self-assembly was first attempted onto nanopattern substrates
the assembly process was in exact accordance with the protocol developed for the AuNP
self-assembly onto micropatterned substrates. In Figure 4.13 AFM micrographs of the
templating nanopattern arrays following the AuNP self-assembly process are displayed:
(A) when the Piranha cleaning step was included; (B) and (C) when the Piranha step was
omitted, where (C) was the control assembled without linker DNA. When the nanopattern
substrate was subjected to Piranha treatment no immobilisation was observed on the
nanopattern (Figure 4.13), although a monolayer of AuNPs assembled on the wedge (inset
Figure 4.13A). The height of the nanopattern subjected to the Piranha cleaning step was
approximately 4 nm, estimated from the cross-sectional profile in Figure 4.13A. This was
smaller than the height of the evaporated bimetal layer, estimated from Figure 4.12C. As
the height of the nanopattern arrays decreased following the self-assembly process it was
suspected that a step in the self-assembly protocol was causing the nanopattern arrays
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Figure 4.13. AFM micrographs and cross-sectional profiles following the AuNP self-assembly
process with and without the Piranha cleaning step: (A) including the Piranha cleaning step, in
the inset the wedge on the same substrate is depicted; (B) omitting the Piranha cleaning step,
assembled with linker DNA; (C) omitting the Piranha cleaning step, assembled without linker
DNA.

to be etched. The first step in the process, the Piranha cleaning, was also the harshest,
as Piranha is highly corrosive and oxidising. To establish whether the Piranha cleaning
step was causing the nanopatterns to be etched, the AuNP self-assembly was conducted
immediately following the lift-oﬀ procedure omitting the Piranha cleaning step. In Figure
4.13B and C AFM micrographs and cross-sectional profile of the nanopattern following
the AuNP self-assembly process are shown, conducted with (Figure 4.13B) and without
(Figure 4.13C) linker DNA. The height of the arrays were estimated to be 55 nm and 25 nm
respectively, i.e. a 35 ± 5 nm increase in height when the AuNPs were assembled with linker,
which correlates very well with the 30 nm diameter of the assembled AuNPs. The results
strongly suggested that the DNA-directed assembly of AuNPs onto the nanopattern array
was successful. However, there seemed to be a problem with the Piranha cleaning step, as
the average height of the nanopattern arrays decreased from 15 − 20 nm before to about
4 nm after a Piranha treatment. No evidence of Piranha solutions ability to etch gold was
found in literature; on the contrary the etch rate of gold in Piranha was reported to be
0 nm/s by Williams et al.. 214 Furthermore Tanaka et al. used Piranha cleaning to remove
an organic film from a sub-µm gold structure, only removing the organic film on the gold
surface. 215
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4.2.2

Eﬀect of Piranha Treatment on Nanopatterned Substrates

In order to confirm whether the gold nanoarrays were indeed being etched by the Piranha
solution the height of the nanoarrays was measured: immediately following the PMMA
lift-oﬀ procedure, after a 10 s Piranha treatment and after a 30 min Piranha cleaning step.
In Figure 4.14 AFM micrographs of the nanopattern matrix immediately following the
lift-oﬀ procedure (A), following a 10 s Piranha treatment (B) and upon a 30 min Piranha
treatment (C) are displayed. The height of the nanopattern arrays immediately following
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Figure 4.14. AFM micrographs and cross-sectional profiles of the nanopattern matrix: (A)
immediately following the lift-oﬀ procedure; (B) following a 10 s Piranha cleaning step; and
(C) following a 30 min Piranha cleaning step.

the PMMA lift-oﬀ ranged from around 16 to > 20 nm throughout one matrix, estimated
from the cross-sectional profile in Figure 4.14A. Upon a 10 s Piranha treatment the height
had decreased to 12 − 18 nm (Figure 4.14B) and after 30 min (Figure 4.14C) the height
had decreased further, to around 4 nm. The result strongly suggested that the Piranha
could in fact etch nanostructures of gold. Tests on microarrays were also conducted (AFM
micrographs not presented), which suggested that the Piranha could etch µm structures as
well, however to a much lesser extent. In the subsequent experiments the Piranha cleaning
step was omitted.
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4.2.3

Eﬀect of Prolonged Storage of Nanopatterned Substrates

After further exploration into the self-assembly properties of the AuNPs onto the
nanopattern arrays it was noticed that no immobilisation of AuNPs was observed when the
time lapsed between the bimetal evaporation and the AuNPs self-assembly exceeded one
month. In Figure 4.15 AFM micrographs of the nanopattern are displayed: following
the AuNP immobilisation with (A) and without (B) linker DNA (negative control),
onto substrates that had been stored more than one month. No AuNP immobilisation
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Figure 4.15. AFM micrographs and cross-sectional profiles of the nanopatterned and micropatterned substrates stored for more than two weeks following the AuNP assembly process: the
nanopattern with (A) and without (B) linker; the wedge of the micropatterned substrates with (C)
and without (D) linker DNA.

occurred on either of the two nanopattern substrates, while the height of the nanopattern
arrays was found to be around 12 − 20 nm in both cases, as seen in cross-section profiles.
Furthermore, a discrepancy between the nanopattern and the wedge was observed for
the nanopatterned substrate assembled with linker DNA. A complete AuNP coverage
was observed on the wedge, while no immobilisation was observed on the nanopattern.
For the nanopatterned substrate where the AuNP self-assembly process occurred without
linker DNA no immobilisation occurred on the wedge, as was expected. The lack of
immobilisation of AuNPs onto the nanopattern appeared to have a correlation to the
prolonged storage time, and only appeared to impact upon the properties of a gold film
with an area in the nm range (as for the gold dots in the arrays) and not for a gold film
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with µm sized dimensions (as in the case of the wedge). In literature the diﬀusion of the
adhesive layer material (most commonly a thin layer of chromium or titanium) through
the metal layer have been widely described. 216–218 The adhesive layer diﬀuses up to the
surface of the metal where it forms an oxide layer, which changes the reactiveness of
metal surface. Thiols have no aﬃnity to chromium oxide and hence the thiol-terminated
surface DNA would not immobilise onto the chromium oxide covered gold array. Another
explanation could be that organic molecules, ever present in air, adsorb onto the gold
surface inhibiting further adsorption. It has been shown that the levels of contamination on
gold have a negative impact on the adsorption of thiols. 219 It was, furthermore, observed
that sulphur atoms adsorbed onto the active site of the gold surface prevented further
thiol adsorption and the adsorption of these atoms happened quickly upon chloroform
cleaning.
In order to explore which of these two possible immobilisation inhibitors was
responsible for the lack of AuNP immobilisation onto nanopattern arrays subjected to
prolonged storage (hereon referred to as “aged”) the AuNP self-assembly process was
conducted onto freshly prepared nanopatterns, aged nanopatterns and freshly prepared
nanopatterns subjected to accelerated ageing. A nanopatterned substrate fresh from the
evaporator was prematurely aged through a heat process; placing the substrate onto
a 150 ◦ C hotplate for 60 h, which in theory would accelerate the diﬀusion process.
To verify whether this phenomena predominately aﬀected the nano-sized features,
micropatterned substrates were subjected to the same treatment in parallel. If a film
of organic molecules was inhibiting the adsorption, the temperature increase would
not have an impact. Moreover the inhibition would aﬀect the microscale and nanoscale
alike. AMF micrographs of the micro- and nanopatterns following the AuNP assembly
process are shown in Figure 4.16. When the AuNP self-assembly process was conducted
onto freshly prepared nanopatterns, the AuNPs immobilised onto the nanopattern arrays
(Figure 4.16A), whereas very few AuNPs were immobilised onto the prematurely aged
(Figure 4.16B), subjected to heat treatment, and the aged (Figure 4.16C) nanopatterns.
However, no diﬀerence in the density of the immobilised AuNPs was observed for the
micropattern arrays that was freshly prepared and prematurely aged (insets). The result
suggested that the immobilisation inhibition was mainly caused by chromium diﬀused
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A

B

C

Figure 4.16. AFM micrographs of the nanopattern and micropattern arrays following a AuNP assembly process: (A) freshly prepared nanopattern and micropattern (inset) arrays; (B) nanopattern
and micropattern (inset) arrays subjected to accelerated ageing (placed on a 150 ◦ C hotplate for
60 h); (C) nanopattern stored for more than two weeks prior to assembly process.

through the gold layer, as the nanopattern arrays were greatly aﬀected while essentially
no impact on the immobilisation eﬃciency was observed on the microscale. The migration
of chromium is known to occur at the grain boundaries and defects in the gold film,
making the small dots in the nanopattern array highly susceptible, much more so than
the micropattern arrays. Another factor aﬀecting the diﬀusion rate of the chromium is,
according to Thomas et al., 216 the rate at which the metals are evaporated, where a twofold
increase in the evaporation rate leads to an order of magnitude increase in the diﬀusion
rate. To ensure a good immobilisation eﬃciency of AuNPs onto the nanopatterns the
time lapse between the Cr/Au evaporation and the assembly process had to be kept to a
minimum, not to exceed one week, in addition, the bimetal film had to be deposited at a
low evaporation rate (≤0.1 Å/s).

4.2.4

Eﬀect of Evaporation Set-Up on Nanopattern Array

In many of the AFM micrographs of the nanopattern matrix a considerable inconsistency
in the height of the nanopattern arrays was observed. This inconsistency became even
more apparent when measuring the array matrices of the four corners of the nanopattern
immediately following the lift-oﬀ procedure. AFM micrographs and cross-sectional
profiles of the analysed array matrices, and their location on the substrate, are shown in
Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17. AFM micrographs and cross-sectional profiles of nanopattern array matrices from the
four corners of the nanopattern, with their exact location in the nanopattern indicated by a red
circle.

The height of the distinct arrays varied not only between the diﬀerent matrices but
also within the individual matrices. The greatest height of the arrays were found in the
right lower corner, where some arrays exceeded 40 nm. The two upper most matrices
displayed the greatest discrepancy within the matrix, where arrays between 40 nm and
10 nm were found within the same column. The reason for this inconsistency can be
derived back to the evaporation set-up, schematically represented in Figure 4.18.
The distance between substrate surface and metal sources was 25 cm (Figure 4.18).
The substrates were placed in a rotatable substrate holder, into a fixed position. Due
to the arrangement of the boats and the relatively small substrate-to-source distance,
the direction of the evaporation was not perpendicular but angular, as demonstrated
schematically in the inset. The angle α is the deposition angle at which the metal hit the
surface (upper-left inset Figure 4.18). The metal is estimated to hit the substrate within
a 0 − 10 cm radius oﬀ the centre of deposition immediately above the source (where the

deposition angle is 90◦ ). The range of deposition angles within this area is 90 − 68◦ . In
an attempt to prevent the chromium to deposit predominately to one side and the gold
to the other, the substrate holder was rotated although this is not recommended when
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evaporating metal into small holes. While the set-up used for evaporation was not ideal,
no alternative set-up was available at the time of the described experiments.

Substrate ho
holder
older
α

Su
ubstrate
es
Substrates

8 cm

25 cm

Chromium
source

Sources

8 cm
Gold source

Figure 4.18. The evaporation set-up with a substrate-to-source distance of 25 cm and a rotatable
substrate holder: down to the left the boat arrangement of the sources are displayed; up to the left
the angular deposition is illustrated with the deposition angle (α ) indicated.

4.2.5

Optimisation of Self-Assembly Parameters

Notwithstanding the inconsistency in the height of the nanopattern arrays, the optimisation of the parameters for AuNP self-assembly process was continued. Next, the eﬀect
of the concentration of the surface/linker DNA, and AuNP-DNA conjugate solutions, on
the immobilisation eﬃciency was investigated. AFM micrographs of AuNPs assembled
onto nanopatterns under diﬀerent conditions are shown in Figure 4.19. For the assembly
onto the substrates depicted in Figure 4.19 A and B, the DNA concentration was 100 µM
and the AuNP concentration 3 nM. For the substrates depicted in Figure 4.19 C and D,
the DNA concentration was kept the same but the AuNP concentration was diluted by
a factor of ten (0.3 nM). For the nanopattern substrates depicted in Figure 4.19 E and F
however, the DNA concentration was diluted by a factor of 100 ( 0.1 µM) and the AuNP
concentration diluted by a factor of four (0.75 nM).
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10 μM DNA,
0.3 nM AuNP-DNA conj.

10 μM DNA,
3 nM AuNP-DNA conj.
A

B

0.1 μM DNA,
0.75 nM AuNP-DNA conj.
C

Figure 4.19. AFM micrographs of nanopatterns following the AuNP self-assembly process, where
the concentration of the DNA (surface and linker) and AuNP-DNA conjugate solutions were varied:
(A) 10 µM DNA and 3 nM AuNP concentration; (B) 10 µM DNA and 0.3 nM AuNP concentration;
(C) 0.1 µM DNA and 0.75 nM AuNP concentration.

No drastic diﬀerence in the assembly eﬃciency was observed, even though the
parameters were modified quite radically, indicating that even the smallest concentrations
investigated here were close to the saturation concentration where all the available
adsorption sites are occupied. The number of particles that immobilised onto each array
far exceeded the intended six. As more than one 30 nm AuNP assembled onto each dot
in the array, the arrays appeared to be too large, allowing for co-adsorption of particles
onto each individual dot (intended as one adsorption site). To overcome the size issue of
the array dots, particles with a diameter of 40 nm were immobilised. In Figure 4.20 AFM
micrographs of the nanopattern following the self-assembly process are presented. The
same experimental parameters were used, as for the substrate displayed in Figure 4.19E.
When the 40 nm particles were immobilised, the number of AuNPs onto each
nanopattern array decreased greatly. Rather than having 8 − 10 particles, or big clusters,
as observed when assembling 30 nm AuNPs, an average of six particles was immobilised
onto each templating nanopattern array, however with a rather large discrepancy between
the diﬀerent arrays. The problem was that the immobilised AuNPs did not perfectly
reproduce the templating nanopattern arrays, as the AuNPs appeared to adsorb to the
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side, rather than onto the nanopattern arrays. In Figure 4.20B a close-up of three arrays is

80 nm

A

B

0 nm
Immobilised AuNPs

C

Templating
nanostructure
63 nm

D

DNA shell

AuNP

AuNP

0 nm
x:570 nm

Array dot

y:570 nm

Figure 4.20. AFM micrographs of the nanopattern substrate following the self-assembly process
with 40 nm AuNPs (the arbitrary colour scale is the same for A and B, including the inset): (A) the
nanopattern matrix; (B) close-up of three arrays with the negative control (assembled without
linker DNA); (C) a three-dimensional close-up of one array; (E) a schematic representation of the
DNA "shell" formed around the array dot; the combined length of the surface and linker DNA was
estimated to be roughly 20 nm, derived from the simplified approximation that each nucleotide
adds a length of 0.34 nm to the strand, a value typically assumed for a DNA double helix in
solution. 220

displayed, where the nanopattern array (darker shaded 6-dot-lines) and AuNPs (brighter
round spots) can be visibly distinguished, clearly displaying that the AuNPs adsorbed
to the side rather than onto the templating array, termed lateral adsorption. In the threedimensional micrograph showing one array with immobilised AuNPs (Figure 4.20C) the
lateral adsorption is very clearly visualised. The immobilisation onto the nanopattern
array appeared to occur in a non-regular manner, consequently a strong variation in
the number of particles per array, as well as their adsorption location onto the distinct
dots, was observed. The elevation of the templating nanostructures was clearly a factor
contributing to the lateral adsorption. The problem was, however, further exacerbated by
the length of the surface and linker DNA, which formed a DNA shell of roughly 20 nm
around the dots, derived from the simplified approximation that each nucleotide adds
a length of 0.34 nm to the strand, a value typically assumed for a DNA double helix in
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solution. 220 This DNA shell, along with the elevated feature of the templating array dots,
allowed for the binding of multiple AuNPs from diﬀerent angles, schematically illustrated
in Figure 4.20D. Higher DNA and AuNPs concentrations favoured the simultaneous
adsorption of AuNPs to both sides of the nanopattern arrays, while lower concentrations
of DNA during the surface crafting step and DNA capped AuNP concentration during the
particle assembly step, decreased the occurrence of lateral adsorption (AFM micrographs
not shown). However, the main problem of the lateral adsorption prevailed as it was due
to the elevated features of the templating arrays.

4.3 Recessed Nanopatterns
In order for the AuNPs to perfectly reproduce the templating nanopattern arrays, each
dot should correlate to one adsorption site, only allowing the particles to adsorb into one
predefined configuration, i.e. six adjacent particles in a straight uninterrupted line. In
order to avoid lateral adsorption, which inevitably made possible many diﬀerent assembly
configurations, nanopattern arrays with recessed features were fabricated.

4.3.1

Silicon Oxide Nanopatterns - Diﬀerent Etching Conditions

By etching the areas not covered with PMMA, the templating nanopattern generated
in the resist can be transferred into the substrate. Silicon is etched in alkali aqueous
solutions, e.g. potassium hydroxide (KOH). 221,222 However, PMMA is known to peel oﬀ
the substrate surfaces when immersed in alkali solutions, due to hydrolysis. 223 Thus it is
not ideal as an etching mask for silicon etching with KOH, although Bodas et al. reported
on its use as such. 224 However, it was shown that thin PMMA films peeled oﬀ within
5 min, while the thicker PMMA films showed more resistance. Furthermore, the PMMA
films examined had not been through any sort of lithography process prior to the KOH
step, making it questionable whether a proper transference of the pattern into the silicon,
without distortions (caused by resist defects), would be possible. More commonly, hard
masks such as silicon oxide or silicon nitride are used for KOH etching. 225 Hydrofluoric
acid (HF) is one of the most potent etchants and is widely used in the semiconductor
industry, in surface micromachining and in the production of integrated circuits on
silicon wafers. 226 The HF etching process has been thoroughly described in literature
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and is well understood. 227,228 It does not etch silicon but selectively etches silicon oxide.
If silicon is to be etched with HF, a mixture of HF, nitric acid (HNO3 ) and acetic acid
(CH3 COOH) is normally used. The nitric acid initiates the reaction by forming a layer
of silicon oxide on the surface, which subsequently is removed by the HF as soluble
H2 SiF6 , while acetic acid buﬀers the reaction. 225 Due to the toxicity of HF, the slightly less
hazardous alternative ammonium bifluoride (NH4 HF2 ) was used. 229 A 110 nm silicon
oxide layer was grown onto the silicon substrate, onto which PMMA was spin-coated and
the nanopattern generated by means of EBL. The nanopattern was thereby etched into
the silicon oxide. In Figure 4.21 a schematic representation of the concept is presented,
along with AFM micrographs of nanopattern and wedge of substrates following diﬀerent
etching conditions. Sample 1 (s-1) was immersed in ethanol for 10 s, in order to widen the
holes in the PMMA and remove any organic impurities from the SiO2 surface, whereupon
it was immersed into 1% ammonium bifluoride buﬀer for 5 min. Sample 2 (s-2) was not
pretreated, out of concern that the ethanol would widen the holes too much. It was also
immersed into 1% ammonium bifluoride buﬀer for 5 min. Sample 3 (s-3) was pretreated
in ethanol for 10 s and immersed into 10% ammonium bifluoride buﬀer for 10 s.
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Figure 4.21. AFM micrographs and cross-sectional profiles, of the nanopattern and wedge
following three diﬀerent etching conditions: s-1, pretreated in ethanol for 10 s and etched in
1% ammonium bifluoride buﬀer for 5 min; s-2, not pretreated, etched in 1% ammonium bifluoride
buﬀer for 5 min; s-3, pretreated in ethanol for 10 s and etched in 10% ammonium bifluoride buﬀer
for 10 s.
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When the substrate was pretreated with ethanol and etched for 5 min in 1% NH4 HF2
(s-1), the etching depth was 45 nm at the wedge. However, 20 nm positive features were
found at the nanopattern. It appeared that something reacted and deposited into the holes.
Large round features were found throughout the entire substrate. When the substrates
were not pretreated, maintaining the same NH4 HF2 concentration (s-2), the wedge was
etched only 17 nm.
At the nanopattern, some arrays, or dots in the array, were etched between 5 and
10 nm. Other arrays were either not etched, or had some precipitate inside, forming a
small elevation. Samples s-1 and s-2 were subjected to the same treatment, with exception
to the pretreatment step, making the diﬀerent results obtained rather perplexing. What
deposited in the holes of s-1 is not known, possibly a fluoride complex of some sort. Why
the deposition was not seen to the same extent for s-2 is questionable. It could be due
to the etching solution not being able to fully penetrate into the holes, due to the high
hydrophobicity of the PMMA. The wedge on s-3 was etched 20 nm while the nanopatterns
were etched around 8 nm. In the arrays with shorter pitch distance the dots all merged
into one line, however the arrays with the longest pitch distance, and with smaller radius,
formed lines of six distinct holes. NH4 HF2 is an isotropic etchant, meaning that it etches
in all directions simultaneously. An anisotropic etchant etches preferably in one direction,
along one crystal plane; KOH is an example. As a consequence of the isotropic etching of
NH4 HF2 , the diameter of the holes increased due to the etching, and as a result the holes
in the arrays with smaller pitch distances merged into a line.

4.3.2

Plasma Sputtered Gold Nanopatterns

Following the etching step, a reliable and eﬃcient scheme for the successful deposition of
gold into the holes was needed. To avoid the diﬀusion of the adhesive layer (discussed in
Section 4.2) gold plasma sputtering was attempted, as no adhesive layer is necessary. 230
In the set-up used, described elsewhere, 231 the plasma could be attained at low pressure
(9 Pa) preventing the gold from accelerating into the PMMA with high energy, which
would cause the gold to irreversibly fuse into the PMMA. In Figure 4.22 AFM micrographs
and cross-sectional profiles of the plasma sputtered gold nanopattern are presented: (A)
immediately after the lift-oﬀ procedure and (B) following the AuNP self-assembly process.
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Figure 4.22. AFM micrographs and cross-sectional profiles of the recessed nanopattern plasma
sputtered with gold: (A) immediately after the lift-oﬀ procedure; (B) following the AuNP selfassembly process.

The gold was able to penetrate into the etched holes. However, the film deposited
was not uniform and thus a strong variation in the amount of gold in the holes was
observed. In some array dots the amount of gold deposited generated an 8 nm positive
feature, whereas a 2 − 3 nm recession was observed in other dots. The variation in the
amount of gold was not solely between the arrays, but could be found within one array. In
Figure 4.22B a plasma sputtered substrate following the AuNP self-assembly process is
depicted. Although the AuNPs immobilised onto the arrays, they did not assemble into six
adjacent particles in a line. Many unoccupied dots were observed, while other dots had
multiple AuNPs immobilised. The unoccupied dots in the array display negative features
(profile 1 in B), similar to the ones found along profile 1 in Figure 4.22A. The combined
height of the immobilised particle and array dot was between 45 and 60 nm (profile
2 in Figure 4.22B), suggesting that the particles assemble onto the dots with elevated
features, rather than into the recessed. The set-up used for the gold sputtering had quite
a low substrate to target (source) distance, thus the same problem encountered for the
evaporation set-up used in previously described experiments was experienced. Because of
the inconsistency of the amount of gold in the holes, evaporation seemed a more viable
option.
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4.3.3

Titanium Sputtered and Gold Evaporated Nanopatterned Substrates

To ensure that an evaporated gold film adheres to a substrate surface, an adhesive layer
(most commonly chromium or titanium) is necessary. From previous results (Section 4.2.3
p. 81) it was suggested that the chromium atoms from the adhesive layer diﬀused through
the gold film to form an oxide layer at the surface, changing the properties of the gold film.
This eﬀect is particularly pronounced in the nano range, making it necessary to perform
the self-assembly process only on freshly evaporated nanopatterns. One issue when
evaporating adhesive layers is their exceedingly high melting temperature (1907 ◦ C for
Cr), resulting in heating of the entire evaporation chamber. In the evaporation set-up used
for the positive nanopatterns (schematically represented in Figure 4.18), the substrate-tosource distance was not very large. This caused the nanopatterned substrate to heat up
profusely, which in turn altered the properties of the PMMA slightly, making it diﬃcult
to completely remove. To avoid this problem, the adhesive layer (in this case titanium)
was sputtered, while the gold was evaporated. AFM micrographs of the Ti sputtered/Au
evaporated nanopattern substrates following the self-assembly procedure are displayed in
Figure 4.23. Some parameters and reagents included in the self-assembly process were
modified in order to find the most appropriate conditions for the immobilisation of the
AuNPs onto the recessed nanopattern arrays. Sample 1 was functionalised with trithiol
terminated surface DNA, all the DNA hybridisation steps took place in a buﬀer with an
ionic strength of 0.5 M NaCl, assembling 40 nm AuNPs. All the parameters were the same
for sample 2, apart from the NaCl concentration of the AuNP hybridisation buﬀer, which
was 0.1 M rather than 0.5 M. When the AuNP-DNA conjugate solutions are hybridised
in an medium of smaller ionic strength, the charges of the DNA phosphate backbone
are shielded to a lesser extent, hence a greater repulsion is experienced between two
particles and thereby the distance at which they immobilise should be slightly greater.
As a consequence no agglomerations of AuNPs should occur on the nanopattern arrays.
However, if the repulsion is too strong, the hybridisation eﬃciency might become too
small. Sample 3 was functionalised with monothiol surface DNA, instead of trithiol
terminated, as with sample 1, all other parameters were kept constant. Experimental
evidence (discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5) indicated that functionalisation with
monothiol terminated surface DNA yielded a denser DNA monolayer.
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Onto sample 4 30 nm AuNPs were immobilised. All other parameters were kept the same
as for sample 3.
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Figure 4.23. AFM micrographs of the recessed nanopatterns sputtered with titanium adhesive
layer and evaporated with gold, following the assembly process: s-1, functionalised with trithiol
terminated surface DNA at an ionic strength of 0.5 M NaCl assembling 40 nm AuNPs; s-2,
functionalised with trithiol terminated surface DNA and the NaCl concentration of the 40 nm
AuNP hybridisation buﬀer 0.1 M; s-3, functionalised with monothiol terminated surface DNA and
the NaCl concentration of the 40 nm AuNP hybridisation buﬀer 0.5 M; s-4, functionalised with
monothiol terminated surface DNA and the ionic strength of the 30 nm AuNP hybridisation buﬀer
0.5 M NaCl.

When the optimised parameters developed for AuNP assembly onto the positive
nanopatterns were implemented for the recessed nanopatterns, the immobilisation
eﬃciency was not very high, and many of the particles appeared to adsorb to the side of
array dots forming zigzagged lines. No six particle assemblies (the particles adsorbed onto
one array) were found. When the DNA hybridisation steps were conducted at a low (0.1 M)
NaCl concentration, the immobilisation eﬃciency was quite low and the non-specific
adsorption onto the surrounding silicon surface increased. The hybridisation at a smaller
ionic strength was intended to lower the occurrence of AuNP agglomerates, however, the
reversed eﬀect was observed. Why the AuNPs agglomerated to a greater extent at lower
NaCl concentrations is not known. When functionalising the gold with monothiol surface
DNA instead of trithiol, the AuNPs immobilised into highly organised and quite uniform
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assemblies, reproducing the templating nanopattern to a great extent. Many nanopattern
arrays had six AuNPs immobilised, while very few AuNPs were non-specifically adsorbed.
When using the exact same parameters, but assembling 30 nm AuNPs, the immobilisation
eﬃciency was lower and no nanopattern array had six AuNPs immobilised. It seemed
as the holes were too deep, making the surface and linker DNA inaccessible for the
particles. However, very little non-specific adsorption was observed. Many dots in the
arrays appeared empty, as if no titanium nor gold penetrated into the holes. The reason
for this has to do with a fundamental aspect of sputtering, as discussed in the following
sector.

4.3.4

Sputtering Mechanism

Simplified, sputtering is the process by which metals or metal oxides are deposited onto a
substrate with the aid of a plasma (schematically illustrated in Figure 4.24). 230 A plasma
(partially ionised gas), commonly argon, is created between two electrodes; the cathode
(target) and the substrate holder (anode). Omnipresent free electrons are repelled from
the negatively charged target and in their path hit inert argon atoms, which thereby ionise
into Ar+ . The positively charged argon ions accelerate into the negatively charged target.
Upon the high energy impact, a cluster of atoms or molecules of the target are ejected
(illustrated in the lower inset in Figure 4.24). The ejected clusters travel in a straight
line untill they hit a surface (particle or the substrate) upon which they condense. Some
modifications to this process can be implemented in order to speed up the deposition rate
and to minimise the damaged caused to the substrate. By placing strong magnets behind
the cathode (called a magnetron) the electrons are trapped within an area around the
target, concentrating a large amount of electrons close to the target surface. The electrons
follow a helical path around the magnetic field, which thereby increases the probability
of ionising the inert gas atoms by several orders of magnitude, making it possible to
create a plasma at lower pressure, which minimises the damage to the substrate. When an
insulating target is to be sputtered a radio frequency (RF) current can be applied instead
of a direct current (DC). RF current alters the bias between the cathode and the anode at
high frequency, preventing charge build-up on the target. For a magnetron sputterer both
DC and RF current can be used. A combined sputter and evaporation system was used
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for the metal deposition process; the Ti sputtering was conducted using an RF powered
2-inch sputter gun.
DC/RF current
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Figure 4.24. Schematic illustration of a plasma sputtering set-up: a strong potential is generated
between a cathode (the target) and an anode (substrate holder) where a plasma is created, most
commonly of argon, the positively charged argon ions accelerate into the negatively charged target
eroding the target material through the high energy impact (lower inset), clusters of atoms or
molecules of the target material are ejected and follow a straight line until coming into contact
with either a particle or a surface whereupon it condenses. The travel path of the ejected clusters is
non-directional as illustrated in the upper inset.

The advantage of the sputtering process is that no adhesive layer is required,
as sputtered metals adhere far better to a surface compared to evaporated metals.
Furthermore, sputtering enables the deposition of thin films of metal onto polymers 232 as
well as the uniform deposition of polymer films 233 and insulating layers, 234 i.e. silicon
oxide. Moreover, some metals have a very high melting points and are thus very diﬃcult to
evaporate, but can easily be sputtered. The disadvantage, however, is the non-directional
deposition of the metals, this is of significant concern when the objective is to deposit
metal into holes with very small radii. Observed in the AFM micrographs in Figure 4.23
were many “empty” dots in the nanopattern arrays. In some cases the gold may have
been evaporated into the holes but due to the lack of adhesion come oﬀ during the lift-oﬀ
procedure.

4.3.5

New Evaporation System

When evaporating metal into holes with small radii the main concern is to achieve
directional evaporation, i.e. ensure that the metal vapours enter into the holes in a
perpendicular manner and not at an angle. If the metal is deposited at an angel, a
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variation in the amount of metal in the holes is observed, which depend on the angel at
which the deposition occurs. This is not a major concern when evaporating onto planar
substrates, as the substrates can be rotated in order to even out any discrepancy in film
thickness. As concluded in Section 4.2 this is not an attractive option when working with
lift-oﬀ processes. To achieve directional evaporation a large substrate-to-source distance
is necessary; furthermore, the substrate must be placed directly above the source. In
Figure 4.25 a schematic visualisation of the new evaporation set-up, designed to enable
perpendicular metal evaporation, is represented.
Substrate holder

Substrates

32 cm

Substrates
Gold source

Chromium
source

Shutter

Substrate
holder
12 cm

Sources
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Figure 4.25. The new evaporation set-up: substrate-to-source distance was 32 cm and the substrates
were placed directly above the sources; down to the left the boat arrangement of the sources are
displayed. Because of the increased substrate-to-source distance and the smaller angle between the
sources, along with the fact that the substrate could be placed anywhere on the substrate holder,
the range of deposition angles, within the area the substrates were placed, were narrowed down to
79 − 90◦ (inset up to left).

In the new set-up, the substrate-to-source distance was 32 cm. As a bimetal layer
was deposited two metal sources were needed and thus the substrate could not be placed
directly above the sources but had to be placed in between the two, to minimise the
deposition angle for both metals. In the new set-up the placement of the substrate was not
fixed, thus the substrates could be placed anywhere on the substrate holder. The increased
substrate-to-source distance, along with the decreased angle between the source boats
(scheme seen down to the left in Figure 4.25), facilitated the directional evaporation of
both metals (scheme seen up to left in Figure 4.25). It was estimated that the deposition
angles of the metal were 90 − 79◦ within the area the substrates were located (estimated
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to be within a 0 − 6 cm radius from the centre of deposition). Compared to the range of

deposition angles estimated for the other system (90 − 68◦ ), described in Section 4.2.4 on
page 83, this was a clear improvement. An even amount of metal could thus be deposited
into the holes of the nanopattern, which had not been possible with the other system.

4.3.6

Large Area Nanopatterns

The third step in the herein proposed process for cyclic fabrication of nanostructures was
to cross-link the particles immobilised on one array, whereupon the structures were to be
released into solution. To physically gather the nanostructures for further observation, a
considerable number of nanostructures would be required. Hence, a substrate with a large
patterned area (1×1 mm2 ) was fabricated, encompassing 20 × 106 nanopattern arrays.
The same geometry dimensions were used for all arrays. The dimensions were chosen

Figure 4.26. The new nanopattern with increased patterned surface area following lift-oﬀ, SEM
micrographs depicting: (A) a roughly 4 µm2 area; B) selected arrays on an 1.5 µm2 area: C) an
AFM micrograph and crossectional profile.

based on the previously obtained results, for what was estimated to be the optimum array
geometry for the AuNPs to reproduce the templating nanostructures. The pitch distance
was 52 nm and the dot diameter 36 nm. In Figure 4.26 SEM and AFM micrographs and a
cross-sectional profile of the large area nanopattern substrate following the fabrication
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process are shown: the substrates were etched for 15 s in bifluoride buﬀer prior to the Cr
and Au evaporation; in (A) and (B) SEM micrographs depicting a 4 µm2 and 1.5 µm2 area
of the nanopatterned substrate and (C) an AFM micrograph and cross-sectional profile
are displayed.
Six distinct dots could be distinguished in each array (Figure 4.26). The approximate
depth of the holes following the evaporation was 2 − 3 nm, evaluated from the crosssectional profile in Figure 4.26C. Due to the isotropic etching, there was no physical
barrier between each dot, still the gold dots did not merge into each other.

4.3.7

Eﬀect of Hybridisation Temperature on AuNP Assembly

For the AuNP-DNA conjugates to perfectly reproduce the templating nanostructure
the interaction area between the AuNP-DNA conjugates and the array dots should be
maximised. By maximising the number of hybridisation events (between particle and
surface DNA) for each nanoparticle, the AuNP should be positioned in the centre of the
array dot and thus align in accordance with the templating nanopattern. When the DNA
hybridisation is initiated at elevated temperatures, close to the melting temperature of the
DNA duplex, the DNA interactions are very weak. At temperatures close to the melting
temperature both association and dissociation of the DNA strands occur. 235 This means
that the AuNP, due to the thermal energy present in the system, can move around slightly
to find the thermodynamically most favourable position involving the highest number of
DNA hybridisation events. 236,237 When hybridised at lower temperatures this is not the
case, particles will immobilise where they are first hybridised. Macfarlane et al. showed
that DNA-directed formation of AuNPs into crystalline aggregates was highly dependent
on the temperature profile of the DNA hybridisation. 238 When the DNA-directed AuNP
assembly was conducted at lower temperatures (22 ◦ C) the AuNPs assembled into
disordered aggregates; when AuNP assembly occurred at a higher temperature (40 ◦ C)
the particles assembled into a close packed fcc arrangement. The authors ascribed the
temperature dependence to thermal energy, allowing for the DNA to rearrange into a
more ordered structure, which is thermodynamically more favourable. Park et al. reported
on the change in crystallographic arrangement of DNA-directed AuNP when hybridised
at diﬀerent temperature profiles; the AuNPs organised into a bcc structure when the
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assembly took place at room temperature followed by annealing a few degrees below
the melting temperature, while the AuNPs were organised into an fcc structure when
the assembly was initiated above the melting temperature followed by slow cooling. 153
The diﬀerence in structural arrangement was attributed to the competition between the
entropic and the enthalpic contributions at diﬀerent temperatures. If the assembly occurs
at higher temperatures the entropic contribution will dominate as the DNA interactions
are weak and the enthalpic contribution small, making the AuNPs assemble into an
fcc structure, as it allows the entropy of the system to be maximised (smallest volume
fraction). When the hybridisation occurs a few degrees below the melting temperature
however, the enthalpic contribution associated with the DNA interaction will dominate. In
this case the AuNPs assemble into a non-close packed formation, i.e. bcc structure, which
maximise the number of DNA hybridisation events. Thus, by starting the AuNP assembly
at elevated temperatures, the particles should be allowed to find the thermodynamically
most favourable position before immobilising. The linker DNA and AuNP assembly was
tested using various temperature profiles; AFM micrographs of the large area nanopattern
substrates following the AuNP self-assembly process are displayed in Figure 4.27.

A

C

B

Figure 4.27. AFM micrographs of the large nanopattern area substrates following the AuNP selfassembly processes with slightly modified DNA hybridisation conditions : (A) the hybridisation of
the DNA linker strands were conducted in a temperature controlled HC, where the temperature
was 64 ◦ C at the start and decreased to 25 ◦ C over 10 min, the AuNPs were hybridised in a HC
at RT; (B) DNA linker and the AuNPs were co-hybridised in a 64 ◦ C water bath left to slowly
cool down to RT; (C) same conditions for the DNA linker hybridisation as for (A), the AuNP
hybridisation was conducted in a water bath of 42 ◦ C that was allowed to slowly reach RT.

For the substrate depicted in Figure 4.27A the hybridisation of DNA linker took
place in a TC. The initiating temperature was 64 ◦ C and was decreased to 25 ◦ C over
10 min and maintained for the remaining hybridisation time. The AuNP hybridisation
took place in a HC at RT. For the substrate shown in Figure 4.27B the DNA linker and
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AuNP hybridisation occurred in the same step: the linker DNA and AuNP solution was
mixed in a 3 ml round bottom flask and the substrate immersed. The flask was placed in a
64 ◦ C water bath, the heat was turned oﬀ and the water allowed to slowly reach RT. For
the substrate represented in Figure 4.27C the DNA linker hybridisation occurred under
the same conditions as for the substrate in Figure 4.27A, while the AuNP hybridisation
took place in a 3 ml round bottom flask that was placed in a 42 ◦ C water bath, which was
allowed to slowly reach RT.
When the hybridisation of AuNPs occurred at RT, many large particle agglomerates
were observed on the nanopattern (Figure 4.27A) and the hybridisation eﬃciency was low.
When the linker DNA and the AuNPs were co-adsorbed (Figure 4.27B) the assemblies
appeared slightly more uniform, however, particle agglomerates were still observed.
When the linker DNA was hybridised in the TC initiated at 64 ◦ C, and the AuNPs
hybridisation initiated at 42 ◦ C, the particles assembled into highly organised arrays
reproducing the templating nanostructures with great accuracy. SEM micrographs of the
substrates depicted in Figure 4.27 B and C are displayed in Figure 4.28, the diﬀerence in
organisation of the AuNP assemblies is obvious.

A

B

Figure 4.28. SEM micrographs of the substrates depicted in (B) and (C) in the Figure 4.27: (A)
DNA linker and the AuNPs co-hybridised; (B) linker DNA and AuNP hybridisation in two diﬀerent
steps, both conducted at elevated temperatures.

When the linker DNA and the AuNPs were co-adsorbed the formation of AuNP
bridges, connecting two assemblies together (both in x and y-direction), were observed.
One explanation is that DNA bases, adenine in particular, have an aﬃnity to gold, the
DNA linker can thus adsorb onto the surface of already assembled AuNPs. If the DNA
linker were to adsorb to the gold surface in a manner which left the sticky-end vertical,
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the particles could hybridise onto it. Some AuNP agglomerates were also observed for the
substrate onto which the linker DNA and AuNPs were not co-adsorbed (Figure 4.28B),
although to a far lesser extent. The reason for the agglomeration of AuNPs is not known.
Possibly the DNA strands present in the system (surface, linker and particle DNA) can
interact with the gold surface of adjacent AuNPs, completely circumventing the DNADNA interactions. Alternatively, the reason why AuNPs adsorb to the sides of already
immobilised particles could be the length of the DNA, estimated to be 20 nm. The stickyend of the linker DNA would thus be exposed outside the array area, enabling the AuNPs
to immobilise outside the array surface, next to already immobilised AuNPs. It is not clear
whether the particles agglomerate in solution and stay clustered together when assembling
onto the nanopattern array, or whether the self-assembly process induces the side-on
adsorption observed. The fact that a pronounced reduction of side-to-side adsorption was
noticed when the AuNP hybridisation was conducted at elevated temperatures, suggests
that the latter is more likely.

4.3.8

Assessment of Assembly Configurations

Although the DNA-directed assembly of AuNPs has been investigated for over a decade,
the assembly of AuNPs into nano-sized configurations and onto nanopatterned arrays in
high yields still remains a key challenge. Zhang et al. reported on the diﬃculty to direct
the AuNPs onto preordained adsorption spots, where an immobilisation eﬃciency of
roughly 60% was observed, when adsorbing AuNPs onto a DNA origami matrix. 239 The
reason why the AuNPs did not adsorb onto every adsorption spot was explained by the
electric repulsion experienced between the particles, repelling the AuNPs from specific
spots. Other research groups have reported on the assembly of AuNPs in solution. Sharma
et al. achieved a yield of 91% when directing lipoic acid-mediated AuNP-DNA conjugates
onto origami nano arrays, compared to 45% yielded with AuNP-DNA conjugates. 144 Both
Claridge et al. and Qin and Yun have reported the DNA assisted assembly of AuNPs
into dimers, trimers and tetramers. 240,241 Claridge and co-workers used branched DNA
scaﬀolds to yield diﬀerent tetramer structures, and estimated a 9% formation of the
desired structure. Qin and Yun mixed AuNPs functionalised with one, two and three
DNA strands, which hybridised into AuNP groupings of two, three and four particles.
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They found that direct linkage of the AuNPs (using a two-strand system instead of the
more commonly used three-strand system) rather than using a linker strand to join them
together, yielded a higher grouping eﬃciency with 80% of the particles being included
in a group versus the roughly 55% achieved with the three DNA strand system. Which
particles (i.e. how many DNA strands that were immobilised) that were involved in the
diﬀerent groups was not taken into account.
For this project the configuration aspired to was an [uninterrupted] line of six adjacent
AuNPs. When investigating the SEM micrograph of the nanopatterned substrate most
accurate reproduction of the templating nanostructures, some commonly occurring defects
were observed. In Figure 4.29 can be seen an SEM micrograph of the nanopatterned
substrate following the AuNP self-assembly process described for the substrate depicted
in Figure 4.27C, along with schematic representations of the observed defects: vacancies,
betwixt adsorption and side-on adsorption.

Vacancies

Betwixt
adsorption

Side-on
adsorption

1 μm

Figure 4.29. SEM micrograph of the nanopattern following the AuNP self-assembly process
described for the substrate depicted in Figure 4.27C along with schematic representations of the
observed defects: vacancies, betwixt adsorption and side-on adsorption.

In the vacancy defect, AuNPs adsorbed onto the intended adsorption sites (straight
onto the array dots), albeit leaving one or two adsorption sites vacant. In the betwixt
adsorption defect the AuNPs did not adsorb straight onto the intended adsorption
sites but rather in between two sites. In the side-on adsorption defect, discussed above,
AuNPs adsorbed on the side of already immobilised particles. A wide range of assembly
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configurations were found. In order to better understand the assembly process an
assessment of the immobilised assemblies was conducted. The assemblies were divided
into groups dependent on the number of particles; the groups observed were 3, 4, 5,
6, 7 and >7 particle assemblies. The assembly-group distribution is displayed in the
chart shown in Figure 4.30. The assembly-groups were thereby further categorised, in
respect to their configuration, i.e. the arrangement of the particles onto the templating
nanopattern array. The diﬀerent configurations found were [uninterrupted] lines (con-1),
interrupted lines (con-2) and lines with side adsorption (con-3). All the assemblies with
side-on adsorption were categorise as con-3, even if they contained an additional defect.
The distribution of the assembly configurations within each of the six assembly-groups is
shown to the right of the chart. All together 14 possible assembly formations were found,
depicted above the chart.
Lines w/ side
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lines
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Counts
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(3.2%)

7
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Figure 4.30. Chart displaying the distribution of the number of particles encompassed in
assemblies, over the assembly-groups of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and >7 particles. The distribution of the
assembly-configurations (lines, interrupted lines and lines with side adsorption) for each assemblygroup is displayed to the right. The 14 assembly formations observed are depicted above the
chart.

The statistical distribution in Figure 4.30 was based on the analysis of 922 assemblies.
The single largest group observed was the 5-particle assembly, including nearly 50% of all
the assemblies assessed. The second largest group was the 4-particle assembly (23.4%)
closely followed by the 6-particle assembly (18.3%). Assemblies comprising of <4 and
>7 amounted for a negligible number of the total assemblies, less than 2% together. The
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5-particle assemblies did not seem to favour any particular configuration, as the assembly
configurations were evenly distributed over all three configuration categories. For both
the 4 and 6 particle assemblies the distribution was skewed to one configuration category,
as the assemblies predominately assembled into con-2 and con-3 respectively. Of all the
diﬀerent configurations the most predominant category found was con-2, with 45.9% of
all assemblies configuring into an interrupted line.
The distribution analysis showed that the probability of ≥4 AuNPs to configure
into a straight line was very low (0.9% of assemblies), whereas it was relatively high
for 5-particle assemblies. When 3 or 4 particles assembled into an uninterrupted line,
one or two array dots were left unoccupied. The low occurrence of these assemblies
demonstrated the high eﬃciency of the self-assembly process, as very few assembly sites
were left unoccupied. However, even though very few assemblies configured into an
uninterrupted line of ≥4 particles the number of 4-particle assemblies was very high.
These assemblies were almost exclusively arranged in an interrupted line, and were in
most cases the result of the betwixt adsorption defect. This was also the case for the
5-particle assemblies. Among all assembly-groups, the 5-particle assemblies were the only
group with a significant number configured into an uninterrupted line. If all particles in
an assembly immobilise in between two adsorption sites, five particles can still adsorb
onto the array. For six particles to immobilise in a straight line on the array the particles
must immobilise straight onto the array dots (i.e. onto the intended adsorption site). The
geometry of these arrays appeared to favour betwixt adsorption.
If four particles are assembled onto an array, two unoccupied sites are in theory
available for further AuNP hybridisation and the probability of AuNPs to adsorb onto
these sites should be the same regardless of whether the neighbouring sites are occupied
or not, if the adsorption follows Langmuir isotherm behaviour; this was not the case. As
one particle simultaneously can adsorb onto two adjacent adsorption sites the probability
of the two unoccupied sites being occupied will be radically reduced if one, or more,
of the already immobilised particles have adsorbed between two adsorption sites. This
means that the adsorption of AuNPs is strongly dependent on the adsorption of other
AuNPs. The immobilisation of consecutive AuNPs onto already populated arrays is, in
other words, sterically hindered when betwixt adsorption occurs.
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4.3.9

Hybridisation Eﬃciency

Overall, only 6% of all the assemblies took the form of the desired configuration. This
was not due to low hybridisation eﬃciency. The probability of an adsorption site being
occupied was 80%: calculated by counting the total number of vacant adsorption sites
found on a 10 × 9 µm2 area. Each array was assumed to have six available adsorption
sites. Only the particles that were adsorbed onto the array were accounted for. That is, an
assembly of five particles, with one of the particles adsorbing onto the side of another
particle, was treated as a 4-particle assembly and was considered to occupy four sites
leaving two sites unoccupied. In Table 4.1 the assessment based on the assemblies found
on the substrate depicted in Figure 4.29 is presented.

Table 4.1. The number of vacancies observed following the AuNP self-assembly process.
Configuration
group

# of AuNPs

# of
vacancies

# of
assemblies

Total # of
vacancies

% vacancies
(of all sites)

con-1, con-2

3

3

10

30

0.54

con-1, con-2

4

2

209

418

7.6

con-3

4

3

7

21

0.38

con-1, con-2

5

1

338

338

6.1

con-3

5

2

120

240

4.3

con-3

6

1

106

106

1.9

ALL

-

-

922

1153

20.8

The number of AuNPs non-specifically adsorbed (no contact with any array) on this
area was 34, which amounted for 0.72% of the total number of AuNPs, a remarkably low
value. Furthermore it was calculated that 4.5% of all the particles on the 10×9µm2 area
were involved in side-on adsorption and not positioned on the actual array.

4.3.10

Eﬀect of Etching Time on Assembly Configuration

The eﬀect of etching time on the hybridisation eﬃciency was also investigated. The
substrates were etched in ammonium bifluoride (NH4 HF2 ) for diﬀerent periods of time
and the AuNPs immobilised. In Figure 4.31 SEM micrographs of the substrates following
the AuNP self-assembly process are displayed: (A) etched for 15 s; (B) etched for 17 s; (C)
etched for 20 s.
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Figure 4.31. SEM micrographs of the large area nanopatterned substrates following the AuNP
self-assembly process, the substrates were etched for diﬀerent periods of time: (A) 15 s, (B) 17 s
and (C) 20 s.

The statistical analysis of the hybridisation eﬃciency and the percentage of AuNPs
involved in side-on adsorption is displayed in Table 4.2. The hybridisation eﬃciency was
calculated as the ratio between the occupied and total number of adsorption sites. The
percentage of particles involved in side-on adsorption was calculated as the ratio between
the AuNPs adsorbed to the side of AuNPs immobilised directly onto the templating
nanostructure and all particles associated with the nanopattern.

Table 4.2. Hybridisation eﬃciency and side-on adsorption observed in samples A,B and C above.
Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

Hybridisation eﬃciency (%)

80

73

73

Side-on adsorption (%)

4.1

3.0

2.0

The substrate etched for 15 s (Figure 4.31A) had the highest hybridisation eﬃciency (80%), however, also the highest occurrence of side on adsorption (4.1%). When
increasing the depth of the nanopattern holes the side-on adsorption was reduced to 3
and 2% for the substrates etched for 17 s and 20 s respectively; although, at the expense
of the over all hybridisation eﬃciency (to 73% in in both cases). It appeared as if the
holes were too deep, making it diﬃcult for the particle DNA to interact with the surface
confined linker DNA. Another issue was the increased radii of the array dots, which
lead to a higher occurrence of crooked and zigzagged lines (comparing A to B and C in
Figure 4.31). The increase in dot diameter was due to the etchant, ammonium bifluoride,
which was an isotropic etchant (etches in all directions). In order to etch a deeper hole
without increasing the diameter an anisotropic etchant needs to be employed, e.g. reactive
ion etching.
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4.4

Concluding Remarks

Although the hybridisation eﬃciency was high, the non-specific adsorption extraordinarily
low and 95.5% of all the particles were immobilised on the actual nanopattern (not
involved in side-on adsorption), only 6% configured into six particle uninterrupted lines in
a typical assembly process. The reason was, due to immobilisation defects, predominately
betwixt adsorption. When visualising the geometry of the current array, this is not a big
surprise. In Figure 4.32A a schematic representation of the current nanopattern array is
displayed. The red circles indicate the area over which the DNA stretches.

Figure 4.32. Schematic representations of the nanopattern arrays, where the red circles represents
the area where DNA stretches: (A) the current geometry, where the DNA of two adjacent dots
overlaps; (B) an improved geometry, with smaller dot diameters and increased centre-to-centre
pitch distances.

The problem of the betwixt adsorption was believed to be due to the geometry of
the templating nanostructure, which is believed to allow the DNA of two adjacent dots
to overlap. This means that it is likely that the density of DNA is highest in between
two dots. The particles can, when adsorbing between two adsorption sites, hybridise to
linker DNA of two adjacent nanostructure dots, maximising DNA hybridisations events
and thus making this the thermodynamically most favourable adsorption configuration.
The large area over which the DNA stretches is most probably also responsible for the
side-on adsorption. The vacancy defect is related to the eﬀectiveness of hybridisation,
which is not, as established, a problem. The problem is the geometry of the array, i.e. the
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dot diameter and pitch distance, as well as the depth of the holes. For the particles to
perfectly reproduce the templating nanostructure, the distinct dots in the nanopattern
array should sterically only allow for one adsorption site. It was shown that an increased
depth lowered the occurrence of one defect, unfortunately, due to isotropic etching, the
radii of the array dots also increased, which is not desirable. For higher degree of control
over the assembly configuration the diameter and pitch distance of the array dots should
be carefully controlled. In Figure 4.32B a schematic representation of an alternative
array geometry is displayed. The dot diameter is decreased and the distance between
the dots increased. The area of the DNA is also smaller, this can be realised by using a
two-strand DNA system, where the particle and surface DNA are complementary. This
was the system that was first used for the DNA-directed assembly in this project. However,
due to restrictions discussed in Section 5.1.1 (p. 111) this system was abandoned. These
restrictions no longer apply (discussed in Section 5.3.5 (p. 139). By using a two-strand
DNA system the estimated total length of the DNA is halved, from 20 nm to 10 nm. It
was also observed that increased depth of array holes lead to a decrease in hybridisation
eﬃciency, believed to be due to shielding of DNA. Thus, if shorter DNA is to be used,
the depth of the holes has to be adjusted accordingly. The etching of the holes has to be
conducted using an anisotropic etching strategy, such as reactive ion etching, so that the
diameter of the holes is not simultaneously increased. Furthermore, care has to be taken
so that the diameter of the holes are large enough to allow for the metal deposition into
the holes in the PMMA. With a system where the evaporation is directional, as depicted in
Figure 4.25 on page 96, this should be possible even for holes of very small diameters.
In conclusion; by using a two-strand DNA system, in conjugation with a carefully
controlled array geometry, a more accurate reproduction of the templating nanostructures
of self-assembled AuNP-DNA conjugates should be feasible, and thus maximise the selfassembled formation of the desired configuration.
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5

Cross-Linking and Desorption

In the first sections of this Chapter a study of the desorption of AuNPs oﬀ non-patterned
substrates is presented. This is followed by the exploration of the cross-linking strategy in
solution and on non-patterned substrates. In the last sections, the cross-linking and desorption
of AuNPs assembled onto nanopatterned substrates are discussed.

DNA-linked particle structures, on solid support (two-dimensional) as well as in
solution (three-dimensional), are reversibly bound. 145,242 The DNA duplexes holding the
structure together can be dissociated (dehybridised), most easily by increasing the thermal
energy of the system above the duplex dissociation temperature, described in more detail
in Section 1.4.2. The dehybridisation of DNA strands can be monitored spectrometrically;
when monitoring the dissociation (also called melting) of free DNA strands the OD is
measured at 260 nm, as single-stranded DNA have an absorbance maximum at 260 nm
while duplex DNA does not. Alternatively, when measuring the DNA dissociation of
nanostructures, the absorbance maximum of the building-blocks can be monitored. In the
case of AuNPs the melting behaviour can be monitored at around 530 nm. In Figure 5.1
typical profiles for the DNA directed adsorption and desorption of AuNP-DNA conjugates
onto a substrate are shown.
The melting profile of DNA linked nanostructures is much sharper than that of free
DNA strands. 145,243 The reason for this is not fully understood. However, it is believed
that the multiple DNA hybridisation events that occur between the components of a
nanostructure plays an important role; for the nanostructure to denature, all DNA strands
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Desorption
Duplex T m

Adsorption

Figure 5.1. Graph of the change in OD at 530 nm, resulting from the adsorption (monitoring
∆OD over time, lower axis) and desorption (monitoring ∆OD over temperature, upper axis) of
AuNP-DNA conjugates (comprising of a couple of hundred DNA strands per particle) in solution
onto and from gold substrates modified with DNA complementary to the particle DNA.

have to simultaneously dehybridise. 244 Not only is the melting profile of a nanocomposite
sharper, the Tm of a selected sequence is also increased when attached to a building block
compared to that of its free state. This empirically observed behaviour of DNA-linked
nanostructures have been used to detect defects in DNA strands; one or more mismatches
destabilises the DNA duplex, which lowers the Tm . 245,246 Because of the sharp melting
profile even the smallest shift in melting profile can be distinguished.
A number of factors have been shown to aﬀect the melting profile of DNAlinked nanocomposites, increased probe density, distance between the particles and
salt concentration during hybridisation event, all lead to an increase in Tm . 145,243 This
is likely a result of increased number of strands participating in the hybridisation as
each AuNP-DNA conjugate will comprise a higher number of DNA strands. The Tm for
nanoparticle-DNA conjugate composites, moreover, have been shown to increase with
decreasing nanoparticle diameter; however, the melting profile for larger particles was
observed to be sharper than that of smaller ones. 145

5.1 AuNP Desorption
One aim of this thesis was to develop a cyclic DNA-directed fabrication of nanostructures.
Under ideal conditions a system was envisioned that would allow for the fabrication of
millions of nanostructures emanating from one single templating substrate, by reusing the
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substrate in several self-assembly cycles. This would be enable by immobilising the nano
building-blocks by means of self-assembly, cross-linking them together and desorbing the
nanostructure, followed immediately by additional particle immobilisation, cross-linking
and desorption and so on. If this were to be realised, it would be of importance to establish
the stability and reusability of surface confined DNA strands. The stability of immobilised
DNA films have been demonstrated; DNA anchored to a substrate surface through a
thiol-group were shown to be stable with no decrease in hybridisation eﬃciency over five
adsorption/desorption cycles. 247 In order to evaluate whether this was also true for a
AuNP-DNA conjugate system an experiment was conducted where AuNP-DNA conjugate
were immobilised multiple times onto the same DNA functionalised gold surface. The
experiments were conducted in a sub-micro quartz cuvette; the adsorption and desorption
of the AuNPs onto the substrate could in this way be monitored. A specially designed lid
was employed, which allowed the active side of the substrates to face the AuNP solution
as the lid held the substrates in place. A mask was used, which covered the substrates
and stir bar, leaving a small window through which an uninterrupted passage for the
light beam was realised. In Figure 5.2 pictures of the cuvette are displayed along with
schematic representations of the monitored adsorption/desorption process.

A

Front

Back

B

T<Tm

Mask

T>Tm

Figure 5.2. Pictures and schematic representation of the cuvette, with the specially designed
lid used for the multiple adsorption/desorption experiments: (A) a mask was used to cover
the substrates and the stir bar; (B) when the temperature was smaller than the Tm of the DNA
the AuNPs adsorb to the substrate surface, upon which the ∆OD (at 530 nm) decreased; when
the temperature of the system is increased above the Tm of the DNA duplexes the AuNP-DNA
conjugates dehybridise into solution and the ∆OD increases. In a typical experiment the cuvette
was filled with 220 µl solution and the active surface area of each DNA modified substrate was
17.5 mm2 .

5.1.1

Multiple Adsorption/Desorption Experiment

In a preliminary trial the two-strand DNA system was used, with the surface DNA and
particle DNA complementary to each other without the aid of a linker strand, discussed in
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greater detail in Section 4.1 on page 63. It was, however, observed that the Tm of the system
was high; 80 ◦ C when desorbed in a 20 mM KH2 PO4 /K2 HPO4 solution containing no
NaCl. Furthermore, the AuNPs did not completely desorb from the substrate; the substrate
surface still appeared slightly red in reflected light following the desorption process
(indicating the presence of a considerable number of AuNPs). In order not to minimise
the number of interacting base pairs (to keep a strong driving force for assembly) but still
lower the Tm , a three strand system was introduced (using a 30 base pair linker strand
with 15 base pairs complementary to the surface DNA and 15 base pairs complementary
to the particle DNA), discussed in Section 4.2 on page 77. Using this system the length of
the linker strand could be varied to find the optimum number of interacting base pairs
for successful AuNP adsorption. Experiments conducted by fourth-year student Louise
van der Werﬀvi , however, showed that less particles adsorbed onto the substrate when
using a 18 base pair linker (20 − 38%) compared to when a 30 base pair linker was used

(40 − 50%). 248 This could be due to one, or a number of factors: the interaction force is
smaller when fewer base pairs are engaged in the hybridisation event. Furthermore, the
distance between the particle and the substrate surface might play a role. A longer linker
strand will extend further above the substrate surface, which could possibly facilitate the
AuNP-DNA conjugate interaction with the sticky-end of the linker. As it was crucial to
have a strong driving force for the AuNP assembly, a 30 base pair linker was used in the
subsequent experiments. The Tm of the three strand DNA system employed was found to
be around 62 ◦ C (Figure 5.1), when desorbed in a 20 mM KH2 PO4 /K2 HPO4 solution (0 M
NaCl).
The reason for the diﬃculties encountered when desorbing the directly linked AuNPs
is not understood. The close proximity between the substrate surface and the AuNPDNA conjugates might play an important role, aﬀecting the DNA-DNA interactions.
Although conversely, Sun et al. found that the Tm of a directly [DNA] linked NP dimers
decreased with decreased particle-particle distance. 243 The discrepancy to that finding,
observed in this case, could be related to the nature of interaction; particle-particle versus
particle-substrate surface. Furthermore, it is possible that the dense monolayer of particles
adsorbed onto the surface stabilise the DNA linkages (between AuNP-DNA and substrate
vi Executed a fourth-year research based project under the supervision of the author.
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surface confined DNA) as the immobilised particles interact with the substrate surface,
which would increase the Tm of the system. One possibility could be the presence of the
amine on the particle confined DNA strands. At closer proximity between the particle
and the substrate surface, the amino-group or the bases of the particle DNA could reach
the gold of the substrate surface. If that was happening the interactions would not be
related to Watson-Crick base pairing. This could explain the diﬃculty to fully remove all
the particle and could be the reason for the increased stability of the system. On the other
hand, it is possible that the reason for the decreased Tm of the three DNA strand system
was due to a lower number of strands involved in the hybridisation event.
Using the three-strand system, with a 30 base pair linker, the adsorption/desorption
behaviour of AuNPs onto non-patterned gold surfaces was investigated. Substrates were
functionalised with surface DNA, selected areas were covered with Kapton tape in order
to better control the “active” surface area, which was consistently maintained 3.5 × 5 µm2
on all substrates included in the study. The substrates were placed in the cuvette, filled
with 220 µl Au40-b’ conjugates dispersed in a buﬀer (see Section 5.1.1 on page 111 for
exact experimental conditions). The cuvette was placed inside the photo-spectrometer
and the OD at 530 nm and 800 nm (control) was recorded over 300 min, monitoring the
adsorption of AuNPs onto the substrate. The substrates were thereby removed from the
cuvette, washed with buﬀer (20 mM KH2 PO4 /K2 HPO4 ) and placed back into the cuvette
that was filled with 220 µl buﬀer solution (20 mM KH2 PO4 /K2 HPO4 ) whereupon the
temperature was gradually increased (1 ◦ C/ min) from 20 ◦ C to 64 ◦ C and the melting
profile of the two-dimensional surface confined AuNP network recorded. The substrates
were taken out and new linker DNA hybridised onto the surface. It is possible that
the linker DNA does not fully dehybridise; Louise van der Werﬀ demonstrated that
the linker DNA had most likely not desorbed from the substrate. 248 When conducting
the AuNP self-assembly process onto substrates immediately following the desorption
procedure (without hybridising new linker DNA) the same number of AuNPs adsorbed
onto the substrate surface as had been immobilised prior to the desorption, which would
not be expected had the linker DNA been desorbed at the same time as the AuNPs.
Notwithstanding this observation, more DNA linker was hybridised onto the surface,
as the interest of this particular study was the stability of the thiol-terminated surface
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DNA (that has a more complicated, lower yield, synthesis than DNA strands that does
not carry any functional groups). The AuNP self-assembly and desorption process was
repeated ten and nine times respectively, for both monothiol and trithiol functionalised
substrate surfaces. The change in OD was monitored and the substrates characterised
under AFM after the first and last cycle. In Figure 5.3 the change in OD upon adsorption
and desorption for the diﬀerent cycles is shown.
A

B

Cycle number

Cycle number

Figure 5.3. The absolute value of ∆OD of AuNP-DNA conjugate solution, which resulted from
the adsorption and desorption of particles onto DNA modified non-patterned gold substrates,
measured for each of ten cycles: (A) using monothiol terminated surface DNA; (B) using trithiol
terminated surface DNA. The red circles indicate occasions with documented experimental
diﬃculties. The total active area of the substrates in each experiment was 35 mm2 and the volume
of the AuNP-DNA conjugate solution 220 µl with the initial OD = 0.3.

To measure the DNA stability monitoring the adsorption and desorption of AuNPs
proved to be more complicated than expected. For a reliable result it was detrimental to
keep the active surface area undamaged, without scratches; the scratches would decrease
the active surface area and thus the adsorption of AuNPs, which could be interpreted
as a decreased DNA stability. Although very important, it was empirically proven very
diﬃcult to maintain the active area entirely scratch-free with the equipment available.
Some experimental errors are thus believed to have been introduced in this study. Similar
diﬃculties had been experienced by the fourth year student Louise van der Werﬀ while
conducting the experiment previously mentioned and minor modifications (increased
reaction volume and AuNP concentration) were undertaken to improve the system set-up
prior to the herein presented study.
For the monothiol modified substrate a marginal drop in the overall adsorption over
the ten cycles was observed, from a ∆OD of 0.27 in the first cycle to a ∆OD of 0.23 in the
last, with inconsistencies between the diﬀerent cycles. At the fourth cycle a considerable
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diﬀerence between the change in adsorption (0.26) and desorption (0.21) was observed.
At the adsorption step, an air bubble appeared in the cuvette, which most probably gave
a false readout; recording a larger decrease in OD than actually occurred. In cycle six, a
larger change in OD was recorded for the desorption than the adsorption. This indicates
that un-desorbed AuNPs from prior adsorption cycles desorbed from the substrate, or
could be the result of experimental error (the desorption buﬀer creeping up the cuvette
wall). In most cycles more AuNPs adsorbed onto the substrate than were desorbed. An ever
so slight red nuance was visually observed on the substrates following some desorption
cycles, indicative of immobilised AuNPs. F A large drop in ∆OD was observed for the
trithiol during the third cycle, which could be caused by either a degradation of the surface
DNA or by a scratch on the active surface. When placing the substrates into the cuvette
prior to the third cycle complications were documented, with on of the two substrates
dropping onto the laboratory bench. It is quite likely that scratched were introduced at
this point, resulting in an overall decrease in the adsorption. Furthermore, the change
in desorption, quite consistently, appear larger than the change in adsorption. Why this
problem occurred for the trithiol, but not for the monothiol, is not understood. As the
change in OD for the desorption of the first few cycles were higher than the change
recorded for the adsorption, it is likely to be an experimental error. The buﬀered solution
in which the desorption was conducted, had the ability to “creep” up on the side walls of
the cuvette by means of capillary force, reducing the volume. As the volume decreased,
the concentration of the AuNPs appeared larger than it actually was. The desorption for
cycle five was conducted without a stirrer bar, resulting in the imperfect desorption of
particles.
To establish whether there was any statistically significant trend in the change of
∆OD over the diﬀerent cycles a regression line was fitted through the data for AuNP
adsorption onto the monothiol and trithiol modified substrates. Due to the complications
encountered after cycle two for the trithiol substrate only the data for cycle 3 − 10 were
accounted for. In Figure 5.4 the regression curves are displayed; blue fitted to the trithiol
data and red fitted to the monothiol data. The line fitted to the thrithiol data showed good
agreement (r2 = 0.9702 ) to the data, when not accounting for cycle 1−2, and demonstrated
a decrease in ∆OD over the cycles. When extrapolating the regression curve, the initial
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Monothiol
Fit monothiol

Trithiol
Fit trithiol

y=0.260-0.006x
2

r =0.545
y=0.264-0.009x
2

r =0.970

Figure 5.4. The ∆OD over the 10 adsorption cycles for the monothiol and trithiol modified
substrates. Linear regression lines fitted to the data points; red for the monothiol modified
substrates and blue for the trithiol modified substrates.

OD was found estimated to be 0.263. The final OD was thus found the be approximately
76% of the initial; a 24% drop in ∆OD over the ten cycles.
The line fitted to the monothiol data also demonstrated a decline in ∆OD over the
ten cycles. The drop in ∆OD over the ten cycles based on the regression line was found
to be 21%. However, the regression line showed very poor agreement (r2 = 0.5451 ) with
the data points and thus no statistically significant trend in ∆OD over the cycles was
established for the monothiol modified substrates.
The substrates were following the first and last adsorption and desorption were,
furthermore, characterised under AFM (displayed in Figure 5.5). The number of particles
immobilised on selected 2 × 2 µm2 area were counted for each substrate. The AFM
micrographs presented in Figure 5.5 were used for the assessment. A 2 × 2 µm2 area
was cut out and amplified in an image editing software. Each particle observed in the
selected area was manually replaced with a pink circle and counted. In Figure 5.6 the
selected areas are shown, along with the average number of particles calculated per µm2 .
This method gives an indication, and not an absolute value, of an average number of
particles immobilised on the evaluated areas.
Based on the AFM micrographs, a lower number of particles were immobilised
onto the monothiol functionalised substrates compared to trithiol modified substrates;
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Figure 5.5. AFM micrographs of the substrates following the first and last adsorption (upper
row) and desorption (lower row); in the two left-most columns monothiol modified substrates are
displayed and in the two right-most columns trithiol modified substrates.
Trithiol

Monothiol
1st ads - 89 AuNPs/μm2

10th ads - 90 AuNPs/μm2

1st ads - 105 AuNPs/μm2

10th ads - 105 AuNPs/μm2

1st des - 6 AuNPs/μm2

9th des - 9 AuNPs/μm2

1st des - 3 AuNPs/μm2

9th des - 15 AuNPs/μm2

Figure 5.6. The analysed areas on the substrates displayed in Figure 5.5, showing the number of
particles immobilised following the first and last adsorption (upper row) and desorption (lower
row); the pink circles represent immobilised AuNPs.

∼ 90 AuNPs /µm2 versus ∼ 105 AuNPs /µm2 . No significant decrease in the number
of AuNPs /µm2 over the ten cycles was observed for either substrate. The particles

immobilised on the monothiol functionalised surfaces appeared to group together into
clusters to a higher degree than observed for the particles on the trithiol functionalised
surface. This is, however, not believed to be caused by the diﬀerent surface DNA
modification (mono- or trithiol): cluster formation of immobilised particles have been
observed on substrates functionalised with monothiol as well as trithiol DNA. The reason
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why the particles sometimes adsorbed into clusters on the substrate, while they other
times immobilise evenly spread out over the substrate surface, is not understood, nor has
the cluster formation been distinguished to a specific condition but appeared to occur
randomly. It has been observed that electrostatically adsorbed AuNPs never cluster and
thus it appears to be a behaviour intrinsic to AuNP-DNA conjugates.vii
As significant decrease in the number of immobilised AuNPs was observed after
ten cycles, it appeared that the reason for the drop in ∆OD on the trithiol modified
substrate was a scratch on the active area. The number of particles still present following
the desorption process was increased by a factor of five for the trithiol modified substrates.
The decreased ∆OD can thus be a result of two factors: scratched introduced through
experimental error and/or the presence of irreversibly bound AuNPs.
The monothiol modified substrates showed a larger number of particles present after
desorption after the first cycle; the number of particles still immobilised following the
desorption process did, however, not increase substantially over the ten cycles.
The increased number of AuNPs still immobilised following the desorption process
could be caused by other than DNA-DNA interactions. The DNA strands on the AuNPs
could be interacting directly with the gold surface of the substrate, in which case they
would not be desorbed even as the temperature were increased above the Tm . The
interaction between the base pairs and gold are stronger than Watson-Crick interactions;
Östblom et al. showed that DNA bases directly adsorbed to gold surfaces desorbed at
180 − 220 ◦ C (depending on the base). 199 Furthermore, it is possible that the amino-group
on the particle DNA interacted directly with the gold on the substrate surface.
Another phenomena was observed during the multiple adsorption/desorption
experiment was the fluctuated in Tm of the two-dimensional DNA-directed particle
network over the diﬀerent cycles. In Figure 5.7A the Tm of the monothiol (red squares)
and trithiol (blue squares) functionalised substrates for each cycle is displayed.
No trend was observed for the Tm over the ten cycles for either the monothiol or
the trithiol modified substrates, but the fluctuations appeared to be random. When
comparing the adsorption ∆OD with the Tm for respective modification (monothiol,
trithiol) no correlation was detected (Figure 5.7 B and C). The mean Tm was calculated
vii Personal communication; fellow graduate student Yuanhui Zheng.
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A

T m monothiol
T m trithiol

B

C

OD trithiol
T m trithiol

OD monothiol
T m monothiol

Figure 5.7. Diﬀerent graphs showing the observed Tm over the nine desorption cycles for
monothiol and trithiol terminated surface DNA: (A) the Tm over the cycles; (B) adsorption ∆OD
and Tm over the cycles for the monothiol modified substrates; (C) adsorption ∆OD and Tm over
the cycles for the trithiol modified substrates.

to be 49 ± 4 ◦ C and 54.6 ± 4 ◦ C for the monothiol and trithiol substrates respectively. The
fluctuations in Tm over the diﬀerent cycles appeared to be random and were likely an
eﬀect of experimental error. The trithiol modified substrates demonstrated a slightly
higher averageTm , while at the same time harbouring a higher number of particles
per µm2 . Hursk et al. demonstrated that in a system comprising of multitude of interacting
DNA strands (such as three-dimensional networks of AuNP-DNA conjugates), displayed
sharp melting transition for systems held together by the interaction of merely three,
or fewer, base pairs. 249 The authors demonstrated that no duplex formation occurred
between the same strands when not attached to nanoparticles. The sharp melting profile
is commonly associated with the interaction of longer DNA strands (>12 base pairs)
attached to nanoparticles. The observed phenomena was ascribed to the cumulative weak
interactions that occur between closely packed DNA strands. Findings by Lee et al. further
supported the theory; it was observed that the salt concentration around surface confined
duplex DNA strands (on a flat substrate surface) was 2.3 times higher compared to that of
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the surrounding bulk solution. This was found to correspond to a roughly 14 ◦ C increase
in melting temperature, which resulted from the increased stability attributed to the
high packing conditions. 250 The impact of the immobilised AuNP density could thus be
speculated to have an impact on the melting transition of the system.

5.1.2

Qualitative Evaluation of Surface DNA Density

The trithiol DNA was initially used, as anchoring moiety for the attachment of DNA
onto the substrate surfaces as well as onto the AuNPs as it had been reported in
literature to yield more stable DNA monolayers compared to that of monthiol modified
DNA. 251 However, during the execution of the experiments described above (along with
experiments conducted onto nanopatterned substrates, described in Section 4.3.3 on
page 92) it was observed that use of trithiol surface DNA possibly was not the most viable
option for the realisation of this project’s objectives. In order to elucidate whether there
existed a tangible diﬀerence between the DNA monolayer of the two anchoring moieties
(monothiol and trithiol), substrates were functionalised with the two respective strands.
A complementary strand bearing a fluorophore was subsequently hybridised onto the
substrate. The use of fluorophores to detect DNA strands is a technique that has been
extensively used for gene expression applications. 252,253 The fluorophore used was the
commercially available cyanine dye Cy3; which excitation and emission wavelengths are
around 550 nm and 570 nm respectively. 254 The chemical structure of the cyanine dye is
shown in Figure 5.8A and the chemical structure of the dye labelled DNA displayed is
in Figure 2.1 (p. 38). It was assumed that the hybridisation eﬃciency of the Cy3-labelled
strand would be the same on surfaces modified with monothiol and trithiol DNA, so that
the density measured would be indicative of the surface DNA strand density. The gold
substrate onto which the DNA was immobilised could, furthermore, interfere with the
activity of the fluorophore by either quenching or enhancing the fluorescence. The distance
between the fluorophore and the substrate surface, as well as the dielectric constant of the
medium would play a role. For these experiments it was assumed that these parameters
were the same for both modification and that the only diﬀerence aﬀecting the intensity
of the fluorescence would be the number of fluorophores and thus consequently the
strand density. An epifluorescence microscope (EFM), which illuminates and images the
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sample through the objective enabling the imaging of non-transparent samples, was
used to analyse the fluorescence. 255 A Cy3 bearing linker DNA was hybridised onto
the monothiol and trithiol functionalised surfaces. The samples were irradiated with
green light (the excitation wavelength of Cy3), whereupon Cy3 fluorescences at longer
wavelengths (appearing red/orange) and thus visualising the DNA (Figure 5.8B). In this
way the density of the strands on the surface could be qualitatively compared.
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Figure 5.8. In (A) the chemical structure of Cy3 is shown and in (B) a schematic representation
of the principle of the fluorescence based DNA detection is displayed; Cy3 attached to the linker
DNA is excited with green light (550 nm) upon which it fluoresces light of longer wavelengths
(570 nm) visualising the DNA.

The samples were imaged side-by-side to facilitate comparison, as well as avoid
experimental errors related to experimental changes.
In Figure 5.9 images of monothiol and trithiol functionalised surfaces with Cy3labelled DNA attached are displayed. Part of the substrate was functionalised with surface
DNA but no Cy3-labelled DNA (control).

Figure 5.9. Epifluorescence microscope images: (A) displaying a control sample, with no surface
or linker DNA, and monothiol (HS1) and trithiol (HS3) functionalised substrates onto which
Cy3-labelled DNA have been hybridised in selected parts; (B) a close-up of the monothiol and
trithiol functionalised surfaces with Cy3-labelled DNA hybridised.

A substrate with no DNA functionalised appeared dark as no fluorescence was
emitted. A diﬀerence between the surfaces with and without the Cy3-linker (but with the
surface DNA) was, furthermore, observed for the trithiol and monothiol functionalised
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substrate surfaces (Figure 5.9A). When the monothiol and trithiol surfaces were compared
side-by-side an interesting observation was made; the monothiol functionalised surface
consistently showed distinctly more intense fluorescence, which suggested that a more
dense DNA monolayer was formed on the monothiol modified substrates (Figure 5.9B).
The trithiol moiety has a larger anchoring area, compared to the monothiol, thus it is not
surprising that DNA strands modified with a monothiol can form more dense monolayers.
However, as discussed above, the trithiol functionalised surfaces were observed to have
marginally higher number of AuNPs immobilised per µm2 . It can thus be speculated
that the monothiol functionlised DNA strands adsorb in too close proximity, sterically
hindering the subsequent AuNP hybridisation event. Conversely, it was found that AuNPs
assembled onto monothiol functionalised nanopatterns better reproduced the templating
nanopattern structures (Section 4.3.3, p. 92). For DNA assembled onto nm sized surface
features with small radii, the steric crowding is less significant, due to the curvature of
the feature. For the AuNP assembly onto the templating nanostructured, a denser DNA
monolayer is preferable, as this enables a higher number of hybridisation events between
AuNP-DNA conjugates and templating nanostructure, which results in a stronger driving
force for assembly.

5.1.3

Concluding Remarks - Desorption Study

It was concluded that the surface DNA was not thermally degraded during the nine
desorption cycles and thus remained a viable option as director of AuNPs for the cyclic
fabrication process. Furthermore, it was observed that monothiol surface DNA yielded
a more dense DNA layer and was thus to be preferred for the functionalisation of the
templating nanostructures.
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5.2

Cross-Linking

In this study, cross-linking between particles was achieved using coupling reactions
commonly used in biochemical application, e.g. to conjugate small peptides carrier
proteins. 256 The coupling agents EDC and sulfo-NHS were employed, which enables
the reaction of an amino-group (−NH2 ) with an carboxyl acid (-COOH) yielding an amide
bond. This reaction has been used in vastly diﬀerent fields to couple molecules and reactive
groups to proteins, nanoparticles and antibodies. For example, antibodies have been
labelled with macrocyclic chelating agent for cancer diagnosis, 257 furthermore, amino
bearing ligands, which can be further bound to proteins by means of self-recognition, have
been coupled to nanoparticles coated with carboxylic acid terminated alkane thiols. 258 It
has, moreover, been used in the fabrication of glucose biosensors by covalently coupling
glucose oxidase (GOD) onto the surface of AuNPs functionalised with carboxylic acid
terminated alkanethiol. 259 In enzymatic activity assays the AuNP-GOD conjugate was
found to have enhanced thermostability and similar pH-dependence behaviour compared
to that of the free enzyme; the authors suggested the conjugate to be used as catalytic
nanodevices to construct a nano-reactor based on the glucose oxidation reaction for
biotechnological purposes.
In Figure 5.10 the reaction scheme of the cross-linking is displayed.
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Figure 5.10. Reaction scheme of the cross-linking strategy: EDC initiates the reaction, attacking
the carboxylic acid forming an active ester (O-acylisourea) with a good leaving group, sulfo-NHS
is added to the reaction, forming a sulfo-NHS ester intermediate, which is a much more stable
intermediate complex than the O-acylisourea; upon contact with the sulfo-NHS intermediate and
an amino-group a stable amide bond is formed and the sulfo-NHS released.
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EDC initiates the reaction by attacking the carboxylic acid, resulting in an active
ester (O-acylisourea) with a good leaving group. This reactive species is subjected to
rapid hydrolysis in aqueous solutions, with a half-life time measured in seconds. 260 By
the formation of a sulfo-NHS ester intermediate (from the reaction of sulfo-NHS with
the EDC activated ester complex) the half-life of the activated complex is increased to
hours at neutral pH. 256 Upon contact between the sulfo-NHS ester intermediate and the
amino-group a stable amide linkage is formed and the sulfo-NHS released.
Greater stability of the activated ester can be achieved, by performing the crosslinking reaction in two steps at diﬀerent pH to increases the coupling eﬃciency. 261 The
first step, the ester formation, can favourably be conducted at pH 6 , as the hydrolysis rate
of the activated ester is drastically reduced at lower pH. Upon introduction of the amines,
the pH can be increased to neutral to increase the reactivity of the amines (the higher the
pH the lower the fraction of protonated amines).
The particle DNA was modified with an amino-group and a six-armed poly(ethylene
glycol) polymer with carboxylic acid terminal groups (Figure 5.11) acted as a linker
molecule, designated to bridge two neighbouring particles.
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Figure 5.11. Chemical structure of the multi-armed linker molecule: a carboxylic acid terminated
six-armed PEG; n was estimated to be around 37, and the length roughly approximated to be
40 nm.

The number-average molecular weight (Mn ) and weight-average molecular weight
(Mw ) of PEG-6 was specified by the supplier to be 10.5 kDa and 11.5 kDa repectively
(size distribution D=1.1). Based on the Mn it was estimated that each arm had around
37 repeated PEG units. The length of the polymer was roughly estimated to be 400 Å
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when out-stretched: 1.5 Å was taken as the average value for the bondlengths of C-C and
C-O bonds in the PEG unit. 262 It is, however, not thermodynamically probable that the
PEG-6 would be out-stretch, but more likely that it would be bundled up randomly. The
centre-to-centre pitch distance of the dots in the six-dot lines was 56 nm. The AuNPs
were 40 nm, with the addition of roughly 10 nm DNA (calculated with 0.34 nm as average
length of a base pair, which is commonly assumed for DNA helix structure in solution 220 ).
If the DNA strands were stretch they would thus reach 30 nm from the centre of the
nanostructure dot (assuming that the AuNP sits in the centre of the nanostructure dot),
which means that the amino-groups on adjacent AuNPs in theory would come in contact
with each other. The PEG-6 should hence, in theory, be able to cross-link two adjacent
AuNPs. The cross-linking strategy employed is schematically represented in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12. A schematic representation of the strategy for cross-linking neighbouring particles
(not to scale): the carboxyl groups on the six-armed polymer form covalent amide bonds with the
amino-groups on the particle DNA upon activation with the EDC and sulfo-NHS.

The cross-linking was conducted in three steps: (1) initiated at pH 6, by mixing the
PEG-6 with EDC and sulfo-NHS in a buﬀered solution; (2) pH increased to neutral (7.5) by
the addition of a solution of K2 HPO4 (pH 9.4), followed by the addition of amino-coated
particles (AuNP-DNA conjugates in solution or immobilised onto a substrate); (3) pH
increased to 8.5 by the addition of a solution of K2 HPO4 (pH 9.4), to oﬀer a last chance for
the activated carboxylate to react with the amines (at this pH the half-life of the activated
ester is merely 10 min). The remaining activated sulfo-NHS intermediates were quenched
by glutamic acid (NH2 CH2 COOH ) at pH 8.5; the glycine coupled with activated sulfoNHS on the PEG-6 intermediate, rendering the PEG-6 carboxylic acid terminated again.
This was conducted in order to avoid coupling between two assemblies (i.e. between the
activated sulfo-NHS group of one assembly and the amines on AuNPs of other assemblies)
upon desorption. For exact experimental parameters see Section 5.2 on page 123.
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5.2.1

Cross-Linking AuNPs in Liquid

The cross-linking strategy was firstly explored on AuNP-DNA conjugates in solution
in order to evaluate the particle cross-linking eﬃciency. The carboxylic acids on the
PEG-6 were mixed with EDC/sulfo-NHS in a buﬀered solution at pH 6 for 15 min.
Amino-terminated AuNP-DNA conjugates were then mixed into the solution and the pH
increased to 7.5 by the addition of K2 HPO4 (pH 9.4) and left to react for 2 h. For exact
experimental conditions see Section 5.2 on page 123. In Figure 5.13 the absorbance spectra
of a AuNP-DNA conjugate solutions prior to and following the cross-linking strategy are
displayed.

No EDC/NHS
Cross-linked

Figure 5.13. Absorbance spectra of a AuNP-DNA(amino) conjugate solutions, before and after the
addition of sulfo-NHS activated PEG-6.

A clear decrease in absorbance was observed following the cross-linking strategy.
However, with no increase in absorbance at red-shifted wavelength, which generally would
be indicative of particle agglomeration. When metal nanoparticles are at close proximity
to each other their conductive electrons resonate at the same frequency, which is expected
to be lower than the resonance frequency at which the conductive electrons of individual
particles resonate. 36 This lead to a redshift in absorbance peak and consequently a drop
in absorbance at the single particles absorbance frequency (in this case at 530 nm). The
agglomeration of AuNPs can thus be monitored by monitoring the decrease in OD at
530 nm. The reason why no increase in absorbance at more red-shifted wavelengths was
observed (with a peak around 650 nm for coupling AuNPs) was believed to be due to the
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sedimentation of agglomerated AuNPs occurring prior to the absorbance measurements.
The cross-linking resulted in irreversible particle aggregation.

5.2.2

Cross-Linking and Desorption - Non-Patterned Substrates

The cross-linking strategy was then attempted with AuNP-DNA conjugates that were
self-assembled onto a non-patterned substrates by DNA-DNA interaction (following
the procedure for AuNP self-assembly described in Section 2.4.4 and 2.4.5 on page 47,
using monothiol surface DNA). On one of the substrates the particles were cross-linked,
using the strategy described in Section 5.2, while particles on another set of substrates
remained non-cross-linked (control). The AuNP loaded substrates were immersed in
buﬀer containing 20 mM K2 HPO4 /KH2 PO4 (pH 7.5) in the specially designed cuvette,
described in Section 5.1 on page 110, placed in a heat block of the UV-visible spectrometer.
The temperature was increased (1 ◦ C/ min) from 20 ◦ C to 64 ◦ C, while measuring the
absorbance at 530 nm and 800 nm (control). In Figure 5.14 the ∆OD at 530 nm, over
temperature, is displayed. A large ∆OD was observed for the substrates with non-cross-

Cross-linked
Non-cross-linked

Non-cross-linked

Non-cross-linked

Δ

Cross-linked

Cross-linked

Figure 5.14. The change in absorbance at 530 nm, showing an increase with increasing temperature.
AFM-micrographs of the cross-linked and non-cross-linked particles prior to and following the
temperature increase are, furthermore, displayed.

linked particles, while only a small increase was observed for the substrate with crosslinked particles. Displayed in the graph are also AFM micrographs of the substrates prior
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to and following the heat treatment. No disparity between the non-cross-linked and crosslinked substrates were observed prior to the heat treatment, but a clear diﬀerence was
seen upon heating. For the substrate with non-cross-linked particles, very few particles
remained immobilised upon the heat treatment, whereas a full monolayer of particles were
observed on the substrate with the cross-linked particles. The non-cross-linked particles
were desorbed from the substrates as a result of the heat induced DNA duplex dissociation.
A cross-linked network was believed to be formed that retained the AuNPs adsorbed as
a result of the increased stability of the two-dimensional cross-linked network. 162 The
small increase in ∆OD observed for the cross-linked particles was believed to be due to the
desorption of particles that did not associate with the cross-linking network. The duplex
melting temperature was, however, seen to be substantially increased for the particles
that were released from the cross-linked network, although the same DNA sequences
were used for both substrates. Based on the above presented results, it was concluded that
the cross-linking strategy was successful in cross-linking immobilised amino-terminated
AuNP-DNA conjugates.

5.3

Cross-Linking and Desorption - Nanopatterned Substrates

Next, the cross-linking strategy was attempted on the AuNPs immobilised onto the
nanopatterned substrates. The AuNPs were assembled onto the substrate following
previously described procedures: DNA functionalisation described in Section 2.4.4 on
page 46 and AuNP self-assembly process described in Section 2.4.5 on page 48. The
particles were cross-linked, using the above described cross-linking strategy (experimental
procedure described in Section 5.2 on page 123), upon which the cross-linked assemblies
(particles immobilised onto a six-dot line) were released by increasing the temperature of
the system above the Tm of the DNA duplexes (Section 2.6.2, p. 50). The challenge was
then to collect the released structures for further analysis. In Figure 5.15 a schematic
representation of the strategy employed to release and collect the assemblies is illustrated.
The cross-linked nanopattern substrates were immersed into 150 µl 70 ◦ C water in
a centrifuge tube for 5 min, which was expected to induce the release the structures.
Previously demonstrated results showed that a cross-linked network of particles on a
non-patterned substrate could not be desorbed, but as the assemblies consisted of a line
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Figure 5.15. A schematic representation of the desorption and collection strategy: the nanopattern
substrates were immersed in 70 ◦ C water in a centrifuge tube for 5 min, upon which the assemblies
were released due to duplex dissociation; the nanopattern substrate was taken out and an APTES
modified silicon substrate wedge into the bottom of the centrifuge tube, which was centrifuged
at 800 rpm for 20 min. The hypothesis was that the centripetal force would force the assemblies
down onto the APTES substrates, where they would be immobilised electrostatically.

of six adjacent particles, the stability gained from the cross-linking was not excepted to
increase the Tm by much, if any. Due to the small quantities, a spectroscopic experiment
was not possible in order to verify this hypothesis.
The nanopattern substrates were immersed for 5 min in the 70 ◦ C water and then
taken out; a clear change in reflective colour over the nanopatterned area could be observed
with the naked eye prior to and following the desorption process, suggesting that the
assemblies had been released. It was, however, not clear whether the assemblies had
been successfully cross-linked. In order to analyse the result, a small (3 × 3 mm2 ) silicon
substrate was silanised with APTES and wedged into the bottom of the centrifuge tube,
filled with the 150 µl aqueous solution containing the released assemblies, and centrifuged
for 20 min at 800 rpm. It was excepted that the assemblies would have a net negative
charge, while the APTES modified surfaces (capture substrates) were positively charged,
the assemblies would, speculatively, be forced down onto the capture substrate by the
centripetal force and be electrostatically immobilised on the capture.

5.3.1

AuNPs - Cross-linked, Non-Cross-linked and in Solution

In a first trial four samples, prepared in diﬀerent ways, were explored: cross-linked
and non-cross-linked assemblies immobilised onto nanopatterned substrates, (1) and (2)
respectively; cross-linked and non-cross-linked AuNPs in liquid, (3) and (4) respectively.
Samples (1) and (2) were prepared following the above described desorption strategy,
while (3) (upon cross-linking) and (4) were centrifuged onto APTES modified substrates
without going through the desorption process (Figure 5.16).
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Assembled onto nanopattern,
cross-linked and desorbed
(1)

Assembled onto nanopattern
and desorbed

AuNPs in liquid
Crosslinked (3)

(2)

Not Crosslinked (4)

Figure 5.16. Typical SEM micrographs of the APTES modified capture substrates: cross-linked
and non-cross-linked assemblies immobilised onto nanopatterned substrates, realised following
above described method; cross-linked and non-cross-linked AuNPs in liquid, subjected to the
centrifugation step of the process.

On the capture substrate of the cross-linked assemblies (1) many single particles
were observed, suggesting that many of the particles immobilised onto the nanopatterned
substrate had not participated in the cross-linking event. Some lines of up to three
particles were observed, mostly agglomerated to other seemingly three particle lines.
Surprisingly, many multi particle line configurations were observed on the non-crosslinked sample (2). Assemblies with up to six adjacent particles were observed. Many single
particles were also observed. The number of particles found on the non-cross-linked
capture substrate was, furthermore, far higher than on the cross-linked substrate. Very
few particles were found on sample (3), of AuNPs cross-linked in solution. This was
believed to be due to the sedimentation of the cross-linked agglomerates. A few particle
agglomerates were observed, as well as single particles. On the capture substrate of the
non-cross-linked particles in solution mostly single particles were observed, although a
few dimers were found. This suggested that the agglomerates observed on sample (1) and
(2) had not assembled during the centrifugation, and thus were not believed to be induced
by centripetal force. The nanopatterned substrates of (1) and (2), following the desorption
process, were then characterised in AFM (Figure 5.17).
On the nanopattern substrate with the cross-linked particles, following the desorption
process, a far greater number of particles were still immobilised on the substrate
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A

x 1 AuNP/six-dot line
62 non-specifically adsorbed

B

x 0.16 AuNP/six-dot line
2 non-specifically adsorbed

Figure 5.17. Typical SEM micrographs of the nanopatterned substrates following the desorption
process: (A) cross-linked particles; (B) non-cross-linked particles. Red encircles show multi-particle
assemblies that have been partially desorbed.

(x̄ 1.0 AuNPs/six-dot line and 62 particles non-specifically adsorbed with no association to
a six-dot line) compared to the number of particles immobilised on the non-cross-linked
substrate (x̄ 0.16 AuNPs/six-dot line and 2 particles non-specifically adsorbed with no
association to a six-dot line). In some cases an assembly of three to four adjacent AuNPs
appeared to have desorbed, but either stuck onto the templating nanostructure or to the
side of it (encircled in red in Figure 5.17A). This phenomena was not observed on the noncross-linked substrate, suggesting that it was in some way correlated to the cross-linking.
It was not believed to be due to an increased stability of the cross-linked AuNP-assemblies,
which would increase the Tm of the system, as many single particles were observed. Had
it been due to an increased stability, mainly assemblies would be found following the
desorption process and then especially the assemblies involving more AuNPs (≥5-particle
assemblies), it was however, observed not to be the case. It was believed that the cause of
this phenomenon was correlated to the presence of the PEG-6.

5.3.2

Non-Covalent Cross-Linking Strategies

In the above described experiment, the desorption oﬀ nanopatterned substrates was
compared for substrates in which the particles had been cross-linked with substrate
in which the particles had not been cross-linked (referred to as non-cross-linked).
Surprisingly, more one-dimensional AuNPs configurations (assumed to be desorbed
assemblies) were found for the substrates in which the AuNPs had not been crosslinked. The formation one-dimensional chain structures have been for AuNPs immersed
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into ethanol. 263 The AuNP aggregation onto chain structures was attributed to the
redistribution of forces in ethanol, compared to that in aqueous solutions, generating a
dipole in the charge distribution of the particles. Since more one-dimensional AuNPs
configurations were found for AuNPs that had not been cross-linked it was speculated
that particles were held together by attractive van der Waals forces, experienced between
particles at close proximity. 71 This force would, in solution, cause the irreversible
aggregation of the particles that are not stabilised sterically or electrostatically (Section
1.3, p. 11). It was hypothesised that the narrow interparticle distances that the particles
had been manipulated into, would cause the particles to aggregate and in such way
maintain the lithographically defined shape (six adjacent AuNPs), held together by van
der Waals force. The possible lack of stability of the AuNP-assemblies in the solution
(upon desorption) was, however, acknowledged.
Strategies to decrease the stability of immobilised particles (increase the particle
aggregation) or increase the stability of the desorbed AuNP-assemblies were investigated.
In the first strategy (s-1), the assemblies were desorbed in a 1% Tween 20 solution. It is
known that the surfactant Tween 20 stabilises colloidal particles by sterically hindering
the particle aggregation. 180 It was thus speculated that the surfactant could stabilise the
desorbed assemblies. In the second strategy (s-2) the substrate was immersed into pure
EtOH to induce the aggregation of particles (particle aggregation). The hypothesis was
that that immersion into ethanol would cause adjacent particles to irreversibly aggregate,
which would increase the stability of the assembly once desorbed. In a third strategy (s-3),
the immobilised particles were dried onto the templating nanostructure, rehydrated and
desorbed. The drying of the immobilised assemblies was another approach to induce
particle aggregation. The hypothesis was that the particles would adhere to each other, but
not to the templating nanostructure, and that the DNA would remain unaﬀected upon
rehydration. The results of the three strategies are displayed in Figure 5.18.
Only a few particle assemblies were found on the capture substrate when using
s-1. The assemblies, furthermore, were found to be bunched together (inset s-1). Not
many particles appeared to stay immobilised on the nanopattern substrate following the
desorption. However, it did not seem as Tween 20 stabilised the assemblies but rather it
induced more agglomeration.
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Assembled onto nanopattern,
desorbed in 1% Tween 20
s-1

Capture substrate

Assembled onto nanopattern
dipped in EtOH and desorbed
s-2

Capture substrate

Nanopattern

Nanopattern

Assembled onto nanopattern
dried and desorbed
s-3

Capture substrate

Nanopattern

Figure 5.18. Typical SEM micrographs of the capture substrate and nanopattern substrate,
following the desorption process, of: (s-1) desorbed into 1% Tween 20, (s-2) immersed into ethanol,
and (s-3) where immobilised assemblies were dried onto the templating nanostructures.

The assemblies coming oﬀ the substrate immersed into ethanol (s-2), bundled up in
smaller agglomerates than the ones observed for s-1. Although, some large agglomerates
were also observed (inset s-2). Even though some single assembles were observed, the
number of agglomerated assemblies exceeded the single ones. A higher number of AuNPs
were still immobilised on the nanopattern substrate following the desorption, compared
to s-1. The immersion into ethanol did not appear to yield a satisfying result either.
Very few assemblies were found on the capture substrate for s-3. Instead, a few
large networks of what appeared to be organic matter were observed, into which some
assemblies were imbedded. What comprised the organic matter and from where it
originated, is not understood. Furthermore, most of the assemblies appeared stuck onto the
nanopatterned substrate. At first glance it appears as if more particles were adsorbed to the
nanopattern than had been demonstrated on nanopatterns prior to the desorption (Section
4.3.8, p. 101). However, at a closer look (inset in image of nanopattern substrate for s-3) it
appeared as if entire assemblies as well as single AuNPs desorbed from the six-dot lines
and agglomerated into the assemblies immobilised on neighbouring six-dot lines. Large
particle agglomerates were observed on the nanopattern substrate, connecting particles of
up to three six-dot lines, all imbedded in what appeared to be organic matter. Furthermore,
it appeared as if the gold in the six-dot lines came oﬀ with the AuNPs, as many empty
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holes were observed where the AuNPs had desorbed, following the desorption procedure,
a phenomena that was not observed for the other strategies. A possible explanation to why
so many particles were irreversibly immobilised may be the dehydration induced collapse
of the DNA strands, which would make the AuNPs come into closer proximity to the gold
dot of the templating nanostructure, as well as to each other. At these distances, attractive
van der Waals forces (between the particles, as well as between the particle and the gold
dot of the templating nanostructure) would become dominant and the stability of the
system increased. Based on the results, it did not appear likely that the collapsed DNA
strands were recovered upon rehydration and hence the assemblies remained attached to
the templating nanostructures.
On the nanopatterned substrate following s-3 upon desorption it was observed that
as assemblies desorbed from the underlying templating nanostructure they adhered onto
neighbouring immobilised AuNP assemblies. Already on the nanopatterned substrate
large bundles of assemblies, imbedded into what appeared to be organic matter, were
observed. The dark matter into which the assemblies were embedded was assumed to
comprise of organic matter of some sort; it scattered electrons poorly, making it appear
dark, which would be expected by organic matter. The possibility of it being Tween
20 molecules exist, as the substrate had been immersed into a buﬀer containing 0.05%
Tween 20 during the AuNP self-assembly process. Although it was immersed into a buﬀer
containing only ammonium acetate immediately prior to the drying step, some Tween 20
residues could still have been present at the time of drying.

5.3.3

Composite AuNPs Conjugates - HS-PEG-COOH and DNA

As the non-cross-linking strategies did not yield the desired outcome, another method
was explored. The AuNPs were functionalised with a mixed layer of HS-PEG-COOH
and amino-terminated particle DNA. Two batches were synthesised: one co-adsorbed at
a 1:1 DNA:HS-PEG-COOH concentration ratio and one co-adsorbed at a 1:5 DNA:HSPEG-COOH concentration ratio. A third batch was attempted, prepared at a 5:1 ratio
(DNA:HS-PEG-COOH), however, the AuNPs aggregated irreversibly during the synthesis.
The experimental procedure of the synthesis is described in Section 2.3.3 on page 42. The
mixed layered AuNPs were immobilised onto the nanopatterned substrate following the
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preparation route for AuNP assembly onto recessed nanopatterns (Section 2.4, pp 44–
48) and subjected to the cross-linking process. All the reagent concentrations were as
described in Section 5.2 on page 123, but the nanopattern substrate was immersed into
the EDC/NHS buﬀered solution in the first step. Furthermore, no PEG-6 was added. The
hypothesis was that the particles would be cross-linked through an amide bond between
the carboxylic and amino-groups of the HS-PEG-COOH and surface DNA respectively, of
adjacent particles. In this way, the large polymer PEG-6 would not have to be involved
in the cross-linking. The concern was whether the AuNPs would be immobilised close
enough to allow for interaction between the carboxylic acid groups and the amino-groups
of neighbouring particles. In a final step the assemblies were desorbed and collected on a
capture substrate, as described in Section 2.6.2–2.6.4 on page 50. In Figure 5.19 typical
SEM micrographs from the two samples are displayed.
AuNP; 1:1 DNA:HS-PEG-COOH
Assembled, cross-linked and desorbed

AuNP ;1:5 DNA:HS-PEG-COOH
Assembled, cross-linked and desorbed

Capture substrate

Capture substrate

Nanopattern

Nanopattern

Figure 5.19. Typical SEM micrographs of the capture substrate and nanopattern substrate
following the desorption process, showing the samples with: the AuNPs prepared in a 1:1 ration
(DNA:SH-PEG-COOH), where the incomplete assembly desorption is encircled in red; the AuNPs
prepared in a 1:5 ratio (DNA:SH-PEG-COOH). In the inset 1:1 composite AuNP conjugates
assembled onto a gold substrate by DNA-DNA interaction, are displayed. The hcp formation result
from the presence of SH-PEG-COOH on the particle surface.

The presence of the HS-PEG-COOH on the composite AuNP conjugates was not
doubted; the AuNPs with 1:1 ratio were observed to assemble into hexaganol close-packed
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(hcp) structure when assembled by DNA-DNA interaction onto a DNA functionalised nonpatterned gold surfaces (depicted in the inset displayed in Figure 5.19). This is a behaviour
typically observed for AuNPs modified with some type of hydrocarbon molecules,
e.g. alkanethiols and diﬀerent thiol-PEG derivatives, when dried on a substrate. 264
The hydrophobic film on the AuNPs allow for hydrophobic interactions between the
hydrocarbons, which enables the close-packing. This behaviour has not been observed for
DNA functionalised AuNPs immobilised on a substrate by DNA-DNA interaction. The
AuNPs did, however, also demonstrate typical AuNP-DNA conjugate behaviour, desorbing
oﬀ the substrate when the temperature was increased above the Tm of the DNA duplex.
This strongly suggests that the AuNPs were functionalised with both types of molecules.
The assemblies on the nanopattern substrates still present following the desorption
process demonstrated the same type of agglomeration behaviour as had been observed on
the substrates where the AuNPs had been cross-linked with the aid of PEG-6 (Section 5.3.1,
p. 129). Upon desorption one desorbed assembly adhered onto immobilised assemblies.
This suggested that the behaviour observed, which previously was believed to be correlated
to the presence of PEG-6, was related to the cross-linking conditions. During the crosslinking experiments it was observed that the AuNP-DNA conjugates were not stable in
alkaline solutions of high salt concentrations, at low temperatures (Section 3.2, p. 54).
This was partially believed to be due to a conformational change of the particle DNA.
The possibility that the particle DNA, as well as the surface and linker DNA on the
templating nanostructure, underwent structural conformation does thus exist, similar to
that of the dehydration induced DNA collapse, described in Section 5.3.2 (p. 131). In this
case the DNA collapse did not appear to happen to the same degree as had been observed
on the nanopatterned substrates that had been dried. It appeared that one, or a few, of
the particles in an assembly were attached to the templating nanostructure, fixating the
assembly to the six-dot line, even though other particles in the same assembly had been
desorbed. The assemblies appeared to lie perpendicular onto the six-dot lines (red circles
in Figure 5.19). Multi-particle assemblies were, moreover, observed to remain immobilised
onto the templating nanostructure upon the desorption, in a manner similarly to what
had been observed on the dried substrate.
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The DNA collapse hypothesis oﬀers a possible explanation, although it has not been
completely confirmed. It is, however, clear that the force fixating the particles onto the
nanopattern template upon desorption does not result from DNA-DNA interactions,
as these were dissociated. Even when the temperature was increased to high above the
Tm (85 ◦ C) the same number of particles remained immobilised as had been observed in
above demonstrated results.
Notwithstanding the exact cause of the observed phenomena, it was clear that the
cross-linking strategy did not work satisfactory. Furthermore, it could not be entirely ruled
out that the lines of particles, observed on the capture substrates, were not, as assumed,
desorbed assemblies, but the result of random AuNP agglomeration in solution.

5.3.4

Desorption of AuNPs - Non-Patterned Substrates and Solution

In a set of test experiments, the AuNPs with mixed monolayer prepared at a 1:1 ratio
were immobilised onto micropatterned substrates; one set were cross-linked while
another set was not. The AuNPs were desorbed and collected onto a capture substrate.
Furthermore, a dilute solution of AuNPs-DNA conjugates (25 pM: intended to resemble
the concentration of desorbed assemblies in the desorption medium) were subjected to the
desorption conditions and collected onto a capture substrate. In Figure 5.20 the results
are demonstrated.
No diﬀerence in the particle configuration on the capture substrates could be seen
between the particles from the cross-linked and non-cross-linked substrates; the AuNPs
were found to form the same type of one-dimensional configurations as AuNPs that had
been immobilised onto nanopatterned substrates. The particles from solution were also
found to agglomerate, with some one-dimensional configurations observed, which had
not been expected. The decrease in stability of AuNP-DNA conjugates with increased
temperature has been reported. However, the aggregation of particles was only observed
after 30 min at 65 ◦ C. 265 In the herein described desorption process the substrates were
maintained at 70 ◦ C, but only for 5 min. To the best of our knowledge, the thermally
induced linear AuNPs aggregation in solution has not been reported. The number of linear
AuNPs configurations was, however, higher for particles desorbed from a substrate. This
could be because the AuNPs immobilise in linear configuration on the substrate and upon
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Figure 5.20. Typical SEM micrographs of the capture substrates of the control experiments:
(A) assembled onto micropattern substrate, cross-linked and desorbed; (B) assembled onto
micropatterned substrate and desorbed; (C) AuNP-DNA conjugate solution subjected to desorption
process.

desorption maintain the configuration, while the agglomeration into linear AuNPs in
solution occurs less frequently. In Figure 5.21 the micropattern substrates following the
desorption are displayed. On the micropattern substrate with composite AuNP conjugates
DNA:SH-PEG-COOH
Cross-linked and desorbed

DNA:SH-PEG-COOH
Non-cross-linked and desorbed

DNA
Non-cross-linked and desorbed

Figure 5.21. Typical SEM micrographs of the micropatterned substrates following the desorption
process: composite AuNP conjugates (1:1 DNA:SH-PEG-COOH), cross-linked and desorbed;
composite AuNP conjugates (1:1 DNA:SH-PEG-COOH), non-cross-linked and desorbed; AuNPDNA conjugates, not cross-linked and desorbed.

that was subjected to the cross-linking procedure some AuNPs were still present following
the desorption process (left-most panel Figure 5.21), but not as many as would have
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been expected. On the substrate with composite AuNP conjugates that had not been
subjected to the cross-linking process it was observed that the particles had desorbed
from certain parts of the substrate (inset upper right corner centre-panel Figure 5.21),
but remained immobilised on others (inset lower left corner centre-panel Figure 5.21).
The reason for this is not known. On the control substrate, with AuNP-DNA conjugates
immobilised and not subjected to the cross-linking procedure, very few AuNPs remained
immobilised following the desorption process (right-panel Figure 5.21), as had previously
been observed. Although the results did not provide conclusive findings, it did not appear
likely that the cross-linking strategy was suﬃciently successful with the composite AuNP
conjugates.

5.3.5

Concluding Remarks - Assembly Release and Collection

When investigating the strategies for covalently cross-linked particles using PEG-6 and
EDC/sulfo-NHS chemistry, it was observed that a higher number of one-dimensional
AuNP configurations were observed on the capture substrates of particles desorbed from
the control substrate, in which the AuNPs had not been cross-linked. It was speculated that
the AuNPs immobilised onto the nanopattern substrate aggregated irreversibly, making
the cross-linking step unnecessary.
Alternative strategies, in which the AuNPs were not covalently cross-linked, were
developed. These were designed to either induce further AuNP aggregation or increase
the stability of the desorbed AuNP assemblies. These strategies, however, were found to
result in a high degree of AuNP agglomeration instead of individual AuNP assemblies.
It was questioned whether the one-dimensional AuNPs configurations found were
indeed desorbed assemblies, as had been assumed. It was, however, demonstrated that the
same type of one-dimensional AuNP configurations were found on capture substrates of
particles desorbed from micropatterned substrates. In addition, it was found that the
AuNP-DNA conjugates were not stable at elevated temperatures, but agglomerated into
similar types of configurations found for AuNPs desorbed from micro- and nanopatterned
substrates. The herein proposed desorption protocol was thus concluded to not be a
viable option for assembly release.
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The large particle agglomerates observed on many capture substrates were believed
to be the result of not only thermal instability of AuNP-DNA conjugates, but also of the
desorption behaviour observed, in which one assembly desorbing from the templating
nanostructure adhered onto immobilised AuNPs. Whether this behaviour was temperature
induced, or correlated to an attractive force between the assemblies, is not fully understood.
System modifications that oﬀer alternative methods, which do not include temperature
induced release of AuNPs, are discussed in Chapter 6.
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6

Conclusion

This thesis project was motivated by two main objectives: the first was to manipulate the
DNA-directed self-assembly of AuNP-DNA conjugates onto a lithographically produced
nanopattern, in order for the AuNPs to perfectly reproduce the templating nanostructures;
the second was to develop cyclic fabrication of complex nanostructures, i.e. a method to
assemble simple building-blocks into more complex nanstructures, which in turn could be
used as building-blocks to construct ever more complex structures, while the templating
nanostructure would be reused in additional AuNP self-assembly cycles.
I–Integration of chemically synthesised nanometer size building-blocks onto lithographically defined nanopatterns
Wet chemistry routes can produce nanometre size building-blocks with structures,
complexity and shapes that are unmatched by features generated with lithographic
techniques. If such building-blocks were to be successfully placed onto lithography
defined nanopatterns their unique optical, optoelectronic and electronic properties could
be exploited, potentially for plasmonics. Because of this, the text-matrix used in this study
was designed to enable coupling of AuNPs with a well defined distance between each
adsorption site. For the assembly of AuNPs onto the templating nanostructures the most
versatile linker is DNA, due to its unlimited programmability which allows for placement
of diﬀerent types of building-blocks onto one nanopattern. The overall aim was to control
the self-assembly process to a point where the exact placement of individual nanoparticles
onto predefined DNA-labelled absorption sites was achieved. Despite significant research
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eﬀorts in this area, the DNA-directed self-assembly of individual building-blocks onto
lithographically predefined adsorption sites has to date not been achieved.
The building-blocks used were AuNPs, due to their interesting optical properties and
inert nature. A simple model system, with lithographically defined gold nanostructures on
silicon wafers, was chosen. The DNA was attached to the gold using thiol/gold interaction
(both onto the templating nanostructures and the AuNPs). Customised lithographic test
structures with feature sizes down to 16 nm were fabricated in collaboration with the
Molecular Foundry (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories) by means of EBL.

Nanoparticle Synthesis. A protocol was developed for the synthesis of DNA-AuNP
conjugates, which showed high colloidal stability in solutions of high salt concentration
required for the subsequent hybridisation event between the AuNPs and the surface
confined DNA strands.
Anomalies of colloidal stability were observed when the NPs were modified with
thiolated DNA that carried an additional terminal functionalisations such as hexyl-amino
and hexyl. It was postulated that the colloidal instability observed in alkaline solutions
of high salt concentration at low temperatures were induced by hydrophobic interaction
between AuNPs, which were favoured under these conditions.

The Templating Nanostructures. Customised gold on silicon patterns were fabricated
lithographically: micropatterns by means of photolithography; nanopatterns by means of
EBL. The nanopatterns were designed with the aim to achieve single particle adsorption on
individual absorption sites. A test structure of six absorption sites in a linear arrangement
was chosen as test structure. The aim was to assemble the AuNPs in close proximity to
each other in order to allow for their potential electrical and optical interaction.

Study of Self-Assembly.

A protocol for the passivation of surrounding SiO2 surface was

developed and the AuNP hybridisation conditions optimised.
It was found that the AuNP hybridisation protocol developed for the assembly onto
micropatterned substrates was not possible. The Piranha cleaning step had to be omitted
as the Piranha solution etched the nanopattern features. Furthermore it was found that the
adhesive chromium layer diﬀused through the gold layer. For successful AuNP assembly
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onto the nanopatterns, the time between Cr/Au evaporation and the AuNP self-assembly
process had to be minimised (<5 days).
The nanopatterns structure was a line of six adjacent dots. Each dot in the line was
designed to encoded for an adsorption site for one AuNP. The first nanopattern developed
consisted of a test-matrix of templating nanostructures in which the pitch centre-to-centre
distance and dot diameter of the six-dot lines were varied, in order to find the optimum
six-dot line geometry dimensions for AuNP assembly. The nanopatterns were mainly
produced with a conventional lift-oﬀ process that produced elevated Au structures on Si.
With this nanopattern, multiple AuNPs adsorbed per adsorption site. The nanopattern
fabrication process was modified to include a wet etching step, which allowed for the
fabrication of recessed nanopatters. With the recessed nanstructures a high percentage
of the adsorption sites only had single AuNPs immobilised. A statistical analysis of the
DNA-directed assembly onto the recessed nanopattern was conducted. It was found that
the AuNP hybridisation eﬃciency onto each individual adsorption site was 80%, while
the non-specific adsorption was 0.7%. Three assembly defects were observed: vacancies,
betwixt adsorption and side-on adsorption. Onto only 6% of all assessed six-dot lines did
the AuNPs immobilise into the intended formation (a line of six adjacent AuNPs). It was
concluded that further improvements should be achievable by modifying the geometry of
the six-dot line: increasing the centre-to-centre pitch distance between the dots; decreasing
the diameter of the dots; increased the depth of the holes with an anisotropic etching
method such as reactive ion etching. The next step could be to produce functional devices
such as plasmonics or optoelectronic structures which would e.g. allow for the control of
single particle electroluminescence. Furthermore, diﬀerent types of building-blocks, e.g.
metal and semiconductor NPs, could be assembled into a complex structure on the same
templating nanopattern, by making use of the versatile nature of the DNA linker.
II-Cyclic Fabrication of Complex Nanostructures
The aim was to to develop a method for the cyclic fabrication of nanostructures, i.e. a
process which allowed a replica of the lithographically defined surface features to be
produced through the assembly process described above, combined with an additional
cross-linking process that allowed to covalently link adjacent surface confined selfassembled nanoparticles with each other, followed by a desorption process that would
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allow to release the cross-linked nanoparticle arrangements into solution. The replicated,
water-born nanostructures could then be used as building-blocks in another self-assembly
process, for the fabrication of ever more complex nanostructures, while the templating
substrate could be reused for additional AuNP assembly. The proposed method for
cyclic fabrication of complex nanostructures consisted of five individual processes: (1)
fabrication of templating nanopattern; (2) immobilisation of AuNPs through DNA-DNA
interaction; (3) cross-linking of immobilised AuNPs; (4) release of cross-linked AuNP
structures; (5) reuse of templating substrate for additional AuNP self-assembly cycles. The
main incentive for developing cyclic fabrication was to enable a versatile method for the
fabrication of complex nanostructures that themselves could be used as building-blocks.
By using the above described method for self-assembly of building-blocks, complex
structures with superior optical properties could be fabricated at high yield and low
cost. This method allows for complete control over the configuration of the fabricated
nanostructures, which is defined lithographically.
Desorption of surface immobilised AuNPs was achieved by increasing the temperature
above the Tm of the DNA duplexes. The AuNPs were cross-linked covalently using
EDC/sulfo-NHS coupling chemistry. Each particle was functionalised with aminoterminated thiolated DNA, and a star-shaped PEG-polymer with six arms, each with
a COOH-group, was used to bridge adjacent immobilised AuNPs, through an amide bond.
Desorption and Reuse - Non-patterned substrates.

The adsorption and desorption

onto non-patterned substrates was measured spectroscopically. Monothiol and trithiol
modified substrates were compared. A small decrease in the amount of adsorption
over the ten cycles was observed for the trithiol modified substrate. No statistically
significant decrease in the amount of adsorption over the ten cycles was established for
the monothiol modified substrate. No significant decrease in the number of AuNPs /µm2
was observed for either surface modification. It was concluded that the reversible
hybridisation/dehybridisation process of DNA was a viable strategy to temporarily bind
AuNPs onto templating substrates; a process required for the cyclic fabrication process.
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Cross-Linking - Non-Patterned Substrates.

The AuNPs were immobilised onto a non-

patterned substrate through DNA-DNA interaction and cross-linked using EDC/sulfoNHS coupling chemistry, with the start shaped six-armed PEG bridging between to
adjacent AuNPs. When cross-linking AuNPs immobilised on a non-patterned substrate
through DNA-DNA interactions. When increasing the temperature of the system above
the Tm of the DNA duplexes, only a small increase in ∆OD was observed for the substrate
that had been subjected to the cross-linking protocol, while large increase in ∆OD was
observed for a substrate which had not been subjected to the cross-linking procedure.
These results strongly suggested that the cross-linking strategy was successful.
Cross-Linking - Nano-Patterned Substrates. AuNPs were immobilised on a nanopatterned substrate and subjected to the cross-linking conditions. The temperature of the
system increased above the Tm of the DNA duplexes and the desorbed AuNPs analysed.
One-dimensional AuNPs configurations (assumed to be desorbed assemblies) were found
regardless whether a cross-linking step had been applied prior to the AuNP release.
Similarly, one-dimensional AuNP configurations were found when the AuNPs were
desorbed from non-pattern substrates, or after subjecting a dilute AuNP solution to
the desorption conditions. It was concluded that the temperature induced release of
the immobilised nanostructures was not feasible, as it induced uncontrolled particle
aggregation.
The main problem of the current desorption process is believed to be the thermal
instability of the AuNP-DNA conjugates. A solution to this problem would be to use a
system in which the nanostructure release is not temperature induced. One possibility is to
use “fuel” DNA strands, as described by Hazarika et al., rather than heat. 1 In this scenario,
the surface DNA would have an additional sticky-end sequence that would not bind to the
particle DNA. A third so-called fuel strand would be fully complementary to the entire
sequence length of the surface DNA (Figure 6.1A). As the fuel strands and surface DNA
in theory can interact with more base pairs, compared to the particle DNA and surface
DNA, the interaction would be stronger, which would induce particle desorption. Before
reusing the templating substrate the fuel DNA would have to be removed, most easily by
heating the system above the Tm of the DNA duplexes.
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A
Fuel strands

B
Capture substrate, F2

Contact between
capture
and host
substrate
F1<F2

Host substrate, F1

Figure 6.1. Schematic representation of two suggested alternative system for the release of AuNPs:
(A) using fuel strands with a hybridisation binding force that is larger than the force between the
surface and particle DNA, upon addition of the fuel DNA strand the release of the cross-linked
assembly is induced; (B) transferring the AuNP-DNA conjugate nanopattern to a capture substrate
generating the desired structure on a substrate leaving the templating substrate available for
additional AuNP self-assembly cylces.

Another possibility is to not desorb the generated AuNP-DNA nanostructures but
transfer them to another substrate and then reuse the templating substrate. This strategy
uses the principles of nanoprinting, in which the building-blocks are assembled on a
templating substrate into desired shapes and printed onto a non-patterned substrate,
while the templating nanopattern can be reused for additional building-block assembly
and printing. 2–4 The assemblies would not have to be cross-linked in this strategy but
the generated nanostructures would be transferred directly upon the AuNP self-assembly
process. A non-patterned substrate, functionalised with surface DNA, would act as capture
substrate onto which the assemblies would be transferred by bringing the templating
substrate (host substrate) into contact with the capture substrate and applying a small
pressure (Figure 6.1B). For this strategy to work the hybridisation force between the
capture substrate DNA and the particles DNA (F2 ) would have to be larger than the
hybridisation force between the host substrate surface DNA and the particle DNA (F1 ),
otherwise the particles would not be transferred. This could be achieved by having fewer
base pair involved in the interaction between the host substrate and the AuNPs than for
the interaction between the capture substrate and AuNPs, i.e. F2 > F1
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If the cyclic fabrication process were to be successful it could be used as a
high throughput, low-cost approach for the fabrication of nanostructures that could
potentially be used as more complex building-blocks in additional self-assembly processes,
constructing ever more complex structures in the nm range. The nanostructure buildingblocks would have superior optical properties compared to lithographically produced
structures and could comprise of multiple components (e.g. metal and semiconductor
NPs). One templating substrate could encode for the self-assembly of more than one
configuration (e.g. squares and lines; the diﬀerent configurations could, upon desorption,
be self-assembled into a more complex structures.
The nanoprinting method could lead to the assembly of complex circuits. The
templating substrate could encode for the assembly of more than one component, with
potential application in nanoelectronics and plasmonics.
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